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Foreword
Fusarium head scab of wheat was first reported in England around 1884;
however, scab is generally more important in warm and humid areas. The
various fusaria that cause scab are among the most variable and insidious
fungi. Scab can cause significant yield and quality damage as well as
toxicoses in animals and humans.
Concerns about toxin-related illnesses caused by fusarium in animals and
humans have increased in recent years. Part of the reason is the increase in
the incidence of fusarium head scab in several areas of the world, namely, the
United States and several countries in Europe. Its increase appears to be
principally related to changes in weather and cropping patterns.
Damage due to scab in the USA was estimated at more than one billion
dollars in 1993 and 500 million in 1994. Epidemics in China are most common
and severe in the Yangtze River Valley, and can affect more than 7 million
hectares of wheat. It is estimated that in China up to 2.5 million tons of grain
may be lost to scab in epidemic years. Diseases related to fusarial mycotoxins
in humans have been reported in China, India, and Japan, whereas in animals
they have been reported in numerous parts of the world.
CIMMYT has been working to control this disease in wheat and maize for
many years due to its importance in countries such as Argentina, Brazil,
China, Paraguay, and Uruguay. Breeding for resistance in wheat over the last
15 years has only been partially successful due to the difficulty of
incorporating sufficient levels of resistance. The progress that has been made
owes a great deal to the shuttle breeding program between CIMMYT and
China. As part of its efforts to control scab of wheat, CIMMYT sponsored two
previous workshops related to scab control and the effects of Fusarium toxins.
One was held in Uruguay in 1987 and focused on the control of scab, and the
other in Mexico in 1989 and dealt with mycotoxins.
To date, international funds to achieve control of fusarium scab have been
modest in relation to its impact on health, grain yield, and quality. Due to this
and its increase in many areas, it was thought overdue to organize a
worldwide workshop with the following objectives:
• To obtain an update on the global situation of small grains scab and its
impact on food-feed production and health;
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• To document relevant research and increase communication among
researchers;
• To search for funds to increase research on sustainable control methods.
The workshop was supported by CIMMYT and by the generosity of the
government of Austria, specifically the Institute of Agrobiotechnology,
Tulln. Participants came from Argentina, Austria, Canada, China, Hungary,
Japan, Mexico, Russia, UK, Ukraine, Uruguay, USA, and CIMMYT, Mexico.
It is hoped that the results of this workshop, and the integration of
scientists' efforts worldwide, will focus attention on this disease, provide
new data, and increase the support necessary to achieve economical and
environmentally safe control.
H.J. Dubin, CIMMYT,
and P. Ruckenbauer, IFA
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Fusarium Head Blight: Recent
Epidemics and Research Efforts in the
Upper Midwest of the United States
R. Dill-Macky

Department of Plant Pathology, University of Minnesota, St Paul, USA

Abstract
Fusarium head blight(FHB) of wheat and barley has become a major problem in the
eastern and midwestern United States. Epidemics havecaused extensive damage to wheat and
barley crops in four successive years, resulting in devastating losses to producers. Wet weather
throughout thegrowingseason, particularly at and afteranthesis, has undoubtedly contributed
to the escalation of FHB. Changes in wheat cultivars and conservation tillage practices may
also havecontributed to increased disease levels. In Minnesota, a large collaborative research
effort was initiated in 1994 to address issues arisingfrom the recent FHB epidemics. These
research programs are focused primarily on breeding for disease resistance, and everyeffort is
beingmade to expedite the release of wheat and barley cultivars with improved resistance.
Progress is beingmade in transferring resistance from Chinese and Japanese wheats to adapted
germplasm. Resistance derived from the barley cultivar Chevron has been located in some
advanced barley lines in the Minnesota barley breeding program. In addition to breeding
efforts, a range of other research activities havebeen initiated, includingstudies on the useof
chemicals to preventFHB development and an examination of how cultural practices may be
used to reduce Fusarium inoculum.

Current Status of
Fusarium Head Blight in
the USA
Fusarium head blight (FHB) of wheat
and barley has become a major problem
in the eastern and midwestern United
States. The Indiana soft red winter wheat
crops suffered severe damage in 1986,
1990,1991,1995, and 1996. Epidemics
were reported in eastern Kansas in 1993
and again in 1995 where it was reported
to be the third worst since the 1970s. In
1993, FHB epidemics were reported in
some southeastern states and in the Red
River Valley of North Dakota, Minnesota,

and southern Manitoba. Between 19931996, FHB epidemics continued to
plague small grain producers throughout
the region. The 1994 FHB epidemic in the
Red River Valley was almost as severe as
that of 1993. Losses in subsequent years
have been less than those of 1993 and
1994. Despite reductions in the areas
affected, FHB damage in certain localities
and to individual producers has been
devastating. Ohio, Michigan, illinois, and
Missouri experienced significant FHB
problems in the past several years.
Recent reports from the 1996 crop
indicated that FHB was widespread and
severe in Illinois, Indiana, northwestern
Ohio, and Michigan, and severe in
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districts of northeastern and northcentral
North Dakota and northwestern
Minnesota.
The FHB level in crops and the losses
to producers, millers, maltsters and
brewers, and local communities have
been unprecedented. Wheat and barley
producers in Minnesota bore losses
estimated at 1 billion dollars in 1993, with
the damage equivalent to a 33% decrease
in wheat production. Losses to the
Minnesota wheat crop were estimated at
18% in 1994, and 8% in 1995. In Ohio,
crop losses in 1996 were estimated at 1012%, and loss in farm income at $107
million. Wheat producers have been
affected through losses in yield and by
reductions in test weight which has in
turn adversely affected grain prices.
Losses in barley due to FHB have resulted
largely from concerns over the presence
of deoxynivalenol (DON) in grain. In
1996, barley prices dropped to $2.75 from
$3.00 per bushel if DON was detected.
Prices were discounted a further $0.05 for
every additional ppm of DON detected.
Barley with 4 ppm DON was sold as feed
barley at $2.25. The impact of FHB on
malt barley has been so serious, concerns
have been raised over the future of malt
barley production in the Red River Valley.

Probable causes of the increase
in FHB in Minnesota
Weather conditions promoting FHB
development have occurred in the heart
of the small grains production area in
each of the last four growing seasons. In
1988 and 1989 dry conditions prevailed in
Minnesota. In 1990, conditions favored
small grains production and FHB was not

a concern to producers. In 1991, wet
weather in west central Minnesota led to
FHB development and associated losses
in the wheat crop of that region. FHB
was not considered a problem in 1992
except in late planted crops, although
rain in August delayed harvest and
prevented many fall tillage operations. In
1993, extensive flooding along the
Mississippi River devastated crops in
southern Minnesota and Iowa. Rain was
reported on 26 days from June 15 to July
15 in Crookston, MN, and FHB was
epidemic. Similarly the wet conditions of
1994 favored FHB development. The
1995 and 1996 growing seasons were
drier, although rainfall at anthesis again
promoted FHB.
In 1990, the federal farm bill
mandated a minimal requirement of 28%
residue cover at the time of crop
emergence for land classified as highly
erodible. This legislation.ifollowing the
drought conditions in Minnesota in 1988
which had raised concerns over soil
erosion issues, led to the rapid adoption
of conservation tillage practices
statewide. Conservation tillage practices
have contributed to significant increases
in crop residues across much of the small
grains production areas in Minnesota. In
the eastern and central maize belt, severe
FHB epidemics in the first half of this
century are reported to have essentially
eliminated barley production from that
area. The more recently documented
northern movement of maize production
in Minnesota may also have facilitated
the increase of FHB. The buildup and
survival of inoculum associated with
these crop residues was presumably
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enhanced by successive production
seasons favorable for Fusarium
development.
Changes in popular wheat cultivars
may have had an impact on the increase
in FHB in the Red River Valley. Marshall,
a dominant cultivar in the late 1980s,
began to lose favor with producers in
1990 when leaf rust appeared. Leaf rust
epidemics in 1991 and 1992 resulted in
losses of 0.7 and 1.4 million bushels,
respectively, in Minnesota, and were
associated with epidemics in Kansas and
the central great plains. By 1993 Marshall
had all but disappeared from Minnesota.
While Marshall is moderately susceptible
to FHB, the wheat cultivars that replaced
this acreage included Minnpro, Gus,
Vance, Bergen, Dahlen, Grandin, and
Norm. All were either susceptible or very
susceptible to FHB.

Research Priorities
Research programs in the United
States are focused primarily on breeding
for disease resistance. While much of the
research effort is new, progress is being
made in transferring resistance from
Chinese and Japanese wheats to adapted
germplasm. A number of resistance
sources have been reported; however, the
level of resistance available in anyone
line does not appear to be adequate to
control the disease under conditions
highly favorable for FHB development.
Additional resistance germplasm needs
to be identified. Other research has
commenced, including studies on the use
of chemicals to prevent FHB
development, and an examination of
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how cultural practices may be used to
reduce inoculum pressure.

An Accelerated Research
Initiative for FHB in Wheat
and Barley in Minnesota
In Minnesota, a large collaborative
research effort was initiated by grower
organizations and the University of
Minnesota, and funded by the Minnesota
State Legislature. This project, initiated in
1995, is currently in the third year of
funding and a request for 1998-99
funding is currently in preparation.
Aspects of the project include:

Development of FHB resistant
wheat varieties
.Greenhouse screening for resistance
to spread of FHB within a wheat spike is
currently considered the most reliable
screen available. This is being used to
identify new sources of resistance and to
screen breeding material. Field screening
is, however, considered a vital part of the
breeding program and is being
conducted at multiple locations
including the University of Minnesota
Agricultural Experiment Station at St
Paul, West Central Experiment Station
(WCES) at Morris, MN, and the
Northwest Experiment Station (NWES)
at Crookston, MN. All field locations
have irrigation to facilitate disease
development. Field nurseries are
inoculated either by spreading colonized
grain (wheat and maize) or spraying
heads with aqueous suspensions of F.
graminearum at anthesis. Recurrent
selection is being used in an attempt to
combine the various sources of resistance
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into a single population. Germplasm
currently being used for resistance
include the following lines from China:
Su Mai 3, Wang Shui Bai, Ermai 9, F-5114,
F-5125, F-60096, Ning 7840, Ning 8306,
Ning 8331, Wuhan, Wen Zhou Hong He
Shang (WZHHS), Yumai 7, and Yanshi 9.
The Japanese line Nyu Bai is also being
used. The wheat breeding effort suffered
a setback in 1996 with the loss of winter
increase nurseries in Arizona. The
nurseries were lost as the result of
quarantine regulations following the
detection of Tilletia indica (karnal bunt) in
durum wheat in storage in four states
(Arizona, Texas, New Mexico, and
California). The issue of where to conduct
future winter increase nurseries has not
yet been resolved.

Development of FHB resistant
barley varieties
Resistance to Fusarium infection and
reduction in DON production in grain are
equally important goals of the barley
program. Screening nurseries have been
conducted at multiple locations (St Paul,
WCES, NWES) since 1994. In 1995,
Minnesota cooperated with North Dakota
in an effort to screen breeding material in
China. Greenhouse screening methods
using macroconidia applied to the head
5-7 days post-anthesis using an airbrush
inoculator have been examined and the
results are encouraging. The first full
scale greenhouse screen is in progress this
autumn following preliminary screens in
the autumn and winter of 1995/96. While
this breeding effort is relatively new,
promising lines have been located in a
long term breeding effort directed at
kernel discoloration where Chevron has

been a principal source of resistance.
Potential sources of FHB resistance under
evaluation include: Chevron,
Gobernadora, Kitchen, Zhedar 1, and
Zaoshu 3. The possibility of using
resistance from two-row material in a six
row breeding program has not been fully
examined. Testing material for DON has
proven a useful tool and entries in field
screening are now being routinely
analyzed for DON.

Biology, epidemiology, and
management of FHB
Mechanisms of host resistance and
the effect of environment on disease
development are being studied. It is
understood that PHB resistance in both
wheat and barley is conferred through
several different mechanisms: resistance
to spread in the head, resistance to initial
infection, and resistance to the
accumulation of DON within host
tissues. At present, however, only spread
in the head (wheat) and initial infection
(barley) can be used in the search for
resistant germplasm and screening
breeding lines. The aim of this research is
to examine the nature of the resistance
and assist in the development of
procedures to identify and screen for
resistance. Wheat cultivar 2375 (released
by Pioneer and sold by North Dakota
State Research Foundation) has been of
particular interest to this project. This
cultivar has consistently maintained its
test weight in commercial fields when
other wheat cultivars were severely
affected by PHB. Cultivar 2375 exhibits
more symptoms than would be expected
of lines with resistance to spread of
Fusarium in the spike, and was not
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selected as a resistant line based on visual
symptoms. Despite yielding less than
other cultivars in the absence of FHB,
competing poorly with weeds, and being
susceptible to shattering, 2375 dominated
the Red River Valley in 1995; a time when
producers in Minnesota were desperate
for resistance. Preliminary work suggests
that 2375 has the ability to fill kernels
more rapidly and that kernels fill better
than susceptible checks in the presence of
DON.

Mycotoxin detection and
analysis, and role of DON in
pathogenicity
Analytical services for the detection
and quantification of DON have been
established to provide for the needs of
breeding programs, other research
projects, and for crop surveys. The
detection and characterization of DON
derivatives have also been undertaken.
Studies on DON development in infected
heads have been initiated to determine
the role of DON in pathogenesis. A
technique for the detection and
quantification of DON in individual
spikelets, single kernels, and purified F.
graminearum macroconidia have been
developed. Initial findings indicate that
DON is not present in F. graminearum
macroconidia and is not detected in
inoculated barley spikelets for at least 24
hours after inoculation. The ability of
DON to be translocated within a spike is
currently under investigation.
Cultural control of FHB
A field experiment was established in
1994 at WCES to determine the effects of
previous crops and tillage practices on
FHB development. Three previous crops
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(maize, soybean, and wheat) and three
tillage treatments (moldboard plow,
chisel plow, and no-till) were examined.
The incidence and severity of FHB was
examined in Norm wheat (susceptible to
FHB) in the year following the previous
crops. Incidence and severity data from
the 1995 and 1996 Norm plots indicated
that FHB is more severe in wheat
following maize and/ or chisel plow and
no-till tillage treatments. Differences in
the level of disease assessed early in the
season carried through to differences in
yield and test weight, suggesting that
residue management plays a role in FHB
development in localized areas.

Chemical and biological
control of FHB
Foliar fungicides have been tested for
efficacy in reducing disease incidence.
Benlate (benomyl) is registered for use on
wheat at heading in the USA and appears
to be the most effective fungicide
currently available to producers. Benlate,
however, is not labeled for application to
barley. Other fungicides, while showing
activity against FHB, are unlikely to be
registered for heading applications on
either wheat or barley in the USA because
of environmental regulations and/ or low
efficacy. Effective seed treatments for
control of seedling blight are available
and include mancozeb, thiabendazole,
and defenconazole. Preliminary work on
the feasibility of using microorganisms to
reduce FHB has been initiated. Biocontrol
may provide an alternative form of
protection against FHB when chemicals
have limited effectiveness and when
heading applications raise concerns over
chemical residues in harvested grain.
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Molecular mapping of FHB
resistance genes in wheat and
barley, and DNA fingerprinting
of Fusarium
One objective of this research is to
find molecular markers linked to genes
conferring resistance to FHB in wheat
and barley, and thus develop a system for
marker assisted selection. The mapping
of resistance genes in Chevron barley has
been undertaken as a cooperative effort
with researchers as part of the North
American Barley Genome Mapping
Project (NABGMP). Another objective is
to develop molecular markers that enable
species and intraspecific strains of
Fusarium to be identified. Markers able to
distinguish F. graminearum from F.
culmorum and other Fusarium species
have been developed. Further, markers
able to identify individual isolates of F.
graminearum are under development.
In addition to the aspects of the FHB
initiative listed above, work has been
completed on the effects of feeding DONcontaminated barley on performance and
meat quality in beef production, the
storage of Fusarium infected grain, and
the effect of FHB on wheat and barley
quality. Research, proposed for inclusion
in the 1997/1998 FHB initiative, includes
the development of machine vision and
neural network systems to quantify FHB
infection in grain samples, field and
greenhouse studies to examine the
decomposition of residues under a range
of tillage and management strategies, and
the evaluation of residues at various

stages of decomposition to determine
their inoculum potential. An expansion of
molecular approaches for identification
and development of genetic FHB
resistance in wheat and barley, including
the use of novel anti-fungal genes for FHB
resistance in wheat, is also anticipated.

Regional Coordination
A regional committee (NCR-184) was
established in 1994 to provide a
mechanism for planning and coordinating
efficient and effective research. States
participating in this regional coordination
include: Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, New York, North Dakota, Ohio,
South Dakota, and the USDA. This
committee meets annually, allowing
participants updates on the current
disease situation and status of research
efforts. The purpose of the NCR-184 is to
coordinate research and exchange
information in the following areas: basic
epidemiology, germplasm identification
and evaluation, determination of the
nature of resistance, inheritance of
resistance, Fusarium biology and genetics,
mycotoxin production, molecular
mechanisms of pathogenesis and
resistance, chemical control, biological
control, and the effect of FHB on quality of
wheat and barley. In addition, the
committee has facilitated the exchange of
techniques, germplasm, and coordinated
regional uniform nurseries in which
gerrnplasm can be tested in several
environments.
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Fusarium Scab Screening
Program at CIMMYT
L. Gilchrist, S. Rajaram, A. Mujeeb-Kazi, M. van Ginkel, H. Vivar, and W. Pfeiffer
CIMMYT, Mexico, D.E, Mexico

Abstract
Fusarium head blight (scab) is a common disease of cereals worldwide, causing severe yield
losses and toxicological problems in humans and animals. CIMMYT began scab research in the
early1980s and has concentrated on two resistance types, type I (penetration) and type II
(spread), at three hotspot locations in Mexico (Toluca, Patzcuaro, and Sierra del Tigre). The
aim has been to develop high yieldinggermplasm with enough resistance to sustain good
production levels in scab affected areas. Surveys carried out in Toluca and Paizcuaro during
1988-89 indicated that Fusarium graminearum was the most importantscab producing
pathogen in these localities. Although scab resistant germplasm is limited, resistance from
genetic sources from Brazil, Japan, and China has been incorporated into high yielding
genotypes. Despite the slow process, important results have been obtained and thefirst lines
(Ningmai 7, Longmai 19, and Chuanmai 25) are being released in large areas of China. In the
lastfive years, 582 synthetic bread wheats (Triticum turgidum/Aegilops squarrosa;
2n=6x=42, AABBDD) and derived lines havebeen developed by the Wheat Wide Crosses
group at CIMMYT to increase theavailable genetic diversity. These materials have been tested
underfield conditions and diversity has been identified. A key synthetic cross is Gan/Ae.
squarrosa (427) 'with resistance types I and II. A new breeding scheme is beingconsidered for
incorporating combined resistances from numerous sources into well-adapted backgrounds. In
the ICARDA/CIMMYT barley program based in Mexico, unique barley germplasm has been
screened using Gobernadora (a widelygrown varietyin the lower Yangtze Valley, China) and
Shyri/Copal//Shyri/Grit as parents. The lines were developed as a doubled haploid (DH)
population by the Hordeum bulbosum method. DH lines that havebetter scab resistance
than that of eitherparent havebeen identified. Durum wheatstill remains the most scab
susceptible crop, and no resistance sources have been identified in CIMMYT durum wheat
germplasm. In thefuture, research at CIMMYT willfocus on the mode of inheritance in the
more resistant bread wheatlines and, in particular, on the identification of type III resistance.

Scab, or head blight, is a common
disease of cereals caused by more than 18
species of Fusarium. Scab causes severe
production losses worldwide and
induces toxicological problems in people
and animals (Ireta and Gilchrist 1994;
Parry et al. 1995). Incidence of this
disease has been increasing over the last

10 years for various reasons, with
perhaps the most important being the
increase in the area where wheat is
rotated with maize or other cereals,
changes in the cropping system for soil
protection purposes, and changes in
wheat cropping from traditional to more
humid, nontraditional areas.
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Fusarium Scab Research
at CIMMYT
CIMMYT started scab research in the
early 1980s with the routine screening of
conventional and distantly related
Triticeae germplasm. During 1992-1996,
sporadic and isolated research was
carried out (Ireta et al. 1994; Gilchrist et al.
1994; Singh et al. 1995; van Ginkel et al.
1996). The program was re-emphasized in
1997 and a part-time research scientist
appointed.

Screening Germplasm to
Support Breeding
Programs
CIMMYT has influenced wheat
production worldwide. Scab is
recognized as an important biotic stress
in many areas, especially where humid or
moist conditions prevail from anthesis to
maturity (Ireta and Gilchrist 1994).
Three mechanisms of scab resistance
in the wheat plant have been reported
(Shroeder and Christesen 1963; Miller ei
al. 1985; Miller and Armison 1986; Wang
and Miller 1988). Type I is referred to as
penetration resistance, which prevents
initial fungal penetration; type II is
spread resistance, where spread is
reduced within the spike; and type III is
related to biochemical resistance where
toxins produced by the fungus are broken
down by the host plant. For many years,
CIMMYT has concentrated on type I and
II resistances under field conditions.
Trials have been conducted at three
locations in Mexico: Toluca in the State of
Mexico (natural and artificial epidemics),

Patzcuaro in Michoacan State, and Sierra
del Tigre in Atoyac, [alisco State (natural
epidemics). The aim of these trials is to
develop high yielding germplasm with
enough resistance to sustain good
production in scab affected areas.
Surveys carried out in Toluca and
Patzcuaro localities over two years (1988
and 1989) identified Fusarium
graminearum as the most important
species in these localities. Depending on
the season and locality, F. avenaceum was
also found to be important, whereas F.
equiseti and F. nivale were less common
(Ireta and Gilchrist 1994).
Though scab resistant germplasm is
limited, resistance originating in diverse
genetic sources from Brazil, Japan, and
China has been incorporated into high
yielding genotypes. Cognizant of the
slow progress, important results have
been obtained, and the first varieties are
in the process of being released in large
areas of China. These varieties are
Ningmai 7 (Shangai4-3B-OY), Longmai 19
(Long 755778/Ke74-207/ /Long82 H522/
Alondra), and Chuanmai 25 (1414/
Shuanyu5/ /Genaro80) released in
[iangsu, Heilongjiang, and Sichuan
provinces, respectively.
Another group of resistant bread
wheat lines with good agronomic type
are Catbird, Bau /Milan, Sha5/Weaver,
Nanjing 82149/Kauz, Gov / Az/ /Mus/3/
Dodo/4/Bow, and Chil/Chum 18 (Table
1). In the last five years, germplasm has
been developed by the Wide Crosses
group, with the aim of increasing the
available genetic diversity. To this end,
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582 synthetic bread wheats (SH: Triticum
turgidum/Aegilops squarrosa; 2n=6x=42,
AABBDD) and derived lines (BWISH)
have been tested under field conditions
for scab resistance, and diversity has been
identified.
Both type I and II resistances are
present in synthetic bread wheats (Table
2). A key synthetic cross is Can/ Ae.
squarrosa (427) with type I and II
resistance, while Gan/ Ae. squarrosa (408)
has type II. Two other important crosses

are Rabi/ /Cs/Cra/3/ Ae. squarrosa (190)
and 68.111/RGB-U / /Ward Resel/3/Stil/
4/ Ae squarrosa (633). The incorporation of
different types of resistance from various
sources into well-adapted bread wheat
genotypes is now under consideration.
Unique germplasm has been screened
in the ICARDA/CIMMYT barley

program based in Mexico. One hundred
lines including Gobernadora, a widely
grown variety in the lower Yangtze of
China, and Shyri/Copal/ /Shyri/Grit,

Table 1. Bread wheat lines with type I and type II resistance to scab (Fusarium
graminearum), Atizapan, Toluca, Mexico.

Lines
CATBIRD
SHA5IWEAVER
NG 8675/CBRD
SHA3/CBRD
SHA4/CHIL
NANGING 82149/KAUZ
BAU/MILAN
MILAN/SHA 7
GOV/AZlIMUS/3/DODO/4/BOW

CHIUCHUM18
CHUM181/JUP/BJY
UHUI/IAS63/ALDAN
CBRD/5/CSITH.CUIIGLEN/3/GEN/4/L22661
1406.1 0111BUC/3NPM/MOS 83.11.4.8//NAC
SODAT/SUM31/NIN820/3/NING8626
SODAT/SUM31/NING8647
80456/YANGMA15
BEKELE.100,244
NING8675/NING8645
THB/CEP7780/ISUZ9IWEAVER/3/NG8675
JIAN85.111/SUZHOU7906/N ING8249
CLLF/PCHUI/SEL.P101/BOGAF/3/BUC/41
JIANZI MAI/5/N ING8645
ZU01330
ZM23524
N894037
EMBLEM
RECURRENT SELECTION 5
RECURRENT SELECTION 6
PRINIA
FRONTANA (resistant check)
FLYCATHER (susceptible check)
a
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Lines set in bold are similar to the resistant check Frontana.

Scab reaction (%)a
Type I
Type II

10-40
5-30
5-15
5-30
10-40
10-40
15-50
5-15

5-10
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-15
10-15
5-10
5-13
5-18
5-30
5-15
5-15

1-20
5-15
5-20
5-25
5-10
5-30
1-10
10-30

5-10
5-13
5-15
5-20
5-10
5-10
5-10
5-20

1-10
5-15
1-10
10-30
1-10
1-10
5-10
5-10
35-100

5-15
5-10
10-20
5-20
5-10
5-10
20-30
5-10
40-60

10-40
10-15
1-5
5-20
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were used as parents. The lines were
developed as a doubled haploid (DH)
population by the Hordeum bulbosum
method at Oregon State University by
Dr. P. Hayes. Some DHs with superior
resistance to that of both parents were
identified during the 1995 Toluca cycle.
This population was also sent to North
Dakota to be included in the germplasm
for evaluation in Shanghai, China, in
1995. Two entries (24 and 91) were found
to be among the six best resistant lines in

both locations (Table 3). Resistance types
I and II were present in the population.
Some DHs with low DON levels were
found (B. Steffenson, North Dakota State
University, USA, personal
communication).
Thirty-three genotypes reported as
resistant by Takeda and Hetta (1989), the
variety Chevron, and two lines
developed in Shanghai were evaluated
for F. graminearum type II resistance at

Table 2. Synthetic hexaploid (SH) lines resistant to Fusarium graminearum evaluated at
Atizapan Station, Toluca, Mexico.
Type I
1996

Synthetic hexaploids, wheat
cultivars, and check lines

1. (SH): RABIIIGS/CRA/3/Ae. squarrosa(190)
2. GAN/Ae. squarrosa(437)
3. (SH): GAN/Ae. squarrosa(408)
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13,
14.

RABIIIGS/CRA/3/Ae. squarrosa(891)
6973/Ward.7463//74110/31Ae. squarrosa(665)
DOY1/Ae. squarrosa(446)
DOY1/Ae. squarrosa(511)
68.111/RGB-U//WARD RESEU3/STIU41
Ae. squarrosa(783)
SNIPEIYAV79/DACKlTEAU3IAe. squarrosa (633)
Chinese (resistant check)
Frontana (resistant check)
Mayoor (resistant check)
Flycather (susceptible check)
Altar 84 (susceptible check)

10.7a
6.9
32.9
8.9
8.5
12.6
11.2
25.2
6.3
3.2
12.3
35.2
100.0

Type II
1995
1996
Severity (%)
16.9b
10.0
14.3
5.9
5.5
6.2
16.0
10.8
15.7
16.0
6.3
30.0
79.0
100.0

17.15c
11.46
21.09
27.82
20.96
21.69
20.07
17.98
21.92
6.92
15.13
42.36
100.00

a average of 21 spikes.
b
C

average of 10 spikes.
average of 25 spikes.

Table 3. Doubled haploid barley lines resistant to scab (Fusarium graminearum) in Toluca,
Mexico, 1995, and in Shangai, China, 1995/96.
Cultivar
no.
DH-24
DH-82
DH-96
DH-89
DH-91
Gobernadora

Non-infected kernels (%)
Toluca, Mexico, 1995
87*
87*

87'
86
85
81

Reaction to head scab
Shanghai, China 1995/96

DON (ppm)

R

7.0

MS
MS
S
MS
MR

4.9
7.6

, Significantly different (P<0.05) to resistant check Gobernadora.

Fusarium Scab Screening Program at CIMMYT
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Table 4. Barley varieties with type II resistance to scab (Fusarium graminearum) in Toluca,
Mexico, 1995.
Non-infected
kernels (%)

Normal maturity
Shyri
Gobernadora/Humai
Aliso
Gobernadora
Aleli
Cedro (susceptible check)
*~

, Significantly different

55.8**
52.3
49.8
49.3
40.9
11.3

Late maturity
Atahualpa
Zhedar1
Chevron
Zhedar2

Non-infected
kernels (%)
79**

66
60
54

(P<0.01) to resistant check Gobernadora.

Toluca, Mexico. Preliminary results from
one year tests showed satisfactory
resistance under Toluca conditions, but
none matched the resistance levels of the
best sources Shyri and Atahualpa (Table
4). Both these varieties have been
released in Ecuador.

2. Workshop on Fusarium Head Blight and
Related Mycotoxins, Sonora, Mexico, 3031 March 1989, conducted in
collaboration with Agriculture Canada
IDRC (33 participants).
3. Fusarium Head Scab: Global Status and
Future Prospects, El Batan, Mexico, 13-17
October 1996, conducted in collaboration
with Austria (35 participants).

Durum wheats are highly susceptible
to scab, and no resistant sources have

In the future, research will be carried

been identified in the CIMMYT program,

out into inheritance aspects, particularly

though some genotypes present
intermediate levels of resistance. Alien

to identify type III resistance germplasm.

genetic diversity is seen as a plausible
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Abstract
Fusarium head blight (FHB) of wheatwas considered a sporadic disease in Uruguay until
1976; however, due tofavorable weather conditions in the spring of 1977, thefirst of many
epidemics occurred. Disease samples collected around the country during 1990-92 showed
Fusarium graminearum to bethe most prevalent species causingFHB. During 1991-93,
studies carried out to identifygenetic variability in thefungus showed differential responses in
aggressiveness with respect to the isolates' reaction on the host. However, no host-pathogen
interaction was observed. To further analyze this variability, workwas conducted in
collaboration with the John Innes Institute, UK, using random amplified polymorphism DNA
(RAPD) and restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP). Although certain differences in
the intensity of the bands were observed amongdifferent isolates, these belonged to the same
general pattern; hence, in this case, RFLP markers were not successful in identifying
polymorphisms within F. graminearum. At present, research is underway to identify superior
FHB resistantgermplasm underfield conditions, using artificial inoculation. In general,
Chinese sources of resistance, though agronomically poor, haveperformed well. CIMMYT
germplasm derived from crosses with Chinese germplasm show superior levels of FHB
resistance in high yielding plant types. Of these, a Catbird selection (CM91045-5Y-OM-OY-4MOY-OB) has been selected for its stable FHB resistance underfield and greenhouse conditions,
and is beingcrossed with local germplasm. In order to transfer high levels of resistance to locally
adapted types, inoculum density and timing of inoculations havebeen found to beof critical
importance. A large CIMMYT collection evaluated for FHB during 1994 demonstrated
significant differences in the infection level on advanced lineswith the sameday offlowering. It
wasalso observed that the highestlevel of natural infection tookplace during a very short period
of time, whereas outsidethis period, the level of infection was generally lower, even on
moderately susceptible to susceptible germplasm. Therefore, in order to avoidescapes under
natural infection conditions, resistance in germplasm must be identified during the peak
infection period. Sinceall Uruguayan wheat cultivars are susceptible to FHB at present,
diversification of sowing dateand/or chemical control are recommended. Experimental data
show that two applications of Benomyl, Prochlora, or Tebuconazol at stage 61 and 65 (Zadoks'
scale) achieoe better results than a singleapplication at either stage 61 or 65.

Wheat is an important crop in the
western region of Uruguay, where it is
sown either as a double purpose crop
(grain and forage) in the mixed farming
system prevalent in the country, or solely

for grain purposes. Total production of
the crop has oscillated between 200,000500,000 t during the last six years,
depending on the area seeded (Figure 1;
Souto 1996). Apart from economic
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that severe FHB epidemics can occur
approximately every 11 years (Diaz de
Ackermann 1996; Tavella et al. 1979).
In general, the damage caused by
FHB under field conditions appears to be
more severe than the actual losses (Reis
1986). Yield losses caused by FHB during
the epidemic years of 1990,1991, and
1993 ranged between 0.5-31% (Diaz de
Ackermann 1996). An average of 54%
infected heads between 1990-1993 were
responsible for only a 10% yield loss.

Years

Figure 1. Wheat production statistics,
Uruguay, 1990-1995.

factors, the lower production levels
during these years have also been caused
by disease epidemics, especially leaf and
head blights.
Fusarium head blight (FHB), caused
by Fusarium graminearum, has become
one of the most destructive diseases of
wheat, especially during warm and
humid spring seasons (October). All
commercial cultivars presently grown in
the country are susceptible to this
disease; however, infection level is
related more to weather conditions at
flowering time than cultivar behavior.
The first serious FHB epidemic in
Uruguay occurred in 1977 when a
complex of diseases reduced the national
wheat production by almost 50% (Table
1). Since then, such high levels of FHB
infection have not been observed. Levels
of infection in 1985, 1990, and 1993 were
40%, 53%, and 40%, respectively, of that
observed in 1977. It has been suggested

In addition to yield loss, FHB is also
considered serious due to the potent
mycotoxins produced by the fungus. In
1993, wheat samples analyzed for toxin
production in the Rubino Veterinarian
Institute showed very high levels of
DON (1000-5000 mg kg-I), even at low
levels (12-14%) of infected kernels. The
level of DON in the respective flours
ranged from 200-2000 mg kg' 1 (Diaz de
Ackermann 1996).

Table 1. Estimated wheat yield losses
caused by leaf blights and fusarium head
blight.
Year

1977
1978
1985
1986
1990
1991
1993

Level of disease
LBa
FHBb

NS
NS
NS
NS

Yield loss
(%)

44
23
26
24
4
19
26

Leaf blights (Septaria tritici, Drechslera tritlcirepentis).
b Fusarium head blight.
* Average disease level.
** Severe disease level.
NS Disease level below average.

a
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Fusarium Species and
Pathogenic Variability
Fusarium graminearum is the most
prevalent and important species causing
FHB in Uruguay; however, other species
such as F. culmorum and F. poae have been
identified from infected seed samples
(Stagno 1980).
During 1991-1993, an effort was made
to identify any pathogenic variability
occurring in the fungus. Disease samples
were collected from three locations
(Salto, Young, and La Estanzuela)
representing the total wheat area of the
country. These 14 monosporic F.
graminearum isolates were multiplied for
testing under greenhouse conditions on
three wheat differential lines (Table 2)
The wheat lines used as differential
sets were sister lines from the same cross
(Catbird); however, each reacted
differently to FHB infection under field
conditions. These differences were later
checked and verified under controlled

Table 2. Origin of Fusarium graminearum
isolates collected in Uruguay.
Isolate

LE2
LE7
LE8
LE18
LE19
LE21
S4
S6
S13
S15
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y17

Site

Estanzuela
Estanzuela
Estanzuela
Estanzuela
Estanzuela
Estanzuela
Salta
Salta
Salta
Salta
Young
Young
Young
Young

conditions in the greenhouse. The lines
were:
• Chuan Mai#18/Bau"s" CM 91045-5YOM-OY-4M-OY-OB
• Chuan Mai#18/Bau"s" CM 91045-6YOM-OY-IM-OY
• Chuan Mai#18/Bau"s" CM 91045-6YOM-OY-IM-8Y-OB
During anthesis, three stages of
spikes were selected for inoculation
purposes: spikes without protruding
anthers, spikes with 1-4 protruding
anthers, and spikes with >4 protruding
anthers. Marked spikes were inoculated
with a syringe into the central spikelet
using 103-104 spores ml' of the spore
suspension. Inoculated spikes were
sprayed with water and kept under high
humidity conditions for 10 days. Disease
symptoms were evaluated after 15 days
by counting the number of affected and
healthy spikelets within a spike.
Ten of the fourteen monosporic
isolates common during the three years
of the pathogenic variability study
showed significant differences among
isolates but not among cultivars (Table 3).
While the interaction between cultivar

Host

Shangai#4/Ures
Fufan#17Nee#5"s"
GGW1Nee#5"s"
Lira"s"/Fufan#17/Nee#5"s"
Estanzuela Tarariras
Estanzuela Benteveo
L1152
Estanzuela Gardenal
Trigomax 200
Buck Napuca
Buck Ornbu
Estanzuela Gardenal
LE 2172
Trigomax 202

Table 3. Combined ANOVA of years 1991-93
for rate of infection. a
Source

OF

Year (Y)
2
Isolate (I)
9
Cultivar (C)
2
Y*I
17
Y*C
4
I*C
18
Y*I*C
34
Residual
377
a

CV=13.46%.

MS

F

P

0.504
0.032
0.177
0.015
0.039
0.008
0.011
0.012

13.13
2.78
4.85
1.31
3.39
0.70
0.93

0.017
0.004
0.080
0.180
0.009
0.810
0.580
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and year was highly significant, showing
variation in the level of infection in the
same cultivar from year to year, the
interactions between isolates and
cultivars and isolates and years were not
significant. These results confirm earlier
studies indicating significant differences
among F. graminearum isolates for
aggressiveness but not for virulence.
In order to further analyze the
pathogenic variability among the F.
graminearum isolates, molecular
techniques such as soluble proteins,
isozyme, restriction fragment length
polymorphism (RFLP), and random
amplification polymorphism DNA
(RAPD) were used in collaboration with
the John Innes Institute, UK (Pritch 1995).
The soluble protein technique used
on the group of isolates and check
species showed a specific sequence of
bands for each species viz. F.
graminearum, F. avenaceum, F. culmorum,
and F. poae. Even when small differences
in the intensity of the bands could be
observed, these belonged to the same
general pattern. No polymorphism was
observed within F. graminearum through
RFLPs, and all isolates of this species
belonged to a group different from other
species of the genus. Two diagnostic
bands, OPV-05/3 and OPV-19/9, were
able to be distinguished using RAPDs for
identification of F. graminearum isolates
under study (Pritch 1995).

Development and
Utilization of Resistant
Germplasm
Since 1975, wheat nurseries have
been artificially inoculated with a
mixture of isolates under field conditions
to screen for FHB resistance. Several
sources of resistance from the region,
such as Frontana, Encruzilhada, Alvarez
110, Toropi, CEP 11, PAT 19, Klein Atlas,
Tezanos Pintos Precoz, Trigal 706,
Convenio 1, Estanzuela Young, and
Itapua 25, have been identified as
maintaining acceptable levels of disease
resistance. However, it has been very
difficult to transfer this resistance to high
yielding lines with better agronomic type
(Kohli 1989).
In contrast, resistance sources from
Chinese and Japanese origins, such as
Abura, Nobeoka Bozu, Nyu Bay, Fan 1,
Suzhoe 3, Nanjing 7840, Sumai 3, and
Peking 8, demonstrated much higher
levels of resistance even if they were
unadapted and agronomically poor
(Kohli 1989). The distribution of newer
FHB-resistant CIMMYT germplasm with
Chinese sources of resistance has
represented real progress in combining a
high degree of FHB resistance in
agronomically better plant types.
In the meantime, CIMMYT
germplasm derived from crosses with
newer Chinese sources of resistance is
already demonstrating a superior level of
FHB resistance in high yielding plant
types. Among these, a Catbird line (CM
91045-5Y-OM-OY-4M-OY-OB) has been

Research on Fusarium Head Blight of Wheat in Uruguay

selected for its stable FHB resistance
under field and greenhouse conditions.
At present, research to transfer this
high level of resistance to locally adapted
superior germplasm continues, involving
artificial inoculation under field
conditions. Shading and water spray
systems are being added to the field
nursery in order to increase the efficiency
of inoculations, and also syringe
inoculations will be conducted in the
future. Disease development is visually
scored 21 days after inoculation on a 0-5/
0-5 scale, where the first digit represents
the percentage of spikes affected in a
population and the second scores the
percentage of spikelets affected within a
spike.
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infection takes place during a very short
period of time. Natural infection outside
this period is generally lower, even on
moderately susceptible or susceptible
germplasm, thereby increasing the value
of well-studied differential checks.
Selection of segregating populations
under natural infection conditions, to
some extent, has limited the progress
achieved in transferring even high levels
of FHB resistance to adapted types.
Besides the critical need to find ways to
artificially inoculate several times during
the critical period, the importance of
timely evaluations poses a real challenge
for a breeding program in order to
identify locally adapted types.

Chemical Control of FHB
A large CIMMYT collection evaluated
for FHB during 1994 demonstrated
significant differences in the level of
infection on advanced lines with the
same flowering day (Table 4). It was also
observed that the highest level of natural
Table 4. Advanced lines with resistance to
Fusarium graminearum.
Heading
Cultivar/cross
Roller
Sha3/Ures
Lira/Snb
Sha3/Ures
Ducula
PAT10/ald//PAT72300
Kauz
Catbird
Turaco/Chi
Ning820/Kauz
Bow/Prl//Buc
Chil/Chum 18
a
b

date"
6/10*
6/10
7/10
7/10
8/10
8/10
9/10
9/10
10/10
10/10
11/10
11/10

Day/month.
Double digit scale 0-5/0-5.

Fusarium
severity"
45 **

T
45

T
45

T
45

T
45

T
35

T

Since all commercially grown
Uruguayan cultivars grown are
susceptible to FHB at the present time,
farmers are recommended to spread
planting dates as widely as possible in
two or more varieties (Diaz de
Ackermann 1989). At the same time,
chemical control of the disease is being
studied to provide adequate
recommendations. The experimental data
generated during 1993, a severe FHB
year, show that a single fungicide
application at stage 61 or 65 on the
Zadoks scale provides low to moderate
control of the disease (Table 5); however,
a double application at the same two
stages provides between 49-76% of the
efficiency of control considered adequate
under field conditions. Of the three
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Table 5. Chemical control of fusarium head
blight in wheat.
Zadoks
growth
stage Fungicide
61
61
61
65
65
65
61+65
61+65
61+65

a
b

Tebuconazol
Benzimidazol
Imidazol
Tebuconazol
Benzimidazol
Imidazol
Tebuconazol
Benzimidazol
Imidazol
Control

Infection

Fusarium
(%)
infection
Spikes Spikelets index'

33(44)b
35(41)
43(27)
33(44)
42(28)
33(44)
26(56)
32(46)
37(38)
59

28(31)
43(0)
38(6)
25(38)
40(0)
31(22)
21 (47)
28(31)
33(19)
40

9(62)
15(37)
16(31)
8(65)
17(28)
10(56)
6(76)
9(63)
12(49)
23

Fusarium infection index = (% infected spikes x
% infected spikelets)/1 00.
Figures in parenthesis represent control
efficiency.

fungicides used to control the disease,
Tebuconazol seems to provide the best
results with a single or double
application.

Conclusions
Fusarium head blight of wheat has
become one of the most important
diseases in South America during the last
two decades for which research has yet
to find an adequate solution. Although
excellent sources of disease resistance
have been identified, their transfer to
high yielding and adapted genotypes has
not been possible to date. Several
difficulties have been responsible for the
slow development of new germplasm
including adequate disease level and its
evaluation under field conditions.

Considering the annual production
losses caused by the disease and
industrial quality losses due to toxins
present in the harvest, FHB has been
made a research priority in Uruguay.
INIA, Uruguay, plans to emphasize its
work not only in the breeding program
but to expand it further to include
chemical control and prevention of the
disease development through cultural
practices. In this particular case, INIA
will be willing to participate in all future
international collaborations.
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Abstract
During the last 50 years, 16 fusarium head blight (FHB) epidemics, mainly caused by
Fusarium graminearum, haveoccurred in the central-north area ofArgentina. Other known
Fusarium species less pathogenic on wheat include F. equiseti, F. semitectum, F. poae, F.
acuminatum, F. moniliforme, F. m. var. subglutinans, F. rn. var. anthophilum, F.
oxysporum, and F. solani. Studies on the toxigenic capacity of isolated F. graminearum

strains noted the abundance of deoxynivalenol (DON) producers, with a lesser proportion of
nivalenol (NIV) producers. Some strains produced both DON and NIV Zearalone (ZEA) was
identified in more than halfof the strains, and no relation wasfound between DON and NIV
groups with regard to ZEA production. An integrated approach should beadopted to decrease
FHB damage, taking into account. the epidemiological characteristics of the pathogen, scarce
genetic resistance in the host,and thestrongenvironmental influence on FHB. Studies carried
out at Marcos Juarez Agricultural Experiment Stationaim to develop germplasm with higher
FHB resistance levels andgood agronomic traits to beused as parents in the bread wheat
breeding program. The methodology includes: 1) identification of resistance sources under
semicontrolled conditions and artificial inoculation, and 2) incorporation of resistance into
genotypes that havegood agronomic traits. Despite somereferences suggestingthat resistance
is controlled by afew major genes, most indicate poligenic inheritance with additive effects and
components of dominance. It may therefore beconsidered possible to obtain higher levels of
resistance through a process of crossing and selection in order to accumulate resistance genes.
To achieve this objective, a recurrent selection scheme with planned crosses combining parents
of different origins is underway. Two cycles of combination are performed, alternating between
selection for resistance under semicontrolled conditions and selection for agronomic traits in
thefield. To date, about 20 lines showresistance levels similarto the controls Sumai 3 and
YMI #6 under test conditions.

Traditional Argentine wheat growing
regions are situated between 31° and 40° S

southeast of the region and the other in
the east of the central-north area where

latitude and 58° and 65° W longitude. In
some areas, the environment is conducive

severe epidemics (incidence >45%) may
be expected in just over 2 years in 20. In
the latter area, the probability decreases

to the epidemic development of fusarium
head blight (FHB). Two high risk areas
were characterized by a predictive model
developed by R. Moschini using local
data, based on epidemic records of the
last 50 years. One is located in the

to 1.5 years in 20 in the central zone and
to 1 in 20 in the west (Moschini 1994).
An increase in the disease has been
observed over the last decade, mainly in
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the central-north area, and can be
attributed to several reasons: the increase
in soil conservation tillage systems with
significant advances in no-till practices; a
high frequency of maize as the summer
crop prior to planting wheat; and the
diffusion of FHB susceptible wheat
germplasm (Galich and de Galich 1996).

Economic Importance
During the last 50 years, 16 FHB
epidemics of varying severities occurred
in the central-north area. The worst
outbreaks occurred in 1945-46,1978,
1985, and 1993, where yield losses varied
among zones but were estimated to
average between 20-30% (de Galich 1989;
de Galich and Galich 1994; Kohli et al.
1996). In 1993, the highest estimated
losses reached 50% in areas of no-till over
maize stubble. The extent of the damage
was magnified by a considerable loss in
the trading value of the grain resulting
from low weight per hectoliter, presence
of scabby grains, and mycotoxin
contamination. In the most affected
areas, nearly all production traded below
established standards. To assess this
problem, a wide sampling over the entire
wheat growing region was carried out.
Analysis results of whole samples from
primary elevators, port terminal
elevators, and flour mills showed that
57% of grain was marketed within
established standards. Among these
samples, 11% had mycotoxin
deoxynivalenol (DON) concentrations
over 2 ppm, while 53% of the samples
below the standard exceeded this level
(Luqui and Gomez 1995).

In the southeast wheat growing area,
the main durum wheat region, severe
epidemics occurred in 1963, 1976, 1978,
and 1985, with crop losses as high as 70%.
In 1976, durum wheat accounted for 20%
of the area's wheat production. The
epidemic was so severe that 60% of
samples from farms fell below
established standards. Consequently, and
due to other contributing factors, the
planting area was heavily reduced. Eight
years later, the proportion of durum
wheat was reduced to 3.5% and was
displaced by bread wheat which is more
resistant to FHB. As a result, durum
wheat production in some years was less
than the home market demand and had
to be imported (de Galich 1989; Garcia
1989; Jenson 1995). Recently, there has
been a trend to increase the area sown to
bread wheat, and this appears to be
continuing owing to the new possibilities
offered by the MERCOSUR (common
market of the Southern Cone countries of
South America).

Pathogens
In Argentina, the main pathogen
associated with FHB is Fusarium
graminearum Schw., whose perfect stage
Gibberella zeae (Schw.) Petch. has been
known in the country since 1928
(Fernandez 1978). Other Fusarium species
less pathogenic on wheat have been
isolated from infected grains including F.
equiseti, F. semitectum, F. poae, F.
acuminaium, F. moniliforme, F. moniliforme
var. subglutinans, F. monilijorme var.
anihophilum, F. oxysporum, and F. solani
(Carrera 1954; Dalcero et al. 1996; de
Galich 1989; Lori et al. 1992). Few
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references have been published on these
species; one on F. culmorum published in
1954 (Carrera 1954), and one on F.
iricincium, F. heierosporum, and F. nivale
published in 1986 (Banchero et al. 1986).
A recent report indicates the presence of
F. proliferatum in the central-north area
(Dalcero et al. 1996).

Toxin Production
Several toxins were identified during
wheat production in years of epidemic
FHB development. All reports note the
preponderance of the tricothecene
deoxynivalenol (DON). This is to be
expected since F. graminearum is the most
important Fusarium species known to
produce this toxin (Marasas et al. 1984).
The first toxin survey was
undertaken after the epidemic of 1985,
based on 84 injured non-random grain
samples. Several Fusarium species were
isolated and all samples were found to be
infected by F. graminearum. All were
contaminated with DON, with levels
ranging from 0.1-25 ppm; however,
almost half of the samples had levels
ranging between 0.3-0.5 ppm. In 8% of
samples, the toxin T2 was present at
levels of 0.3-0.5 ppm. This is the only
reference to this toxin in the country. No
zearalenone (ZEA) was found in the
analysis (Banchero et al. 1986).
In 1987, when FHB incidence was
low, 406 samples were analyzed from 17
sites over the traditional wheat growing
region. More than 90% of the Fusarium
spp. isolated were F. graminearum, and
among them, 89.4% were toxin producers
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(trichothecenes group Band zearalenone
producers; no trichothecenes group A
were found). Of these, 55.9% were DON
chemotype, 10.7% nivalenol (NIV)
chemotype, and 33.8% produced both
DON and NIY. Zearalenone production
was identified in 63.2% of the strains, and
no relation was found between DON and
NIV groups with regard to ZEA
production. The geographic distribution
of different toxigenic strains led to the
conclusion that regional differences exist
(Lori et al. 1992).
During the severe FHB epidemic of
1993, DON was the only toxin reported.
In one of the more affected areas,
Cordoba province, the mean DON level
in a milling sample was 1.06 ppm - lower
than the internationally accepted level for
grain. Nevertheless, as previously
mentioned, just over half of the regional
production was able to be marketed
within the standard. Furthermore, there
was not a strong correlation between
DON level and percentage of Fusarium
infection (Dalcero 1996; Luqui and
Gomez 1995).

Control Measures
The combination of the
epidemiological characteristics of the
pathogen, scarce genetic resistance in the
host, and the strong environmental
influence on FHB development make it
necessary to adopt several integrated
measures to decrease disease damage. In
order to adjust integrated control
measures, studies are being carried out in
different subjects related to FHB
management.
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Cultural control

Fusarium graminearum is a facultative
parasite and is pathogenic on many other
grasses including common weeds of
wheat. Therefore, agronomic practices
such as rotation with non host crops or
the management of crop residues are not
very effective alone, but in combination
can reduce the source of primary
inoculum (Bai and Shaner 1984). Since
soil conservation practices are essential
in most areas of Argentina and few crops
are profit-producing, compromise
measures must be found.
In 1993, under severe epidemic
conditions, an analysis of FHB
development through incidence, severity,
and fusarium index was made to
determine the effect of no-till and
reduced tillage systems. The previous
summer crops were soybean and maize,
and the fertilizers used were urea and
diamonium phosphate. The results
indicated that FHB incidence was not
affected by the tillage system following
both previous crops; however, there were
significant differences in severity
(P=0.05) and fusarium index (P=O.Ol).
The highest disease scores occurred in
the no-till system and following a maize
crop. The effect of fertilizers, at moderate
rates, was observed only on incidence
values in the control plots and only on
those with the lowest nitrogen dose,
suggesting an escape effect. Furthermore,
the similarity of the severity values in all
treatments may indicate that the
fertilizers did not affect disease
susceptibility (de Galich et al. 1994). In
another area, a trial including the same
kind of fertilizers showed that incidence

and severity were not affected, except in
one cultivar in which the treatment with
diamonium phosphate at sowing time
plus urea at tillering showed reduced
severity (Formento and Visintin 1994).

Chemical control
The use of fungicides is a
complementary control measure when
weather conditions are conducive to
infection from heading to flowering time.
The economic return is uncertain due to
the preventative nature of applications,
the high variability of climate parameters
in the risk areas, and the moderate
efficacy of the available fungicides for
FHB control.
The predictive model for FHB
incidence developed by R. Moschini is
useful to orient the decision for chemical
control. It is based on meteorological
variables during a sensitive period
between the beginning of ear emergence
and early grain filling (530 degree-days:
daily accumulation of mean temperature
over O°C, representing 26-32 days):

NPPHR: number of 2-day periods where
the first day has at least 0.2 mm
rainfall and RH>81%, and the
second has RH 2::78%.
TXN;
accumulation of temperatures
<9°e and >26°C.
Variables are quantified from the
beginning of the sensitive period to the
eighth day (maximum exposition of
anthers). At this time, considering the
weather reports for the next 4-5 days, the
decision for fungicide treatment can
made more confidently (Moschini 1994).
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The fungicides that performed well in
local trials were tebuconazole (187.5 g.a.i.
ha"), flutriafol (125 g.a.i. ha"), prochloraz
(450 g.a.i. ha'), and propiconazole plus
carbendazim (125+150 g.a.i. ha"). The
best control was achieved with the
triazole fungicide tebuconazole. Less
control was obtained using the
benzimidazoles, benomyl, carbendazim,
and m-thiophanatc (Annone et al. 1995;
de Galich and Galich 1994).
Optimal application time was
evaluated in an experiment carried out
over two years in a greenhouse with
artificial inoculation. Treatments applied
between early anthesis (EC 61, Zadoks'
scale) and at kernel watery ripe (EC 71)
had the same efficacy. The treatment at
early heading did not differ from the
inoculated control without fungicide
treatment (LSD, p=0.05) (de Galich and
Galich 1996).

Disease resistance
The traditional Argentine germplasm
was derived from local adapted varieties
and from those brought in by European
immigrants, mainly from Italy in the last
century. Introductions of the same origin
and from North America were
incorporated thereafter. This germplasm
was used intensively until 30 years ago
and nowadays is sometimes used for its
adaptability, quality, and resistance to
some diseases.
A few old varieties have moderate
FHB resistance levels: Klein Atlas, Vilela
Sol, Oncativo INTA, and Pergamino
Gaboto. Similar to the best current
varieties, these old varieties exhibit
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resistance consistent with resistance
types I and II (Schroeder and Christensen
1963), except in Pergamino Gaboto
where only type I seems to be effective.
At the present time, all commercial
varieties have different susceptibility
levels, but about 40% of them have
reduced symptoms under moderate
epidemic conditions. These varieties
were qualified as moderately susceptible
under artificial inoculation and
semicontrolled conditions. Due to this
character and other agronomic traits,
three of the varieties, Klein Cacique,
ProINTA Federal, and Buck Charrtia,
were sown over approximately half of
the central-north wheat growing area last
year.

Development of Bread
Wheat Germplasm with
Improved Resistance
The low success in obtaining FHB
resistant, high yielding varieties is due to
several reasons: the complexity of
resistance inheritance, poor agronomic
characters, and low quality of the well
known resistance sources. Furthermore,
the lack of a consistent natural
environment for selection strongly affects
conventional wheat breeding programs.
In order to facilitate the production of
improved varieties, studies are being
carried out at Marcos Juarez Agricultural
Experiment Station. The aim of the
studies is to develop germplasm with
higher levels of FHB resistance and good
agronomic traits to be used as parents in
the bread wheat breeding program.
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The methodology applied has two
steps. The first involves the identification
of resistance sources in semicontrol1ed
conditions and artificial inoculations. In
the second, the purpose is to incorporate
resistance into genotypes with good
agronomic traits.

1. Identification of resistance
sources
a. Greenhouse-A drop of inoculum (1
x 105 conidia ml") is injected into one
floret of a spikelet in the middle of the
spike using a calibrated syringe.
Inoculated plants (4-5 per pot) are
maintained at about 25°C and 90-100%
RH until symptoms appear. During the
next two weeks the plants are maintained
at about 75% RH. Evaluation is made at
maturity when the proportion of infected
spikelets per spike is determined. The
control gentoypes with different reactions
are: resistant (Sumai 3 and YMI 6);
moderately resistant (Klein Atlas); and
susceptible (line 7C/ /Polk/On).
b. Field with sprinkler irrigation
under a web cover-Each entry is sown in
two hill plots: the control, and the
inoculated plot, which is sprayed at
anthesis (3 x 105 conidia ml"). The first
evaluation is made at 350 degree-days
after inoculation, and the second at 450
degree-days. The adopted scale (0-5)
considers the proportion of infected
spikelets per spike. At maturity, five
spikes per hill are threshed by hand. The
percentage of diseased grains is
determined in the inoculated plots.
Differences in kernel weight and weight
per 1000 kernels are calculated between
the inoculated plots and the controls.

Inoculum-Isolates of F. graminearum
from naturally infected grains are
selected by their capacity to produce
conidia in the bran agar multiplication
media. (For 1 L: 20 g agar and 40 g of
previously washed wheat bran, boiled
for 1 hour in sterile water, and filtered
through cheese cloth.) A pathogenicity
test is performed on germinating seeds
in petri dishes, and three isolates of
moderate to high aggressiveness are
chosen. Each isolate is maintained on
sterile wheat grains. Multiplication is
performed in Erlenmeyer flasks on bran
agar under continuous fluorescent light,
and the three isolates are mixed before
inoculum calibration.
2. Incorporation of resistance
into genotypes with good
agronomic traits
The level of resistance to F.
graminearum is relatively low, as is in
most necrotrophic pathogens, and the
few studies on inheritance illustrate its
complexity. In spite of making references
to resistance controlled by a few major
genes (Nakagawa 1957), most studies
state poligenic inheritance with additive
effects and components of dominance
(Gu 1984; Uu 1985; Snidjers 1990;
Wilcoxon et al. 1992; Zhang and Pan
1984). Therefore, it is considered possible
to obtain higher levels of resistance
through a process of crossing and
selection in order to accumulate
resistance genes. To achieve this
objective, a scheme of recurrent selection
with planned crosses is performed as
follows.
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a. Parent selection-The criterion
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greenhouse evaluation is prioritized

adopted for selecting lines is that the

(resistance type II). Lines and varieties

resistance level shown in at least two

are assembled into five groups,

years under semicontrolled conditions

according to their origin. To illustrate

must be statistically higher or similar to

this, some entries from each group are

that of the control Klein Atlas. The

listed as follows:

Group 1: High resistance introductions

Nobeoka Bozu

Nyubai

Pekin 8

Sumai 3

Fan 1

Suzhoe 6-21 B

Shanghai 7-31 B

Ning 8343

YM16-26 B

Group 2: Germplasm from CIMMYT and South American countries

Chuan Mai/Seri

Ning 8343/Kauz

Suzhoe 1/Seri

Suzhoe 8Nee

Catbird

Shanghai 8/Gen

CEP 8887

CEP 75203

PEL 73101

Group 3: Advanced lines, INTA Wheat Breeding Program
LAJ 1409= Nad//Bb/lnia

J 91023= Zg 5210/79

LAJ 2079=Sokttl/Jus/Jar/3/Soren

J 92157= Kite/Glen

LAJ 2231= CC/Piamontes INTA

T 00048= TzPP/Seri//Buk

Group 4: Old and new Argentine varieties

Las Rosas INTA

Klein Atlas

Vilela Sol

La Paz INTA

Klein Orion

Klein Cacique

Buck Charrua

ProlNTA Federal

ProlNTA Elite

Group 5: Advanced lines obtained using this methodology

LFJ-I-3

LFJ-I-5

LFJ-I-4

LFJ-I-7

LFJ-I-16

LFJ-II-17

LFJ-II-27

LFJ-III-34

LFJ-IV-50

b. Crosses and selectionYear 1 To create the base population, crosses are planned so that one parent has the
higher resistance and the other, the best agronomic traits. Crosses are made in the
experimental field.
Year2 F1 populations are sown in the experimental field. Only those with acceptable
agronomic type and other disease resistance are harvested, each one separately.
Year3 F2 populations are sown in the ground in the greenhouse and inoculated by
injection as described in Ia. At maturity, modified mass selection is made by only
choosing plants with a similar reaction to that of the control Klein Atlas.
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Year 4 F3 are sown in the experimental field at two planting times for intercrossing.
When planning these crosses, populations derived from parents as divergent as
possible are combined, in order to increase variability.
Year 5 The resulting F3 x F3 populations are considered Fl, being the first generation
after crossing. The procedure is similar to that of Year 2.
Year 6 F2 are sown in rows in the field, under the same environmental and
contamination conditions as described in lb. Evaluation is made at harvest,
taking into account the number of infected spikelets and level of grain filling
compared with Klein Atlas. In each population selected plants are mass threshed.
Year 7 F3 are sown in the experimental field. Modified mass selection is made for
-agronomic traits and other disease resistance.
Year 8 F4 populations are tested and selected in the same way as the F2 in Year 6. A
replicate is sown in the experimental field to take account of agronomic type.
Year 9 F5 are sown at low density in the field in order to select individual plants for
agronomic traits and other disease resistance, mainly stern and leaf rusts.
Year 10 Lines are multiplied under field conditions, and those with deficiencies are
discarded.
Year 11 Lines are tested for FHB resistance with the injection and aspersion methods
under conditions described in la and lb. In the field, a preliminary yield trial is
carried out in small plots and paired controls. These are the best short and long
cycle commercial varieties.
The selected lines have similar or higher FHB resistance than the best resistance
sources used as parents in the basic crosses.

The first lines obtained with this
methodology were selected beginning
with F2 populations that carne from
CIMMYT in 1982 (Table 1). At that time,
the planned crosses started with materials
selected at Marcos Juarez, and the
procedure was as previously described,
continuing to the present time. Table 2
shows some of the lines with improved
PHB resistance derived from local
varieties.
Lines included in Tables 1 and 2 have
similar or higher resistances to the control
Klein Atlas, and do not significantly differ
from Sumai 3 and YMI 6-26 B in a

statistical joint analysis of four and two
years, respectively (LSD=5%). This report
refers to greenhouse evaluations as
described in la.

Table 1. Lines with improved fusarium head
blight resistance originating from F2
populations from CIMMYT.
Lines

Parents

LFJ-I-4

Bow/Nobeoka Bozu//CEP 75203Nee

LFJ-I-5

Bow/Nobeoka Bozu//CEP 75203Nee

LFJ-I-6

Bow/Nobeoka Bozu//CEP 75203Nee

LFJ-I-7

Bow/Nobeoka Bozu//CEP 75203Nee

LFJ-I-8

Bow/Pekin 8//PEL 73007Nee

LFJ-I-15

Bow/Pekin 8//PEL 73007Nee

LFJ-I-16

Bow/Pekin 8//PEL 73007Nee
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Table 2. Lines with improved fusarium head blight resistance originating from local crosses.
Lines

Parents

LFJ-II-17
LFJ-II-27
LFJ-III-34
LFJ-III-36
LFJ-III-38
LFJ-IV-50

Vilela Sol/Klein Atlas//LAJ 1409/LAJ 1934
LAJ 1409/La Paz INTAI/PF 7815/LAJ 2079
Klein Atlas/PEL 73081//LAJ 1409/Nobeoka Bozu
Klein Atlas/PEL 73081//LAJ 1409/Nobeoka Bozu
Vilela Sol/Nobeoka Bozu//PEL 73101/Las Rosas INTA
Klein Atlas/CEP 75203//LAJ 1409/Nyubai/3/LAJ 1409/
Vilela Sol//Klein Atlas/PEL 74142
Klein Atlas/CEP 75203//LAJ 1409/Nyubai/3/LAJ 1409/
Vilela Sol//Klein Atlas/PEL 74142
LAJ 1409/LAJ 2231//Klein Atlas/PEL 73001/3/LAJ 1409/
PEL 74142//Las Rosas INTAIPEL 73001
Las Rosas INTAlLAJ 1409//LAJ 1409/ K 61069
LAJ 1409//Klein Atlas/Soren/3/Las Rosas INTAlN.Bozu
Klein Atlas/PEL 74152//Las Rosas INTAlNyubai/3/
Klein Atlas/CEP 75203//LAJ 1409/PF 7815

LFJ-IV-51
LFJ-IV-52
LFJ-IV-56
LFJ-IV-58
LFJ-IV-59
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Gibberella zeae in Wheat Field Tests
A.E. Desjardins, RB. Proctor, S.P. McCormick, and T.M. Hohn
Mycotoxin Research and Bioactive Agents Research, National Center for Agricultural
Utilization Research, USDA/ ARS, Peoria, USA

Abstract
The role of trichothecene antibiotics in the tiirulence of thefungus Gibberella zeae
(anamorph Fusarium graminearum) on wheat (Triticum aestivum) has been analyzed.
Trichothecene-nonproducing mutants ofG. zeae were obtained by disrupting Tri5, the gene
encoding irichodiene synthase, which catalyzes thefirst committedstep in the trichoihecene
biosynthetic pathway. Virllience was assessed underfield conditions in 1994 and 1995 by
controlled inoculation ofG. zeae spore suspensions intoflowering wheatheads. Trichothecenenonproducing (TriS-) mutants were less virulent than trichothecene-producing (TriS+)
parental and revertant strains in theirability to cause head scab onfield-grown wheat.
Although irichothecene-nonproducing strains colonized wheat heads, the infected heads
showed less disease by several parameters tested, includinghead bleaching symptoms, seed
weight,seed viability, and irichoihecene contamination. This evidence indicates that
irichothecene antibiotics arevirulence factors in wheathead scab.

Gibberella zeae (anamorph Fusarium
graminearum) causes head scab and root
rot of wheat, barley, oats, and rice, as
well as maize ear and stalk rot, and root
and stem rots of potatoes, legumes, and
many other plant species. Under certain
environmental conditions, G. zeae is an
especially virulent pathogen of wheat.
Severe head scab epidemics can develop
if humid spring weather induces
abundant fungal sporulation during
wheat flowering. Scab reduces both grain
yield and quality; scabby seeds often fail
to germinate or produce blighted
seedlings. In addition, G. zeae
contaminates grain with deoxynivalenol,
which belongs to a family of
trichothecene toxins that, upon ingestion,

are harmful to human and animal health
(Sutton 1982; Bai and Shaner 1994; Parry
et al. 1995).
Trichothecenes comprise a large
family of sesquiterpene epoxides. Like
many other microbial antibiotic
biosynthetic genes, Fusarium
trichothecene biosynthetic pathway genes
are closely linked and constitute a gene
cluster. Characterization of this gene
cluster is still in progress, but results to
date indicate that 10 genes involved in
trichothecene biosynthesis are localized
to a 25 kb region of chromosomal DNA in
F. sporotrichioides (Hohn et al. 1995). This
25 kb region contains two genes encoding
cytochrome P450 monooxygenases
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involved in trichothecene oxygenation, at
least two genes encoding specific acylases,
and a gene encoding a transcription factor
that regulates the expression of other
pathway genes. The cluster also contains
TriS, the gene encoding trichodiene
synthase, which catalyzes the first step in
trichothecene biosynthesis.
Transformation-mediated gene disruption
of TriS blocks the biosynthesis of
trichodiene and all trichothecenes in F.
sporotrichioides, G. pulicaris, and G. zeae
(Hohn et al. 1995; Hohn and Desjardins
1992; Proctor et al. 1995).
The role of trichothecene antibiotics in
a number of plant diseases caused by
Fusarium species has been investigated
(Proctor et al. 1995; Desjardins et al. 1989;
Desjardins et al. 1992; Desjardins et al.
1996). To determine if trichothecenes play
a role in wheat head scab, trichothecenenonproducing mutants were generated by
disrupting the TriS gene in G. zeae. These
TriS- mutants were reduced in virulence
in wheat seedling blight and head scab
tests in the growth chamber (Proctor et al.
1995), and in tests of wheat head scab in
the field in 1994 and 1995 (Desjardins et al.
1996). The field tests were conducted
under terms outlined in permits 94-006-01
and 95-003-01 granted by the United
States Department of Agriculture, Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service.
The virulence of the trichothecenenonproducing mutant GZT40 was first
tested in 1994 on hard red spring wheat
cultivars Butte 86 and Wheaton by
inoculating flowering heads with
approximately 1000 spores of the wild

type strain GZ3639 (TriS+), the mutant
strain GZT40 (TriS-), or with water. In
Field Test 1 (Desjardins et al. 1996), 1800
wheat heads were individually
inoculated. Seven days after inoculation,
heads began to show symptoms of
premature spikelet bleaching. Between 718 days after inoculation, each head was
assessed once or twice for disease
symptoms by counting the number of
heads with scab symptoms (disease
incidence) and the percent bleached
spikelets per head (disease severity). For
cultivar Butte, disease severity was
significantly greater on heads inoculated
with the wild type strain (65%) than on
heads inoculated with the TriS- mutant
(41%), but disease incidence was similar
for the two treatments (84% and 73%,
respectively). For cultivar Wheaton,
disease severity was significantly greater
on heads inoculated withthe wild type
strain (52%) than with the TriS- strain, but
disease incidence was similar for the two
treatments (99% and 97%, respectively).
There was only 1% premature spikelet
bleaching on control heads inoculated
with water only, and on uninoculated
heads. In both cultivars Butte 86 and
Wheaton, the mutant was less virulent
than the wild type strain when number
of seeds per head, individual seed
weight, and total yield per head were
compared to water-inoculated controls.
For cultivar Butte 86, total seed weight
per head was reduced by 56% upon wild
type inoculation and reduced by 34%
upon mutant inoculation when
compared to water-inoculated controls.
For cultivar Wheaton, total seed weight
per head was reduced by 43% upon wild
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type inoculation, and reduced by 4% (not
significant) upon mutant inoculation,
when compared to water-inoculated
controls.
Because trichothecene-nonproducing
mutants were obtained by specific gene
disruption, they are unlikely to have
additional defects that fortuitously
reduce virulence. However, to further
demonstrate that reduced virulence of
Trib- mutants is due specifically to loss of
TriS function, TriS+ revertants of G. zeae
were generated by selfing GZT33, a Tribtransformant that had undergone
additive gene disruption (Proctor et al.
1995). To facilitate strain tracking during
the field test, the revertant was marked
by transformation with a plasmid
conferring resistance to the antibiotic
hygromycin b. The resulting
transformants, GZTl06 and GZTl08,
were hygromycin resistant and produced
wild type levels of trichothecenes. Spring
wheat cultivar Wheaton was inoculated
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as described above with water, with
spores of a trichothecene-producing
strain (GZ3639, GZTl06 or GZTl08), or
with spores of a trichothecenenbnproducing strain (GZT33 or GZT40).
In Field Test 2 (Desjardins et al. 1996),
1800 wheat heads were individually
inoculated. Spikelet bleaching symptoms
were assessed at 12 and 19 days after
inoculation. Heads inoculated with either
of the trichothecene-nonproducing
mutants showed less scab than heads
inoculated with the trichotheceneproducing parent and revertant strains,
whether assessed by spikelet bleaching or
individual seed weight (Figure 1) or by
percent bleached or "tombstone" kernels
(Figure 2). The average individual seed
weight was reduced by 27-39% upon
inoculation with TriS+ wild type and
revertant strains, but by only 3-12% (not
significant) upon inoculation with TriSmutant strains. Data on number of seeds
per head and total yield per head could
not be accurately determined for Field
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Figure 1. Box plot statistics of disease severity and individual seed weight data from Field
Test 2. Plots show the medians, 50%, and 95% ranges for cultivar Wheaton inoculated with
GibbereJla zeae from left to right in each plot: Tri5+ strains GZ3639, GZT106, and GZT108;
Tri5- strains GZT40 and GZT33, or with water. The left axis indicates disease severity as
percent blighted spikelets per head. The right axis indicates individual seed weight in mg.
The number of wheat heads analyzed per box varied from 189 to 291.
Source: Desjardins et al. (in press).
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Test 2 because of selective grazing by
rabbits of approximately 10% of the
inoculated wheat heads in some plots.
Additional characterization of wheat
seeds harvested from Field Tests 1 and 2
demonstrated that poor seed quality was
correlated with poor seed yield
(Desjardins et al. 1996). Trichothecene
toxin levels were higher in seeds from
heads inoculated with TriS+ strains than
in seeds from heads inoculated with TriSstrains or with water. The ability of the
seeds to germinate and produce a viable
wheat seedling was also reduced to a
greater extent following inoculation with
TriS+ strains than with TriS- strains. The
percentage of seeds infected with
Fusarium was determined by plating
surface disinfested seeds on a medium

that was selective for Fusarium species,
and showed no consistent relationship
with either wheat yield or quality. Many
apparently normal seeds contained
Fusarium, although the species and the
amount of fungal biomass per seed could
not be determined by this method.
Percent Fusarium infection tended to be
lower after inoculation with TriS- strains
than with TriS+ strains, but the difference
was generally not statistically significant.
Although both trichothecenenonproducing mutants GZT33 and
GZT40 were less virulent than wild type
strains, polymerase chain reaction (peR)
analysis of strains from the harvested
wheat seeds (Desjardins et al. 1996)
indicated that both GZT33 and GZT40
retained the ability to survive in wheat

Figure 2. Comparison of frequency of "tombstone" kernels among seed harvested from Field
Test 3 heads of cultivar Wheaton inoculated with Gibberella zeae Tri5+ strains (A) GZ3639,
(8) GZT106, (C) GZT1 08, with Tri5-strains (D) GZT40, (E) GZT33, or with water (F).
Source: Desjardins et al. (in press).
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and were recoverable from inoculated
heads in all plots where they were
introduced. The trichothecene-producing
revertants GZTl06 and GZTl08 also
retained the ability to survive in wheat.
Wild type strains of G. zeae were usually
present in seeds from heads inoculated
with mutant strains, probably as a result
of natural infection during the field test.
Specific disruption of a gene can
determine its importance in a complex
biological system, particularly if loss of
that gene causes a dramatic change.
Trichothecene-nonproducing mutants of
G. zeae have been generated by
disrupting a gene encoding the first
committed enzyme in trichothecene
biosynthesis, and these mutants have
been shown to be dramatically less
virulent than wild type strains in causing
wheat head scab. It has also been
demonstrated that a trichothecenenonproducing mutant can regain
trichothecene production and wild type
levels of virulence when its disrupted
TriS gene reverts to a functional wild type
via meiotic recombination. Loss of
trichothecene production appears to
convert G. zeae into a relatively benign
pathogen that survives in wheat heads
and colonizes developing seeds, but no
longer produces severe disease
symptoms. Contrary to expectations,
natural infection during the wheat field
tests did not obscure differences that
resulted from inoculation of the wild type
strain compared to the trichothecenenonproducing strains. In fact, differences
between wheat plants inoculated with
TriS+ strains and TriS- strains were
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greater in the field tests than in our
previous growth chamber tests.
The conclusion that trichothecene
antibiotics are virulence factors in wheat
head scab caused by G. zeae is consistent
with our earlier findings that
trichothecenes are virulence factors in
parsnip root rot caused by F.
sporotrichioides and G. pulicaris
(Desjardins et al. 1989; Desjardins et al.
1992). Perhaps the next question is why
are trichothecene-nonproducing strains
less virulent? Studies of trichothcene
toxicity in animal and fungal cells and
cell-free systems indicate that toxic
effects seem to be the result of inhibition
of protein synthesis and, specifically, of
peptidyl transferase (Wei and
McLaughlin 1974). Trichothecenes are
growth inhibitors of wheat and a wide
variety of other plants (Miller and
Arnison 1986; Desjardins et al. 1992). The
trichothecene target site in plants is likely
to be protein synthesis, but this
hypothesis remains to be proven in a
plant in vitro translation system. Any
hypothesis that trichothecenes are
virulence factors because they inhibit
plant protein synthesis and, thereby, alter
the host response to infection has to
accommodate the fact that Tribtrichothecene-nonproducing mutants of
G. pulicaris retain wild type virulence on
potato tubers (Desjardins et al. 1992).
Recent studies suggest several
mechanisms that may account for the
apparent lack of response of potato tuber
tissue to trichothecene production,
including degradation of trichothecenes,
inhibition of their biosynthesis, or an
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altered trichothecene target site (Miller
and Amison 1986; Wang and Miller 1988;
Desjardins et al. 1988; Iglesias and
Ballesta 1994).
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Diversity and Sexuality in Gibberella zeae
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Abstract
Analyses ofgenetic diversity in pathogen populations are usefulfor evaluating risks
associated with various control strategies. Diverse sexualpopulations can reassort genes
through recombination to produce novelgene combinations more quicklythan can asexual
populations, which must rely primarily on mutation. Thegenotypic diversity of Gibberella
zeae (anamorph: Fusarium graminearum Group 2) was analyzed on both macro- and microgeographic scales using vegetative compatibility groups and DNA fingerprinting with an
oligonucleotide probe. Genotypic diversity was high at both scales. Gibberella zeae is
homoihallic and has not been reported to participate in sexual outcrossing. In laboratory
studies using marked strains, it wasfound that isolates ofG. zeae from South Africa,Asia,
and Kansas were sexuallyinterfertile, but that noneof these isolates was cross-fertile with a set
offour isolates ofF. graminearum Group 1. Sexual outcrossing could account for the high
diversityobserved in populations ofG. zeae.

Gibberella zeae (anamorph: Fusarium
graminearum Group 2) is an important
pathogen that causes ear rot of maize,
and scab of wheat and barley. Several
devastating scab epidemics occurred
recently in northern USA. Agronomically
acceptable varieties with adequate scab
resistance do not yet exist in North
America. Cultural control measures such
as tillage and rotation have had limited
success. Improved management
strategies are needed.
Development of improved control
methods would have a greater chance of
success if more were known about the
population structure of G. zeae.
Population structure describes the
patterns and causes of genetic diversity
at micro- and macro-geographic scales. It
affects the potential for an organism to
adapt to spatially varying selection

pressures. Migration, spatial and
temporal patterns of genetic diversity,
potential for sexual and asexual
recombination, vegetative compatibility
groups, mutation rates, selection
pressures, genetic drift, and existence of
ecological or physiological biotypes are
all aspects of population structure. None
of these aspects is well understood in this
species.
Some progress has been made in
discerning the ecotypes of F.
graminearum. Purss (1971) and Burgess et
al. (1975) divided F. graminearum into two
groups. Group 1 is primarily soilborne
and causes an important foot and crown
rot of wheat and other grasses. It is
prevalent in arid regions of Australia,
South Africa, and the states of
Washington (Cook 1981) and Kansas,
USA (RL. Bowden, unpublished).
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Perithecia have never been obtained from
monoconidial cultures and only very
rarely in paired cultures. Members of this
group are presumed to be heterothallic
andlor infertile (Francis and Burgess
1977). Group 2 is primarily airborne and
causes scab of wheat and other small
grains, stalk and ear rot of maize, and
stalk rot of sorghum. Members of this
group are homothallic and produce
abundant perithecia in the field and
under laboratory conditions on certain
media (Francis and Burgess 1977).

of new control methods and could help
predict the potential for G. zeae to evolve
counter measures to the controls. Hence,
the objectives of the study were to: 1)
determine genotypic diversity at large
spatial scales, 2) determine genotypic
diversity at small spatial scales, 3)
determine whether G. zeae can undergo'
sexual recombination, and 4) determine
potential barriers to sexual fertility
between different strains of G. zeae and
its relatives.

Macrodiversity Study
Cullen et al. (1982) distinguished two
subgroups within Group 2 of G. zeae from
maize ear rot. Type A is pathogenic to
maize, grows rapidly, produces redpigmented colonies with abundant aerial
mycelium, and produces varying
amounts of zearalenone. Type B is
nonpathogenic to maize, grows slowly,
and produces appressed brownish-yellow
colonies and high levels of zearalenone.
Type A was dominant, comprising 95% of
the isolates. The relationship of Type A
and B isolates is not known, but it is
possible that B types are infected with
mycoviruses.
With the exception of the Group II
Group 2 distinction, there is little
evidence for pathogenic specialization in
G. zeae (Bai and Shaner 1994). Although
isolates lack host specialization, several
authors have found differences in
aggressiveness between isolates (Purss
1971; Woodward and Wilcoxson 1994).
The long term goal is to understand
the population structure of G. zeae. This
knowledge could guide the development

Twenty-four single-spore isolates of
G. zeae were obtained from scabby wheat
heads collected from 23 locations in
Kansas, USA, in 1990 (Bowden and Leslie
1992b). All isolates produced fertile
perithecia and were identified as Group
2. Nitrate-nonutilizing (nit) mutants of
each isolate were generated on a medium
amended with 1.5% chlorate. Four nit
mutant classes were obtained: those able
to utilize nitrite and hypoxanthine (nitl),
those able to utilize hypoxanthine but not
nitrite (nit3), those able to utilize nitrite
but not hypoxanthine (NitM), and those
unable to utilize a broad range of
nitrogenous substrates (nnu). Vegetative
compatibility groups (VCGs) of the
isolates were tested by pairing nitl
mutants of each isolate with either a
NitM or a nit3 mutant from each isolate
on media containing nitrate as the sole
nitrogen source. Complementary
mutants of isolates in the same VCG
were able to anastomose and formed a
zone of robust growth. Mutants of
isolates in different VCGs formed only
thin, wispy colonies. Each of the 24
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isolates belonged to a different vegetative
compatibility group. Therefore, genotypic
diversity is high at large spatial scales.

Microdiversity study
To study diversity at smaller spatial
scales, 50 wheat heads were randomly
sampled from a 0.25-m2 quadrat in a field
of mature wheat with severe scab
symptoms in 1993 (Bowden and Leslie,
1994). Isolations of G. zeae were
attempted from sample positions at the
top, middle, and bottom of each head,
and one isolate was saved per position.
Vegetative compatibility groups were
used to identify different genotypes.
DNA fingerprinting with a (CAT)s
oligonucleotide probe was also
performed on all isolates from the
quadrat. Results of the two methods were
similar. From the first 10 heads in the first
quadrat, a total of 19 VCGs were found
among the 26 isolates in the sample. Four
heads were colonized by 3 different
VCGs, 5 heads were colonized by 2
VCGs, and 1 head had 1 VCe. One VCG
was found colonizing 4 different heads
and another was found on 2 heads. The
frequent occurrence of several genotypes
per head suggests that opportunities for
sexual recombination exist in the field.

Capability for Sexual
Recombination
The high genotypic diversity
suggested that sexual recombination
might be possible in G. zeae despite the
fact that it is homothallic. Homothallic
perithecia of G. zeae are readily obtained
in the laboratory; however, to test for
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sexual recombination, markers were
needed to distinguish homozygous from
heterozygous perithecia. Four classes of
nit mutants (nitl, nit3, NitM, and nnu)
were previously described in this fungus ..
In this study (Bowden and Leslie 1992a),
complementary nonallelic nit mutants
were used to identify recombinant
progeny.
Complementary nit mutants from
isolates in different VCGs were cocultured on carrot agar plates. Ascospore
cirrhi from different perithecia were
plated on a medium containing nitrate as
the sole nitrogen source and with Lsorbose and tergitol to restrict colony
size. Approximately 25% of the
ascospores from heterozygous perithecia
produced recombinant wild type
colonies, while homozygous perithecia
produced only sparse, wispy parental
colonies. The best method of obtaining
heterozygous perithecia was to pair
isolates on carrot agar at 24°C in the light,
knock down the aerial mycelium after 7
days, and then select individual cirrhi
from perithecia at the colony interface.
The frequency of heterozygous perithecia
at the colony interface varied in different
crosses. Crosses of nit3 x NitM mutants
segregated in expected dihybrid ratios.
Analysis of VCGs of progeny indicated
two vegetative incompatibility (vic) genes
segregating.

Barriers to Outcrossing
A rapid method for testing sexual
interfertility was developed by pairing nit
mutants on carrot agar, then inverting
mature perithecial cultures over nitrate
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Ear Blight by peR
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Abstract
Until recently, no method was available to identifiJ and quantify individual Fusarium
species present within plant tissue. Specific DNA markers havebeen identified for the
Fusarium species that are predominant components of the fusarium ear blightcomplex'
(scab) of cereals. In the UK and continental Europe, two varieties ofMicrodochium nivale
(oar. majus and var. nivale),jormerly F. nivale, are also involved in the ear blightdisease
complex. Assays based on the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) havebeen developed for
detection of several of these fungi in DNA extracts from plant tissue. These assays have been
refined to enable quantification of each species, allowing the relative contribution of each
component to the disease of the plant to beestimated. The role of trichothecene mycotoxins in
the pathogenicity of Fusarium species towards cereals is also being investigated. Attempts to
disrupt the Tri5 geneofF. culmorum are described, alongwith the results of experiments
using Tri5 disruptants ofF. graminearum. Visual disease scoring and quantitative PCR are
beingused to investigate the effects of Tri5 genedisruption on the infection of seedlings and
ears of wheat. Examples of the use of PCR techniques in epidemiological studies involving F.
poae, F. culmorum, F. graminearum, F. avenaceum, and M. nivale varieties are also
presented. Otherworkongoing in the research program is summarized.

Fusarium ear blight (scab, FEB) is of
increasing concern in many European
countries because of the potential of the
Fusarium species to produce mycotoxins
within the grain that are harmful to
humans and livestock. In Europe and the
UK, the predominant fungi involved in
FEB are F. culmorum, F. graminearum, F.
aoenaceum, and F. poae along with
Microdochium nivale. Surveys in the UK
have indicated that glume spot lesions
are predominantly associated with F.
poae, although the relationship between
this and ear blight is not known (Polley
and Turner 1995).

Visual diagnosis of disease, where
several fungi may be present in the same
plant, is difficult as the symptoms caused
by the Fusarium species as well as by M.
nivale are, generally, indistinguishable.
Attempts to evaluate the relative
proportion of each species in plant
samples by isolation into axenic culture
may be confounded because, in the
absence of selective media, the relative
amounts of each pathogen may not be
accurately determined. For example, F.
culmorum tends to outcompete M. nivale
which may result in an underestimation
of the prevalence of the latter in mixed
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infections (Pettitt ei al. 1993). Whatever
the method, the isolation of pathogens
from plant tissues can only reveal what
may be grown out of the plant rather
than what is in the plant.
Molecular techniques are being
developed to overcome many of the
problems associated with the study of
disease complexes such as FEB. Among
the most sensitive techniques available is
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
Assays based upon this technique have
been developed for components of the
ear blight and stem-base disease
complexes of cereals (Nicholson et al.
1996; Parry and Nicholson 1996; Schilling

et al. 1996).
Although PCR is an extremely
sensitive technique, it has generally been
used only to reveal the presence of
pathogens and not to quantify pathogen
biomass. However, quantitative PCR has
been developed for pathogens involved
in a number of disease complexes
including Vertieillium species
(Moukhamedov et al. 1994) and
Mierodaehium varieties (Nicholson et al.
1996). Polymerase chain reaction and
quantitative PCR assays have been
developed in the laboratory at the John
Innes Centre for a number of the
pathogens involved in FEB. Examples of
the use of these techniques to detect and
quantify infection by F. poae, F. culmorum,
F. graminearum, F. avenaeeum, and M.
nivale varieties are presented below.
Trichothecene mycotoxins have been
implicated in the pathogenicity of
Fusarium species towards cereals. Manka
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et al. (1985) reported that those species
producing high levels of trichothecenes
were the most virulent on cereal hosts.
However, deoxynivalenol (DON) and 15acetyldeoxynivalenol (15-ADON) did not
appear to be required for pathogenicity,
as some isolates unable to produce these
compounds in culture were, nonetheless,
pathogenic towards wheat, rye, and
triticale seedlings. Protoplast fusion
between toxigenic and nontoxigenic
isolates of F. graminearum (Gibberella zeae)
indicated that DON and 15-ADON were
not pathogenicity factors on maize or
carnations (Adams and Hart 1989).
Recently, gene disruption studies have
been used to investigate the role of
trichothecenes in the pathogenicity and
virulence of a number of Fusarium species
on a wide range of hosts (Desjardins et al.
1993; Proctor et al. 1995). To date, most
work has concentrated upon the gene
Tri5 which encodes trichodiene synthase.
This enzyme catalyses the isomerization
and cyclization of farnesyl
pyrophosphate to trichodiene, the step at
which trichothecene biosynthesis
branches from general isoprenoid
metabolism. Disruption of the TriS gene
prevents biosynthesis of trichothecene
products and their intermediates, making
this gene ideal for studying the role of
these compounds in plant pathogenesis.
Gene disruption of the Tri5 gene of F.
sambucinum (G. puliearis) indicated that
production of 4, 15-diacetoxyscirpenol
(DAS) increased virulence on parsnip
roots but did not affect virulence on
potato tubers (Desjardins et al. 1992).
Similar studies with F. graminearum
suggested that disruption of
trichothecene production reduced
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virulence on seedlings of winter rye and
certain cultivars of wheat (Wheaton), but
did not affect virulence on maize (cv.
Golden Bantam). In addition, ear blight
on Wheaton developed more slowly
when inoculated with the Trib: mutants
than with the wild type isolate (Proctor et
al. 1995). Thus it appears that
trichothecene production may contribute
to the virulence of Fusarium species on
some hosts. The results of preliminary
experiments are reported to investigate
the role of trichothecenes in the
pathogenicity of F. graminearum towards
cereals and progress towards disruption
of the TriS gene of F. culmorum.

Development of PCR and
Quantitative PCR for Ear
Blight Pathogens
DNA was extracted from a range of
isolates of each Fusarium species of
interest and from isolates of other
pathogens and saprophytic fungi
associated with ear and stern base
disease complexes of wheat. Random
amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD)
assays (Williams et al. 1990) were
performed on each isolate of each
selected species to identify amplification
products cornmon to all members of that
species. Selected products were cloned,
sequenced, and analyzed to identify
regions suitable to act as primer sites in
PCR. All primers were designed to have
a similar theoretical melting temperature
of 62°C to facilitate multiplex PCR, if
required. Primer pairs were tested for
their specificity against DNA of a range
of isolates of the species of interest along
with related species and other fungi

associated with FEB. Primer pairs were
also tested against DNA from uninfected
plant material to ensure that there was
no cross-reaction with the host. To date,
specific primers have been generated for
each of four Fusarium species, (F.
culmorum, F. graminearum, F. poae, and F.
avenaceum), and two M. nivale varieties
(Nicholson et al., unpublished; Parry and
Nicholson 1996; Nicholson et al. 1996), as
well as for Tapesia yallundae and T.
acuformis (Wand R-types of eyespot
respectively), and Rhizoctonia cerealis
(sharp eyespot) which are of importance
in the stem-base disease complex.
Competitive PCR assays were
developed for each of the above
pathogens to quantify biomass in plant
tissues as measured by DNA content. In
this system, a known quantity of
'competitor' template DNA is added to
the sample before PCR. The 'competitor'
template has annealing sites identical to
the primer sites in the fungal 'target'
DNA but differs in size from that of the
'target'; the two PCR products can be
separated by electrophoresis through an
agarose gel. The fungal 'target' and
'competitor' template sequences compete
for reagents during PCR such that the
ratio of fungal 'target' DNA to
'competitor' DNA amplified increases
with increasing amounts of fungus. By
estimating the ratio of fungal
'target':'competitor' product, and
relating the ratio to a standard curve, the
quantity of fungal DNA in the sample
may be calculated. In uninfected plants,
only the 'competitor' DNA is amplified,
confirming that the PCR is functioning
normally.
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Epidemiology
It is generally not possible to
determine the causal agent of FEB by
visual disease diagnosis. This was
highlighted in an experiment in which
PCR was compared with visual disease
assessment. In a 42-m field plot, the
central sub-plot was inoculated with
conidia of F. culmorum at mid-anthesis,
with the intention of establishing a
disease gradient from which to
investigate the relationship between
disease caused by F. culmorum and yield
loss. Samples were scored for disease at
GS 80, and ears separated into
component parts of grain, glumes, and
rachis. DNA was extracted from each
tissue and analyzed by PCR for ear blight
pathogens.

There was a good correlation between
visual disease assessment and PCR in the
inoculated sub-plot, both techniques
indicating a high incidence of F.
culmorum. Disease incidence was also
high in sub-plots outside the inoculated
region, but PCR analysis did not detect F.
culmorum in many of these ears.
However, PCR analysis detected M. nioale
varieties and F. poae, and it is presumed
that these were the cause of the FEB
symptoms rather than F. culmorum.

Fusarium culmorum was detected in
the great majority of ears exhibiting the
highest disease scores (both within and
outside the inoculated sub-plot). For the
ears away from the inoculated sub-plot it
could be inferred that F. culmorum was
the most pathogenic species present in
this field plot under the prevailing
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environmental conditions. However, M.
nioaie varieties and F. poae and F.
avenaceum were detected in some ears (in
which F. culmorum was not detected)
which had particularly high disease
scores, indicating that these species could
cause severe disease, particularly when
present in the same ear.
Analysis by PCR of the component
parts of each ear revealed that F. poae was
predominantly present in glumes tissues.
This finding is in agreement with results
of a survey of winter wheat in the UK
which found F. poae to be the most
common pathogen associated with glume
lesions (Polley and Turner 1995).
Together, these results suggest that F. poae
may initiate infection of wheat ears by
colonization of glumes before penetrating
further into the ear.
Quantification of F. culrnorum revealed
high levels of fungus (up to 6 ng fungal
DNA mg' dry weight of tissue) in the
grain of samples within the inoculated
sub-plot as well as in the grain of ears
exhibiting severe FEB symptoms outside
the inoculated area. Similar levels were
detected in the glume samples from
within the inoculated plot, although
levels in glumes outside this region were
considerably lower. Fusarium culmorum
was detected in high/moderate levels in
the rachis of ears within the inoculated
sub-plot, but it was rarely detected in
rachis samples outside this region.
PCR assays developed for the
species/varieties involved in the 'ear
blight complex' will be a valuable tool in
epidemiological studies, providing a
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rapid and reliable means of detecting and
quantifying pathogens in cereal tissues
and other plants, throughout the season.
This technique also provides a way of
evaluating the effect of factors such as
crop variety, fungicide treatment, and
environment on each of the fungi
involved in a disease complex. Using this
knowledge, it may be possible to develop
strategies to ensure that all the fungal
species involved in a particular disease
complex are effectively controlled, and
that suppression of one fungus does not
merely lead to it being replaced by
another.
A series of glasshouse experiments
have been established to investigate
fungicide efficacy for the control of FEB.
Preliminary trials indicated that
prochloraz and tebuconazole reduced the
level of disease caused by F culmorum
and F poae, as well as the fungal biomass,
as determined by quantitative PCR, thus
leading to a significant reduction in yield
loss. Further experiments are underway
to investigate interactions between
Fusarium and Microdochium species
involved in FEB, including competition
studies on wheat ears.

Role of Trichothecenes in
Pathogenesis of Wheat
Polymerase chain reaction using
primers to conserved regions of the Tri5
gene of Fusarium species, combined with
restriction fragment length
polymorphism (RFLP), has been used to
investigate the distribution of, and
polymorphism within, Tri5 homologues
of a range of Fusarium species. All isolates

used in these studies were classified using
both conventional morphological systems
and by RAPD, ITS-RFLP, and MS-RFLP to
reduce misclassification. Amplification of
the Tri5 gene sequence was achieved with
isolates of F. culmorum, F graminearum, F.
crookioellense, F. poae, F sporotrichoides, and
F satnbucinum. Amplification was not
observed with any isolate of F. aoenaceum,
F. iricinctum, F heterosporum, F

chlamydosporum, or isolates of any of the
six mating populations of F. moniliforme.
Nor was amplification detected with
either variety of M, nivale. Considerable
polymorphism was detected when the
putative Tri5 elements were digested with
four restriction enzymes. Five forms were
detected among F. culmorum, F
crookwellense and F graminearum. Three
forms were present only in F.
graminearum, one form was common to all
F. culmorum isolates, and a single F
graminearum isolate and one form was
present among isolates of all three
species. Four forms were present among
isolates of F. sambucinum and two forms
observed within F sporotrichoides.
The Tri5 gene of F. culmorum has been
cloned by PCR, using primers to
conserved regions of the gene from other
Fusarium species. A disruption construct
(P6) was generated by insertion of the Tri5
coding region truncated at both the 5' and
3' ends into vector pAN7-Blue 1 which
includes the gene hph for hygromycin
resistance. A recipient isolate of F
culmorum was selected on the basis of
high pathogenicity towards wheat
seedlings and high toxin production in
vitro. Transformation of conidia or
germinating conidia by biolistic particle
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delivery of P6-coated gold or tungsten
particles using 'helium' or 'electricaldischarge' guns was unsuccessful.
Transformation of protoplasts using a
modification of the PEG-mediated
technique described by Curragh et al.
(1992), produced a number of
hygromycin resistant transformants of F.
culmorum. Analysis of these
transformants by PCR and southern
hybridization revealed that integration of
the transforming DNA had not been due
to homologous recombination of the
construct with the TriS gene. In a separate
study, F. culmorum has been transformed
with the GUS reporter gene and the
transformant is being used to investigate
infection and fungal development on
resistant and susceptible hosts.
Recently, TriS- and progenitor isolates
(kindly donated by R. H. Proctor) have
been used in studies of seedling infection
of a range of material. Seedlings of 15
wheat lines were inoculated with the
TriS- transformant and its progenitor
isolate, and were visually assessed for
disease after 28 days. Although
significant differences were observed in
the levels of disease on the different
hosts, no differences were observed in
the level of disease caused by the TriSand the wild-type isolates. DNA was
extracted from the seedlings, and
quantitative PCR used to compare the
amount of F. graminearum present in the
plants inoculated with the two isolates.
Preliminary analysis indicates that the
amount of the TriS- isolate was generally
less than that of the wild type on several
of the cultivars examined. The test is
being repeated to confirm these results.
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The TriS- and progenitor isolates have
also been used in a glasshouse study of
FEB of cv. Avalon; this awaits further
analysis.

Genetics of Host
Resistance
A program has begun to investigate
the genetics of host resistance with the
ultimate aim of producing molecular tags
to resistance genes for use in breeding
programs. Crosses have been performed
between resistant cultivars (Frontana,
Sumai 3, and commercial lines) and the
monosomic series of Dwarf A (a common
susceptible host) to determine the
chromosomal location of resistance
factors. The resistant cultivars have also
been crossed onto the Dwarf A, and Fl
progeny from these crosses have been
used to generate haploid progeny by
pollination with maize. Embryos rescued
from these plants have been grown on
and await colchicine treatment to
produce doubled haploid lines. These
lines are to be assessed for ear blight
resistance and analyzed for amplified
fragment length polymorphism (AFLP)
markers to identify those markers linked
to resistance genes.
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Strategies for Breeding for
Resistance to Fusarium Head Blight in
Canadian Spring Wheat
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Abstract
Doubled haploid (DH) populations were generated from crosses between fusarium head
blight(FHB)-resistant Chinese hexaploid germplasm and susceptible adapted culiitars. Four
families of second-round DH plantswere produced from resistant 93FHB#37 (HY616 x
NING8331) and susceptible RL4761. These families are being tested for their FHB reaction by
sprayand infection inoculation. It is hoped that afamily will show a singlegenesegregation
ratio and can then beused to establish genetic linkage to PCR-based markers. Using the
University of BritishColombia's simplesequence repeat (SSR) Primer Set #9, 75 PCR-based
polymorphisms were found between the parents. The polymorphic primers will be screened for
linkages to FHB genes when singlegenefamilies have been identified. Breeding programs have
made extensive use of Brazilian cv. Frontana and Chinese cv. Sumai 3 and derived lines as FHB
resistance sources. Thesearch for usefulgenes in wild grass species continues, in an attempt to
broaden the basis of resistance. Lines with resistance levels higher than those of the susceptible
adapted parents have been identified in Brazilian rye landraces, and in wide crosses between
common wheatand Hordeum, Triticum, Thinopyrum, and Dasypyrum species. No
resistant tetraploid lines resulted from crosses between resistant Chinese hexaploid and
susceptible durum cultivars. Tetraploid Triticum species were screened for reaction to FHB.
Two T. dicoccoides lines were used in crosses with durum line DT484. In a preliminary test,
80 F3 linesfrom two crosses were screened in an irrigated nursery. There was a high percentage
of resistant lines in onecross. Selections will bemade forfuture screening and backcrossing.

Incidence and severity of fusarium
head blight (FHB), caused by Fusarium
graminearum Schwabe., have increased in
Canada, especially in southern Manitoba
and Ontario, causing yield and quality
reductions and concerns for the safety of
food supplies (Gilbert and Tekauz 1995).
Breeding programs have used resistant
Chinese or Chinese-derived germplasm
in crosses with adapted cultivars to
attempt to develop FHB-resistant lines.

The evidence to date suggests that
resistance is multigenic (Grausgruber et
al. 1995; Yu 1982).
An attempt was made to identify
PCR-based DNA polymorphisms linked
to FHB resistance genes in doubled
haploid (DH) populations derived from
crosses between resistant and susceptible
parents. Following screening with 600
primers, one putative marker was
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identified in a DH population generated
from cv. Sumai 3 and Biggar, The marker
was also present in the more tolerant
adapted cultivars and thus did not
represent a major resistance gene from
Sumai 3 (Gilbert et al. 1995). Additional
DH populations were generated from
crosses between resistant FHB37 (HY611
X NING8331) and susceptible RL4761. To
attempt to derive single resistance gene
lines, a second round of DH plants was
generated from crosses of DH plants that
were considered intermediate in reaction
to the resistant and susceptible parents.
Twenty plants from each of four families
of second round DH populations were
inoculated by spraying with a spore
suspension containing 50,000 conidia ml"
or a 10 ul (500 conidia) single floret
(point) inoculation. A wider range of
symptom expression resulted from spray
inoculations than from single floret
inoculations (Figure 1). Disease reactions
resulting from single floret and spray
Individuals (%)

100,------------------,
R Check PI
DH1060PI

80
DH1060 81

60

40

20
O...-....L...IIL..L.J-----L..L.J

L....I__----l

10 20 3040 50 60 70 80 90 100
Spikelets infected (%)
Figure 1. Infected spikelets in plants of a
second round DH family after inoculation by
spray (5; black shading) or injection of
single floret or point (P; no shading) with a
spore suspension of Fusarium graminearum.

inoculations were not correlated and
appear to be expressions of different
genetic responses to FHB inoculation. As
the parent of the second round DH
family was as resistant as the resistant
check (original parent FHB37), it is
certain that the attempt to identify DH
plants with lower levels of resistance
than the parent was unsuccessful. The
next step is to select from the original DH
population and make additional second
round DH families in the hope of
identifying single resistance gene lines.
Meanwhile, as the number of
polymorphic DNA bands identified
between the parents of the DH
population was so low, these
subsequently have been screened with
simple sequence repeats (SSR)Primer set
#9, developed by the University of
British Columbia. Seventy-five PCRbased polymorphisms were found
between the parents when screened with
this primer set.
Wild species of the Triticeae have
provided sources of disease resistance
genes for wheat breeding in the past
(Pienaar 1990). Screening of some of
these same species has revealed the
presence of sources of FHB resistance.
Baier et al. (1980) found FHB resistance in
accessions of Brazilian landraces of rye.
Screening of 40 accessions of Thinopvrum
intermedium revealed strains that showed
no disease (Fedak unpublished).
Addition lines series in wheat were
obtained from the following sources:
wheat-rye addition lines from P. Larkin,
Canberra, and wheat-Dasypyrllm lines
from A. Lukaszewski, Riverside,
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California. Hordeum californicum-wheat
addition lines were produced in Ottawa.
Seeds of all species were examined on
filter paper. Root meristems were
collected from germinated seeds of all
addition lines, pretreated in cold water
(2°C) for 24 hours, fixed in a 3:1 Feulgen
solution, then squashed in acetocarmine.
Combinations known to have a winter
growth habit were vernalized at 2°C and
8 h photoperiods for 6 weeks. Following
vernalization, plants of all aneuploid
stock, parents, and check cultivars were
grown in controlled environment
chambers at day/ night temperatures of
20/15°C, and a 16 h photoperiod using
combinations of fluorescent and
incandescent lamps supplying energy at
800 I1E m? s'. All inoculations were
performed by injecting 10 III of a 5000
spore 111-1 suspension into the central
floret of one spike per plant at anthesis.
Following inoculation, plants were kept
in a mist bed at 90% RH for 48 h, then
moved to a greenhouse for maturation.
Fusarium head blight symptoms were
scored on a scale of 0-9 at 4 weeks after
inoculation. In addition to discoloration
of the florets, the number of infected
florets and blackening of the rachis were
criteria used to arrive at a severity score.
The determination of resistance and

susceptibility of addition lines using
solutions containing concentrations of
deoxynivalenol (DON) was performed
by J. D. Miller of Ottawa. The
amphiploids between wheat and rye
were produced by standard methods of
post-pollination application of hormones
to hybrid embryos and colchicine
treatment of hybrid seedlings (Fedak
1987).
The rye landraces described by Baier

et al. (1980) as being resistant to FHB
were evaluated for their tolerance to
DON toxin. No observed effects at 10-3
and 10-4 M DON concentration were
considered to be resistant reactions, while
lines with visible effects at 10-5 and 10-6
M concentration were rated as
susceptible. "White rye" selections from
the state of Sao Paulo were used as
pollinators of the wheat cultivars
Encruzilhada, Maringa, Max, and Nyu
Bay. The amphiploids were inoculated
with a spore suspension of F.
graminearum. Of the 18 amphiploids, 6
were judged to be resistant (Table 1). No
resistance was observed in hybrids of
Encruzilhada and Maringa. One resistant
amphiploid involved the wheat cv. Max,
and 5 involved Nyu Bay. Rye is an
outcrossing species and inherently
heterozygous at all loci. This may explain

Table 1. Reaction of octoploid triticale strains to deoxynivalenol (DON).
Hybrid combination

No. tested

DON

Reaction to DON

Encruzilhada x 14A
Maringa x 26A
Max x 2C

1
3
1

10-5
10-5

S
S

10-4

R

Nyu Bay x Rye lines

13

10-6 to 10-5
10-3 to 10- 4

R

8
5
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S

50
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why 5 of the 13 lines involving Nyu Bay
were resistant and the remainder
susceptible. Only gametes with the
resistant allele would impart resistance to
the hybrids.
The lowest symptom expression of
King II rye additions to Holdfast wheat
was for rye chromosome 7 R addition.
The remaining addition lines were similar
to that of Holdfast wheat. Six of a
possible seven disomic additions of Th.
iniermedium in the background of
Vilmorin winter wheat were inoculated
with a fungal spore suspension. The
wheat cultivar Vilmorin with a visual
symptom rating at 4.6 was superior to the
Roblin check cultivar (Table 2). The
partial amphiploid with a chromosome
number of 2n=56, containing the entire
wheat genome plus one of the genomes
of Th. intermedium, also gave a low FHB
rating at 2.8. Addition lines 1 and 4 gave
the highest ratings at 4.0 and 6.0,
respectively, while line 3, representing
homoeologous chromosomes, gave the
lowest rating at 2.0.
Fusarium head blight symptoms of
six disomic addition lines of Dasypyrum
uillosum added to Chinese Spring wheat
were rated much higher than on the Th.

iniermedium addition line series. The
symptoms ranged from 4.0 on line 6V to
8.6 on line 7V Another partial series of
aneuploids, addition lines of Hordeum
californicum in a Chinese Spring wheat
background, was tested. One particular
addition line which appears to
correspond to chromosome 4 of barley
gave a symptom reading of 1.0, four
weeks after inoculation. The infection
remained localized and did not spread
beyond the zone of inoculation.
Attempts to cross resistance into
durum lines from the Chinese hexaploids
were unsuccessful. Ninety-seven
tetraploids, mostly Triticum dicoccoides,
were obtained from P. Dyck, Winnipeg,
and screened for reaction to FHB with a
spray inoculation. Six T dicoccoides lines
appeared to be quite resistant, of which
two, 160 and 161, were used in crosses
with durum line DT484. A limited
number of F3 progeny were planted in an
artificially inoculated, irrigated nursery
at Glenlea, Manitoba, 1996. More
resistant lines were derived from Td.161
than from Td.160 (Figure 2). They will be
planted and screened during the winter,
and F4-derived F6 lines will be field
tested in 1997 and the best used for
further backcrosses.

Table 2. Fusarium head blight reaction of addition lines of Thinopyrum intermedium in
Vilmorin winter wheat.
Addition lines

Disease rating

Check lines

Disease rating

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4.0
3.0
2.0
6.0
3.0

Vilmorin
Partial amphiploid
2n=56
Roblin

4.6
2.8

4.2

9.0
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Frequency
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Figure 2. Fusarium head blight index of 80
F3 lines of two durum x Triticum dicoccoides
crosses 18 days after spray inoculation in an
irrigated nursery at Glenlea, Manitoba.
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Abstract
Recentliterature on the inheritance of scab resistance in wheat is reviewed and discussed in
comparison with our results. Scab resistance in the widely used Chinese cultivar Sumai 3 and
its relatives, as wellas the Brazilian cultivar Fronuma, appears to begoverned by two to three
genes with major effects. The chromosomal location of resistance genes is still somewhat
obscure. Several research groups now work on the identification of molecular markers for scab
resistance. This research will lead to an improved understanding of its inheritance, and open
the wayfor marker assisted selection. An assay wasdeveloped using the toxicfusarium
metabolite deoxynivalenol (DON), which inhibits eukaryotic protein synthesis,as a selection
agent to predict fusarium head blight (FHB) resistance (FHBR) in wheat. Tolerance to DON
was tested during wheat seed germination, a process requiring intensiveprotein synthesis. It
was concluded that DON tolerance appears to bean important mechanism contributingto
quantitative FHB in wheat. The role of DON as an aggressiveness factor is therefore expected
to be minimal on highly toxin-tolerant cultivars. Because not all investigated wheatgenotypes
with a high FHBR hadhigh DON tolerance, at least oneother resistance mechanism must
exist. With this assay, FHB resistant lines were successfully selected from the progeny of a
cross with a parent possessing bothgood FHB resistance and good DON tolerance.

At the Research Institute for
Agrobiotechnology (IFA), Department of
Plant Production Biotechnology in Tulln,
and the University of Agricultural
Sciences, Institute of Agronomy and
Plant Breeding in Vienna, research on
fusarium head blight (FHB, scab)
resistance in wheat began in 1989.
The following topics were and are
still addressed in this research program;
the last two will be described in more
detail.

• Improvement of artificial inoculation
techniques (Buerstmayr ei al. 1995).
• Influence of Fusarium species and strain
on resistance (Van Eeuwijk et al. 1995).
• Screening of cultivars registered in
Austria (Lemmens et al. 1993).
• Collection and evaluation of germplasm
from cooperators worldwide (Lemmens
et al. 1993; Buerstmayr et al. 1996).
• Crossing program between scab
resistant 'exotic' lines and well adapted
Austrian genotypes in close cooperation
with private Austrian wheat breeders.
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• Study of the relationship between scab
resistance parameters based on
observation of disease symptoms on the
ears and / or grains and the final grain
mycotoxin contamination.
• Development of in vitro selection
methods (Lemmens et al. 1994).
• Studies on the inheritance of resistance
(Buerstmayr et al. 1995; Grausgruber et
al. 1995).

Inheritance of Scab
Resistance
'Conventional' genetic analysis
Chen (1989) proposed one dominant
resistance gene and some minor
modifiers for scab resistance in Sumai 3,
Zhou et al. (1987) estimated two, and Bai
et al. (1989), three major resistance genes.
Bai (1995) confirmed three genes with
major effects on scab resistance in Sumai
3 and Ning 7840 (a cultivar descended
from Sumai 3). In the Brazilian cultivar
Frontana, another important scab
resistance source, Singh et al. (1995)
estimated at least three resistance genes,
and van Ginkel et al. (1996) reported two
in Frontana and two in Ning 7840, with
all four genes being different.
Bai (1995) found that additive effects
account for most of the genetic variance
in scab resistance, although dominance
and epistasis were also important in
some spring wheat crosses. Similar
results were reported by Snijders (1990a)
for winter wheat. In an Fl diallel with
seven winter wheat lines, only GCA
effects were found to be significant,
whereas SCA and maternal effects were
not. This is in agreement with Snijders
(1990b).
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'Cytogenetic' analysis
Published information on the
chromosomal location of scab resistance
genes is somewhat contradictory and
confusing. An intervarietal chromosome
substitution series for Sumai 3 (donor) in
Chinese Spring (recipient) was created at
Nanjing University, China. The
substitution lines for this study were
developed in duplicate and backcrossed
four times to Chinese Spring. In the
resistant cultivar Sumai 3, the
chromosomes 7A, 2B, and 4D were found
to carry major resistance genes, whereas
chromosome 2D of Sumai 3 even
promoted susceptibility (Yongfu Ge,
personal communication). However, Yu
(1982) found chromosomes iu 2A, 5A,
6D, and 7D to enhance resistance, and 2D
to promote susceptibility in Sumai 3 by
F2 monosomic analysis using the
monosomic series of Chinese Spring.
The research to identify chromosomes
carrying major resistance genes involved
'back-cross reciprocal monosomic
analysis' using the monosomic series of
the highly scab sensitive cv. Hobbit-'sib',
kindly provided by Mr. AJ. Worland
(Norwich, UK), and two resistant
genotypes, U-136.1 and U-226.1, kindly
provided by Dr. A Mesterhazy (Szeged,
Hungary). Another approach used was
the scab resistance screening of existing
intervarietal single chromosome
substitution series: Hobbit-'sib' [Triticum
macha], Chinese Spring [Hope], Chinese
Spring [Lutescens 62], Chinese Spring
[Cheyenne], and Chinese Spring [T.
spelta], also kindly provided by Mr. AJ.
Worland.
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Here, this paper focusses on one
experiment: the back-cross reciprocal
monosomic analysis involving the highly
scab resistant wheat genotype U-136.1, a
breeding line descended from a Sumai 3
cross, and the monosomic series of
Hobbit-'sib'. Chromosomes 6B, 5A, and
6D were found to have the most
pronounced and constant influence on
scab resistance. These findings are in
partial agreement with Yu (1982),
It is concluded that scab resistance is
mainly controlled by only a few
chromosomes; however, knowledge of
gene numbers and the possible
chromosomal locations does not yet
greatly help the breeder to select for
improved genotypes, Nevertheless,
novel molecular techniques should
enable inheritance studies and the
development of selectable markers for
scab resistance.

'Molecular.genetic' analysis
To date, few preliminary results have
been published on molecular markers for
scab resistance. Bai (1995) and Bai et al.
(1995) used bulk segregant analysis with
random amplified polymorphic DNA
(RAPD) markers in an F6 recombinant
inbred population of Clark (susceptible)/
Ning 7840 (resistant). Of 1120 primers, 5
markers were associated with resistance.
These RAPD markers were placed on
two linkage groups. Two loci for scab
resistance associated with these RAPD
markers were identified using interval
mapping. Gilbert et al. (1995) screened
600 RAPDs and found one RAPD band
possibly associated with resistance in
Chinese cultivars including Sumai 3.

Summary and outlook
It can be assumed that scab resistance
is controlled by oligogenes. It also seems
likely that different resistance sources
(e.g., from China and Brazil) possess
different genes which could be combined
in improved genotypes; however,
whether or not a combination of different
genes results in even further improved
resistance remains to be seen. Molecular
markers for scab resistance offer a
promising tool for more efficient
breeding, and may reduce the need for
tedious resistance screening. Different
resistance genes could be skillfully
combined in improved genotypes.
Several research groups (in America,
Asia, and Europe) have begun work on
marker development. Cooperation
between research groups would be very
profitable, for instance in the sharing of
mapping populations and DNA markers.
A possible hazard to scab resistance
breeding is that only a few resistance
sources are widely used; the narrow
genetic base may be vulnerable to the'
pathogen. Diversification in resistance
sources could minimize this risk.

Possibilities for In Vitro
Selection
Introduction
Trichothecenes, such as
deoxynivalenol (DON), are Fusarium
mycotoxins produced in the wheat plant
after Fusarium infection. It has been
reported that plants tolerant to these
toxins have an increased FHB resistance
(FHBR). The toxins probably playa role
in the aggressiveness of the pathogen
and promote disease development and
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colonization by interfering with the
plant's defence response which requires
protein synthesis (Snijders and Krechting
1992). This hypothesis was tested by
disrupting a fungal trichothecene
biosynthesis gene, but did not yield clear
cut answers (Proctor et al. 1995). In only
some wheat cultivars was a significant
difference observed in the aggressiveness
of the wild type F. graminearum strains
and mutants deficient in toxin
biosynthesis; however, Shaner and
Buechley (1996) reported that a DON
deficient mutant was much less
aggressive on wheat. Of the several
methods described in the literature to
select wheat plants with increased levels
of toxin tolerance, either crude toxic
metabolite extracts or highly purified
Fusarium toxins have been used. Selection
was carried out on germinating seeds and
seedlings, callus, coleoptiles, or
microspores. High correlations between
in vitro tests and FHB resistance have
been reported (Wang and Miller 1988;
Wakulinski 1989; Lijuan et al. 1991).
In this paper, an assay is presented to
test DON tolerance of wheat. The method
was developed using a winter wheat
nursery, the FHBR of which was well
known and optimized for the highest
correlation with field resistance data. The
assay was applied to a set of highly FHB
resistant wheat genotypes and to the
progeny of a cross with a wheat genotype
with good FHBR and DON tolerance.

Materials and methods
Three sets of wheat genotypes were
investigated. In the first series of
experiments, the toxin tolerance of a
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nursery of 25 winter wheat genotypes
was determined. The FHB field resistance
of these genotypes had been
meticulously investigated in five
European countries from 1991-1993 (Van
Eeuwijk et aI. 1995). The fusarium head
blight index (%FHB) of the nursery
varied from 32 (highly resistant) to 67
(very susceptible). In addition, the toxin
tolerance of a set of highly FHB resistant
genotypes and a set consisting of
breeding material was tested.
To measure differences in toxin
sensitivity between wheat varieties, an
assay was developed based on the
germination time on toxin-containing
medium. Surface sterilized seeds (100 per
plate, 2 replicates) were placed with the
embryo upward on medium containing
20 or 30 ppm DON and on control
medium, and allowed to germinate in the
dark at soc. The number of germinated
seeds was counted daily, plotted against
days after imbibition, and subsequently
fitted to a Gompertz function. As a
measure of toxin resistance, the Number
of Germinated seeds in the Ioxincontaining medium when in the .control
medium 80% of the seeds had
germinated (NGT cso) was used
(Lemmens et aI. 1994). Calculation of
Gompertz functions, correlation and
variance analyses were performed using
SAS/STAT.

Results and discussion
Reproducible and statistically
significant differences in toxin tolerance
were observed between the wheat
cultivars. If DON significantly
contributes to the aggressiveness of the
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fungus, differences in toxin tolerance of
wheat genotypes are expected to correlate
with differences in FHBR. The linear
correlation coefficient (r) between the
%FHB and NGT c 80 data varied from -0.60
to -0.85, depending on the year of testing
(three seasons). This result suggests that
tolerance to DON is one mechanism
contributing to quantitative FHBR. The
role of DON as an aggressiveness factor is
therefore expected to be minimal on
highly toxin tolerant cultivars. For the
assay described, at least 200 seeds of a
homogeneous wheat line are required. A
method based on electrolyte leakage
measurements, with which toxin
tolerance of a single plant can be
measured, is established and currently
under evaluation.
A small set of wheat genotypes (see
Table 1) with a high FHBR level was
investigated using the aforementioned
method (with 30 ppm DON). A large
variability in DON tolerance was
observed, with Sumai 3 having a
relatively low tolerance. It is concluded
that not all highly resistant wheat
genotypes are highly DON tolerant. This
suggests that at least one additional
resistance mechanism plays an important
role in this pathogen-host system.
Tolerance of wheat to the extracellular
hydrolytic enzymes produced by
Fusarium might be such a mechanism: a
hypothesis currently being tested.

tolerance. The relationship between the
field resistance and NGT c 80 data is
illustrated in Figure 1; the correlation
coefficient was -0.82. Based on this, it is
concluded that the assay could be
successfully used to select FHB resistant
lines. Clearly, field experiments remain
indispensable; however, by using the
outlined assay, the number of field
inoculations can be reduced with a
preliminary screening.

Table 1. Deoxyniva/enol (DON) tolerance of
wheat genotypes with a high fusarium head
blight resistance (FHBR).
Genotype"
Wuhan #3-6B
Frontana
Ning 8343
Nobeokabozu
Wuhan #1-41 B
81F379
Sumai 3
P4371.88
a
b

NGT cso

FHBRb

53
45
40
31
28
23
16
6

HR
HR
HR
HR
HR
MR
HR

S

81F379 and P4371.88 are control lines with a
medium (MR) and a low (S) FHBR, respectively.
HR = High fusarium head blight resistance.
MR = Medium fusarium head blight resistance.
S = Low fusarium head blight resistance.

NGT c80
60

• •
• ••
••

50
40
30

••
•
•
• • •

20
10

In a final experiment, the assay was
used to investigate wheat breeding
material originating from a cross with a
parent with good FHBR and DON

0
1

2

3

4

6
5
FHBR

7

8

Figure 1. Relationship between field
resistance data (FHBR) and NGTcso of
investigated wheat breeding material.
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Wheat for Scab Resistance
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Abstract
Wheat scab, orfusarium head blight, is the most important disease of the southern winter
wheat and northeastern spring wheat growingareas in China. In recent years, scab epidemics
have invaded the northern wheat growingarea. The development and utilization of disease
resistant varieties is perhaps the most economical and efficient control approach. Scab resistance
is thought to becontrolled by two to three major genes with several minorgenes as modifiers.
Through genetic recombination and gene convergence for different resistance components,
resistance levels may be further improved. To broaden genetic resources, Leymus racemosus,
Roegneria kamoji, and R. ciliaris have been found to behighly scab resistant. Addition lines
with chrornosomeis) of related species have been developed and identified; some show higher
resistance than that of the parent Chinese Spring, and even Sumai 3. Genome and hDmoeology
identification of thealien chromosome involved are analyzed through C-banding, in situ
hybridization, and RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphism) techniques. Evidence
shows that two or three chromosomes are related to scab resistance in L. racemosus and R.
kamoji. To induce recombination between wheat and alien chromosomes, radiation, Phgene
mutants, orgametocide genes are applied. In order to develop alien chromosome lines with
higher resistance, intercrosses between different resistant alien chromosome lines have been
performed. In addition, crosses between alien resistance linesand moderately resistant wheat
varieties are conducted. High yieldingcultivars or elite lines are usedas recurrent parents in
the backcrossing program to improve theagronomic characters of resistant lines. Anther culture
is extensivelyusedfor generation advancement and homozygosity acceleration. At present,
promising advanced lines with resistance and agronomic characters superior to Sumai 3 are
available. Analyses of resistance and molecular cytogenetic studiesof these linesare underway.
Techniques such as casting diseased seeds in thefield and singlefloret inoculation havebeen
extensivelyusedfor identifyingresistance levels of parental materials, the segregating
population, and advanced lines, as wellas analysis of resistance components.

Scab of wheat, or fusarium head
blight, is a serious disease in the warm
and humid wheat growing areas of the
world. It is the most important disease in
the southern winter wheat and
northeastern spring wheat growing areas
of China; the affected acreage may reach

7 million ha, encompassing about one
quarter of the total wheat area. In
general, it occurs once ~very two to three
years, causing yield losses of 10-20%. The
epidemic area has expanded to the
northern winter wheat growing area of
China over the last few years due to
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improvements in irrigation and fertilizer
regimes, an increase in rice/w".eat or
maize/wheat rotations, and the increased
adoption of non-tillage systems. The
predominant head blight pathogen in
China is Fusarium graminearum Schwabe,
although a number of other Fusarium
species are involved including F.
aoenaceum (Corde. ex Fr) Sacc, F.
culmorum (w.e. Smith) Sacc., and F.
moniliforme Sheldon. Eighteen species or
varieties of Fusarium have been identified
from 2450 specimens collected from 21
provinces of China, in which F.
graminearum accounted for 94.5%. Strains
of F. graminearum from different districts
show significant differences in virulence
(Xu and Fan 1982; Wang et al. 1985);
however, no specific differences in
varietal response have been found (Wang
et al. 1985). A mixture of pathogen isolates
with high virulence is commonly used as
inoculum for scab resistance screening.

Fusarium graminearum can attack
wheat plants at all growth stages, causing
seedling and stem rot or head blight; the
latter causes the most significant damage
to wheat yield in China. Head blight
resistance can be divided into two major
types: resistance to infection, and
resistance to spread. Varieties with
resistance to spreading suffer lower yield
losses in epidemic years, hence wheat
breeders should concentrate on screening
for this type of resistance. Though some
plant and ear morphology may have
some effect on disease resistance, such as
plant height, long and springy peduncle,
lax spike; thin glume, and few anther
residues, the association between these

traits and scab resistance is never
consistently observed. Some varieties
with the latter traits are at times severely
susceptible to scab.
Differences in the speed of symptom
development and final severity among
land races, improved varieties, and elite
lines were found after natural or artificial
inoculation. In some cultivars, scab
symptoms spread quickly during early
stages, while in others it occurred at later
stages (Yu 1990). Such differences might
be controlled by different genes in
different varieties; hence improvement of
scab resistance by gene recombination
should be possible. In addition, based on
the fact that some resistant varieties are
rich in enzymes which degrade
deoxynivalenol (DON), Miller et al. (1985)
suggested defining a third type of
resistance, and screening resistant
individuals by means of the retardation
rate of coleoptile elongation (Wang and
Miller 1988). This suggestion, however,
was generally not accepted.
Scab resistance of common wheat has
been considered by a number of scientists
to be quantitatively inherited and
controlled by many minor genes (Chen
1983). Accordingly, attempts to improve
scab resistance by means of recurrent
selection have been made in China (Wu
1986); however, the fact that many
resistant varieties were derived from
crosses between resistant parents
supports the existence of major genes for
resistance. In transferring alien scab
resistance into common wheat, evidence
showed that three different addition lines
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involving Leymus racemosus chromosomes
had high resistance (Chen et al. 1993).
There are at least three major resistance
genes on three different chromosomes of
Leymus racemosus. At the same time, it
was also observed that resistance varies
among addition lines with the same
Leqmus racemosus chromosome. This may
suggest that scab resistance is also
controlled by some minor genes in
addition to major genes. A similar
phenomenon was observed in the course
of transferring Roegneria kamoji resistance
to common wheat.
Wet and warm weather conditions
between heading and maturity increase
scab severity. To date, mankind is still not
able to control weather, and the large
scale application of fungicides is hardly
practical in years of abundant rainfall,
resulting simultaneously in low
efficiency, high cost, and environmental
pollution. Thus, development and
utilization of disease resistant varieties is
the most economical and efficient
approach for controlling scab.

Wheat Breeding Methods
for Scab Resistance
Selection of natural and
induced resistant mutants
Scab resistance is a result of the
interaction between wheat and pathogen.
Genetic resources for scab resistance exist
in Chinese varieties grown for centuries
in epidemic areas. For instance, Wanshui
bai, Red Monk, and Jianzimai from the
middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze
River have been identified as highly scab
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resistant; however, due to undesirable
agronomic traits, such as a tall plant,
weak straw, lax spike, and low yield
potential, these local varieties are no
longer in commercial use and are rarely
used in breeding programs.
In the 1950s and 60s, the major wheat
breeding method for scab resistance was
to select variants from improved
cultivars. Wannian 2 and Wumai 1 with
moderate resistance were selected from
the susceptible Nanda 2419 and Funo.
respectively, which have been the most
popular cultivars in the middle and
lower Yangtze Valley.
To increase mutation frequency,
irradiation and tissue culture have been
used in breeding for scab resistant
varieties. Emai 6 with moderate
resistance was developed from the
progenies of a susceptible variety Nanda
2419 treated with y-ray of C 0 60. Recently,
elite line Ning 89-5004 was screened
through somaclonal variation from
susceptible cultivar Ningmai 3 (Lu et al.
1995). Irradiation combined with anther
culture is widely used for increasing
mutation frequency and accelerating
homozygosity.

Recombination of
resistance genes
Resistant varieties have been selected
from different types of crosses such as
susceptible x susceptible, susceptible x
resistant, and resistant x resistant. The
famous Chinese variety Sumai 3, with
fairly stable scab resistance, was
developed from a cross between two
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susceptible cultivars, Funo and
Taiwanxiaomai; however, the appearance
of resistant genotypes in the progenies of
such combinations is usually very low.
Using resistant varieties as parents in
crosses generally increases the frequency
of resistant genotypes. For example, in
1981-1983 the Shanghai Academy of
Agricultural Sciences investigated 2741
lines sent by CIMMYT; no resistant or
moderately resistant lines and only 11
moderately susceptible lines (0.4%) were
found. The situation greatly changed as
CIMMYT scientists started to use Sumai 3
and Ning 7840 introduced from China in
1981. The frequency of moderately
susceptible lines increased from 2.3% (38
of 667 lines) in 1984 to 13.5% (23 of 170
. lines) in 1987, and the frequency of
moderate resistance increased from 1.5%
(10 of 667 lines) in 1984 to 2.4% (4 of 170
lines) in 1987 (Wang et ai. 1989).
To screen new highly resistant
cultivars with superior agronomic traits,
researchers have attempted to cross
susceptible and high yielding cultivars
with a resistant primitive variety (i.e.,
Wanshuibai). The resistant progenies
often show inferior agronomic traits (i.e.,
tall plant, weak stem, and a lax spike)
because the primitive variety is
genetically very conservative. In the
1970s, resistant varieties such as Sumai 3,
Jingzhou 1, and Xiangmai 1 were widely
used in breeding, and resistant cultivars
with superior agronomic characters
started to appear, but unfortunately the
resistance levels of these varieties never
reached those of their parents.

At present, some high yielding
cultivars with moderate scab resistance
have been developed from crosses
between moderately susceptible or
moderately resistant and moderately
resistant cultivars, e.g., Yangmai 158 was
screened from the progenies of Yangmai
4(MR) and St 1472/506 (MS). These
cultivars, however, may suffer significant
yield loss in severe epidemic years, thus
breeding wheat for scab resistance
remains a difficult task for Chinese
breeders

Transfer of alien
resistant genes
Pedigree analyses of current
improved resistant varieties showed that
the genetic resources for scab resistance
of these cultivars is limited to a few
varieties such as Mentana, Funo, and
Tawanxiaomai. Restricted resources for
scab resistance not only hinder breeding
achievements, but also bring about the
problem of genetic vulnerability.
Consequently, exploration of new genetic
resources for scab resistance is an urgent
task for wheat breeders.
To broaden the genetic resource for
scab resistance of common wheat,
investigators have searched for new
resistance genes from related species or
genera. The Wheat Scab Research
Cooperative Group in China identified
1557 accessions from 21 related species or
genera and found only one moderately
resistant material with an ancestry of
Secale cereale. Jingzhou 1 and Jingzhou 4,
with moderate resistance, were screened
from the hybrid progenies of Nanda 2419
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and the indigenous rye. Mujeeb-Kazi et al.
(1983) reported that Elymus giganteus
(=Leymus racemosus) showed good
resistance to scab, and hybrid progenies
with scab resistance were obtained. The
scab resistance of E. giganteus was
confirmed by Wang et al. (1986, 1991).
Furthermore, Roegneria kamoji and R.
ciliaris, growing in the humid and warm
areas of southern China, were identified
as having high scab resistance (Liu et al.
1989). Some alien additions with
chromosomes from these related species
have been identified by C-banding, in situ
hybridization, or RFLP (restriction
fragment length polymorphism)
techniques. Three T. aesiioum-L. rucemosus,
two T. aestivum-R. kamoii, and one T.
aesiioum-R. ciliaris addition lines showed
higher scab resistance than their parent
Chinese Spring and even Sumai 3.
Although the transfer of alien genes is
promising, there is still a long way to go
to attain the final goals. The problems
include: 1) the difficulty in using alien
addition or substitution lines in
conventional wheat breeding directly
because alien and wheat chromosomes
hardly pair and the recombination
frequency is low; 2) scab resistance genes
are related to two or three different
chromosomes of Leymus racemosus or R.
kamoji, therefore the addition,
substitution, or translocation line
involving one alien chromosome often
shows lower resistance than its parent;
and 3) wild parents exert a strong
influence on agronomic traits, so the
hybrid progenies are usually
agronomically inferior. To overcome the
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difficulties, the following approaches are
being tested: 1) the application of
irradiation, Ph gene mutants, or
gametocide genes to accelerate
development of translocation lines which
could be used more easily in breeding
program or even for direct commercial
production; 2) anther culture assisted
intercrosses between different alien
addition, substitution, and translocation
lines to converge different resistance
genes and accelerate the homozygosity
process; 3) continuous backcrosses or
"rolling" crosses (using different
recurrent parents) to improve the
agronomic traits of advanced lines.
To raise resistance levels,
recombination of resistance genes
available in common wheat with those
from alien species is another of our
strategies. Several new advanced lines
with higher resistance and better
agronomic traits compared with Sumai 3
have been developed by crossing the
progenies of wheat-L. racemosus with
Sumai 3 or Xiangmai 1.
Precise identification of resistance
genes is critical; however, it is difficult to
distinguish two or more by conventional
methods. Molecular markers linked with
scab resistance might be helpful. In cases
where scab resistance originates from
different species, simultaneous
identification of the resistance and the
alien chromatin in the progenies of
wheat-L. racemosue, wheat-R. kamoii, and
wheat-R. ciliaris through C-banding and
in situ hybridization are adopted. In
addition, attempts are being made to
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seek or induce susceptible mutants from
the resistant pure lines. Mapping F2
populations might be developed through
the crosses of resistant and susceptible
genotypes. Molecular marker maps could
be also constructed through the resistant
and susceptible pools.

Identification of Scab
Resistance
To date, no wheat germplasm has
been found to be immune to scab (Liu et
al., 1991). Furthermore, scab occurrence is
largely affected by weather conditions so
it is difficult to precisely identify disease
severity. Casting the diseased seeds in
the field (preferably at the site of frequent
scab occurrence) at the booting stage of
wheat, combined with sprinkler
irrigation during anthesis to filling stage,
is generally used by breeders for
screening resistance to infection as well
as resistance to spreading of the
segregating population. Dripping a
pathogen spore suspension into single
florets during flowering particularly
meets the requirements for identification
of resistance to spreading. This technique
has been extensively used for identifying
the resistance to spreading of parental
material and advanced lines, as well as ,
the analysis of resistance components
(Wang et al. 1982; Xu and Fan 1982).
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Breeding Spring Wheat for Scab
Resistance in the United States
J. Rudd
Plant Science Department, South Dakota State University, USA

Abstract
Although scab has been recognized asan important disease in the USA sinceearly this
century, research efforts havebeen sporadic. The 1993 epidemic in the Northern Great Plains,
with an estimated loss of more than a billion dollars, revealed that research efforts on this
disease were far from adequate. In the autumn of 1993, researchers, producers, and commodity
group representatives from North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, and Manitoba, Canada,
met to discuss the status of scab research. Research progress was reported and strategic plans
for thefuture were formulated at this Annual Regional Scab Forum. This yearly event has
facilitated cooperative projects and has led to the proliferation of scab related research. Regional
spring wheat breeding programs are workingboth independently and cooperatively to develop
scab resistant culiioars. The breeding objective is to combine "field tolerance" and resistance to
spread in the spikeinto an acceptable agronomic background. The breeding approach is to
steadily recombine different resistance sources and to simultaneously select for resistance and
desirable agronomics. Although each of the breeding programs has evaluated a large diversity
of germplasm, the most universal source of resistance used traces back to the Chinese cultivar
Sumai 3. Field screening is performed under mist irrigation and more precise evaluation is
carried out in thegreenhouse. The Uniform Regional Scab Nurseryfor Parental Germplasm
facilitates the evaluation of material overa wide range of environments and provides an
opportunityfor germplasm exchange between the breeders.

Scab has been recognized as an
important disease in the USA since
early this century (Christensen et al.
1929; Dickson et al. 1929). In the 1940s,
Earl Hanson was hired by USDA and
stationed in Minnesota to screen wheat
lines for scab resistance (Hanson et al.
1950). Progress was being made, genetic
variability had been found, and
resistance was being incorporated into
adapted types. Then came several
consecutive years of stem rust
epidemics, and the emphasis was no
longer on scab. Scab research continued

but it did not have a high priority until
recent years.
In 1986, Roy Wilcoxson established a

field screening nursery at St. Paul,
Minnesota. Moisture was provided by an
automated misting system, and
inoculum was supplied by spraying a
spore suspension before flowering. The
nursery was used to evaluate cultivars
and breeding lines as well as known
sources of resistance such as Sumai 3
(Wilcoxson et al. 1992). This nursery was
used as a model to develop the scab
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screening nurseries that are currently
used.
Although the need for further
research was clear to many researchers, it
took the severe epidemics of 1993 and
1994 to wake up the industry and
particularly the funding sources. With an
estimated loss in excess of a billion
dollars in the spring wheat region alone,
it was evident that such research efforts
were far from adequate. In the autumn of
1993, researchers, producers, and
commodity group representatives from
North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota,
and Manitoba, Canada, met together to
discuss the status of scab research (jones
et al. 1994). Research progress was
reported and strategic plans for the future
were formulated. It was so beneficial that
the second Regional Scab Forum was
held in the autumn of 1994 (Gallenberg et
al. 1995), followed by a third and fourth
in 1995 and 1996, respectively. Also, a
regional committee (NCR 184) consisting
of representatives from 13 states was
organized. NCR 184 has met annually
since 1994, usually in conjunction with
the Regional Scab Forum. At these
meetings, state representatives present
updates on current disease situations and
status of research. The annual scab forum
and NCR-184 meetings have facilitated
cooperative projects and greatly
accelerated scab related research in the
USA.

Cultivar Selection
It did not take wheat producers long
to notice that cultivars varied in their
reaction to scab. The profile of spring
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wheat cultivars has changed dramatically
since the 1993 epidemic. Highly
susceptible cultivars are no longer grown
in scab prone areas and have been
replaced by cultivars that show some
"field tolerance". I am defining "field
tolerance" as maintained volume weight
and grain yield relative to other cultivars
with similar disease symptoms. The most
notable of these "field tolerant" cultivars
is 2375. This cultivar was developed by
Pioneer Hi-bred International and is
currently marketed by the North Dakota
Research Foundation. In northeast North
Dakota where scab has been prevalent,
2375 went from being grown on 14% of
the spring wheat acreage in 1993 to being
grown on nearly 50% in 1996 (North
Dakota Agricultural Statistics Service,
USDA). The mechanism of resistance or
"field tolerance" of 2375 has not been
studied, but its early maturity and rapid
grain filling rate seem to playa role. At
best, 2375 is classified as moderately
resistant and can certainly be ravaged
under heavy disease pressure. Advanced
experimental lines have been identified
that have a better levels of "field
tolerance" than 2375. Several are
currently being increased and will offer
producers some protection against
moderate disease levels, but improved
resistance is imperative.

Breeding Programs
We know that with adequate genetic
variability and appropriate screening
methods, progress can be made through
traditional plant breeding. Currently,
there are three public (North Dakota State
University; South Dakota State
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University; and University of Minnesota,
USDA) and one private (Agripro Seeds
Incorporated) USA spring wheat
breeding programs that concentrate on
breeding for scab resistance, and we work
closely with Agricultural Canada,
Manitoba. Although we had all been
working on scab resistance, in some form
or another, it was not on the top of our
priority list. It was more of a desired
characteristic rather than a required
characteristic. Beginning in 1993,
breeding for scab resistance became one
of our top priorities. The breeding
objective, as I see it, is to combine "field
tolerance" and resistance to spread in the
spike into an acceptable agronomic
background. The breeding approach is to
steadily recombine different resistance
sources and to simultaneously select for
resistance and desirable agronomics.
Each breeding program is separate and
distinct from each other. Each program
uses different germplasm, various
screening methods, and unique breeding
schemes.

Germplasm
A large diversity of germplasm is
being used including Chinese, Japanese,
South American, European, and
CIMMYT. The most universal source of
resistance used appears to be the Chinese
cultivar Sumai 3 or Sumai 3-derived lines
such as Ning 7840. Sumai 3-derived
resistance gives good resistance to spread
in the spike, but we continue to struggle
with poor agronomic traits in segregating
populations, particularly susceptibility to
shattering. Other sources of resistance are
continually being evaluated. We have

looked at a variety of accessions of

Triticum dicoccoides, T. iauschii, T.
monococcum, and probably others that I
am unaware of. Variation exists in most
sets of germplasm, but nothing has been
found that is substantially better than the
resistance derived from Sumai 3. In
addition to "exotic" sources of resistance,
the recombination of "field tolerant"
adapted breeding lines is thought to be
very useful. We have also begun a joint
recurrent selection program that is being
implemented by Agripro. Each breeding
program has contributed material, and
random mating will be facilitated by the
use of the chemical hybridizing agent
Genesis",

Screening and Selection
Each of the breeding programs uses a
combination of inoc~lation techniques,
and utilize both field and greenhouse.
Several field screening nurseries have
been established, three in Minnesota, two
in North Dakota, one in South Dakota,
and one in Manitoba. Moisture is
provided by automated misting systems,
and inoculum is provided by either
spraying the plants at anthesis with a
spore suspension or spreading colonized
grain. All of the programs use a mixture
of Fusarium graminearum isolates
collected from their respective states to
produce inoculum. Studies have been
done using other Fusarium species, but F.
graminearum is used for large scale
inoculum production. It should also be
noted that in the field nurseries, the
plants are also exposed to natural
inoculum which is produced by the
native profile of species. Greenhouse
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screening is normally the more precise
single floret inoculation, where inoculum
is placed into a central floret and spread
of the disease is measured 2-3 weeks
later. South Dakota and Agripro also have
greenhouses equipped with mistirrigation systems, and screening is
similar to the misted field nurseries.
Scoring the material usually consists
of a combination of a visual assessment
of infected spikelets per a given number
of spikes, and some assessment of
infected kernels after harvest. The
amount and type of data collected
depends upon the desired precision level.
Sometimes all that is undertaken is a
visual assessment of the seed after
harvest, other times individual spikes are
tagged at inoculation and disease
progression is recorded at regular
intervals.
Correlations between the different
nurseries and techniques have been
reasonable, particularly for resistant and
highly susceptible materials. There is
normally much more discrepancy among
the moderately susceptible and
moderately resistant lines. We have all
found that it is relatively easy to
eliminate highly susceptible material, but
the identification of resistance requires
more precision.

Regional Scab Nursery
One program I believe will be very
successful is the Uniform Regional Scab
Nursery for Parental Germplasm that
was initiated in 1995. Spring wheat
breeders from the various institutions
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submit their best lines to be evaluated for
scab resistance in the various screening
nurseries. We all test the same set of lines
in our own scab screening nurseries
using our own protocols. The objectives
are to: 1) evaluate material over a wide
range of environments, and 2) provide
each other with parental germplasm.
This year 36 entries were tested at 6
different locations. Mist-irrigation and
supplemental inoculum were provided at
all locations. The environment, inoculum
source, and scoring system were different
at each location. Evaluating each other's
material under our own environment
gives us the agronomic and scab
resistance data to help us decide whether
or not we want to include a particular
line in our crossing block.

Conclusions
The USA and Manitoba spring wheat
breeding programs are in alliance to
increase scab resistance levels in spring
wheat. The greatest strength that we
have is diversity. We are each using
different germplasm, selecting under
different environments, and using
different breeding schemes. New insights
are shared at the annual Regional Scab
Forum, and germplasm is exchanged via
the Uniform Regional Scab Nursery. We
can then recombine these "best of the
region" lines with our favorite
germplasm, and begin selection under
our environment. I am confident that
sequential, step by step progress will be
made as we recombine different sources
and continue to simultaneously select for
scab resistance and desired agronomic
traits.
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Genetic Analysis of Fusarium
Head Blight Resistance Using Wheat
Doubled Haploids
T. Ban
Kyushu National Agricultural Experiment Station (KNAES), MAFF, Fukuoka, Japan

Abstract
Thegenetic constitution offusarium head blight (FHB, scab) resistance of the Chinese
bread wheatcultivar Sumai 3 was investigated using doubled haploid (DH) lines and
recombinant inbred (RI) lines. Molewlar markers werescreened to identify genomicregions of
quantitative trait loci (QTLs)for FHB resistance. Frequency distributions of D H lines
developed from two F1 crosses between Sumai 3 (highly resistant to resistant, VR-R) and
Gamenya (highly susceptible, VS), and Sumai 3 and Emblem (VS), closely fitted the FHB
response of a 1R:2M:1S segregation ratio. It is suggested that the PHB resistance of Sumai 3 is
governed by two majorgenes with additiveeffects. One of the resistance genes was observed to
belinked to a suppression genefor awnedness, and produced recombination valuesof
14.77±3.26% and 20.69±4.20%, respectively. Saikai 165 is a line with improved resistance
derived from the cross Sumai 3 x Asakaze-komugi (resistant to moderately resistant, R-MR).
From data of RI linesderived from Emblem x Saikai 165, three resistance genes were found to
exist in Saikai 165. Four random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPO) markers from two
linkage groups wereassociated with FHB resistance in DH lines from the cross Fukuhokomugi (moderately susceptible, MS) x Oligo Culm (VS). Three were associated with the
latent susceptible modifier of Fukuho-komugi.

Fusarium head blight (FHB, scab) is a
destructive disease of wheat in Japan,
where it affects more than 10,000 ha,
corresponding to 4-7% of the wheat
production area in an average year. In
Kyushu and Hokkaido, the main wheat
production regions, the area affected by
FHB is as high as 20% and 5%,
respectively. FHB is principally caused by
Fusarium graminearum Schwabe, although
both F. graminearum and F. nivale (Fr.)
Ces. are prevalent in Hokkaido. Other
species of Fusarium have shown similar
levels of virulence on wheat, e.g., F.
aoenaceum (Fr.) Sacc., F. acuminaium Ell. et

Ev., and F. culmorum (W.G. Smith) Sacco
(Koizumi et al. 1991a, 1991b).
Germplasm was screened for FHB
resistance in Kyushu and Hokkaido (Ban
1993). Some resistant germplasm was
identified among resistant genetic
resources, e.g., Nobeokabouzu-komugi,
Sumai 3, Ning 7840, CItr 11028, and MN
2535; however, no immune varieties were
found (Gocho 1985; Ban and Cocho
1988). Recently, Nobeokabouzu-komugi
and Sumai 3 have been frequently used
in breeding programs as crossing parents
to develop FHB resistant lines.
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Developing wheat varieties of high
quality and early maturity (required for
making Japanese noodles) is an
important breeding objective for regions
where farmers grow wheat in double
cropping systems with rice. Although
Nobeokabouzu-komugi shows excellent
FHB resistance, at present its agronomic
characters are not suitable for practical
cultivation. Hence, wheat breeders have
preferred to use only Sumai 3 as a
crossing parent for FHB resistance.
Recently, a resistant line, Saikai 165, has
been developed from the cross between
Sumai 3 and leading variety Asakazekomugi. However, no germplasm has
been found to improve resistance to F.
nivale in Hokkaido, although Sumai 3 is
presumably highly resistant to both F.
graminearum and F. nivale.
The inheritance of FHB resistance in
wheat has been studied over the last four
decades. Many genetic sources of FHB
resistance were classified into several
groups (Snijders 1990b). The mode of
inheritance and number of genes
involved in the resistance of several
varieties has been determined
(Nakagawa 1956; Snijders 1990a; van
Ginkel et al. 1996). It is essential to
identify the resistance genes of these
groups to be able to integrate them.
The objectives of the present study
were to clarify the genetic constitution of
FHB resistance in Sumai 3 using doubled
haploid (DH) lines and recombinant
inbred (RI) lines, and to identify genomic
regions of quantitative trait loci (QTLs)
for FHB resistance using molecular
markers.

Materials and Methods
Doubled haploid lines were
developed from three F1 crosses (Sumai
3 x Gamenya, Sumai 3 x Emblem, and
Fukuho-komugi x Oligo Culm) through
the wheat x maize system (Suenaga and
Nakajima 1989). F6 and F7 populations
of RI lines were derived from the F1
cross Emblem x Saikai 165, by single seed
descent methods.
In 1995 and 1996, FHB resistance was
examined in a field equipped with a
sprinkler system. Simulated rainfall, ca.
13 mm dol, was provided intermittently
as a fine mist to keep spikes wet after
heading until harvest maturity. Six-row
barley cultivar Kashimamugi, highly
susceptible to FHB and early maturing,
was planted in every fifth row as the
spreader. When the FHB incidence of the
spreader was at a low level,
macroconidia of F. graminearum 'G8736B' were distributed through the
sprinkler. At the ripening stage of each
line, FHB incidence and severity of five
representative spikes were scored three
times to obtain a consistent result
according to the criteria shown in Table
1. The FHB resistance level was adjusted
to that of a normal year, based on the
FHB severity of 16 standard cultivars.
Finally, response to FHB was classified as
resistant (R), intermediate (M), or
susceptible (5).
Screening of random amplified
polymorphic DNA (RAPD) was
examined in 110 DH lines developed
from the F1 cross Fukuho-komugi x
Oligo Culm. Polymerase chain reaction
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Table 1. Criteria used for evaluating fusarium head blight (F. graminearum) of wheat.
FHB
incidence

o
1
2
3
3
3
4
5
S

Immune
Trace
Little
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Much
Severe

FHB severity
in spikes ('Yo)

o
1-5
10
20
30-40

50
60-70
80-100

Resistance levelS

Response
to FHB

Highly resistant (VR)
Highly resistant (VR)
Resistant (R)
Moderately resistant (MR)
Medium (M)
Moderately susceptible (MS)
Susceptible (S)
Highly susceptible (VS)

Resistance
Resistance
Resistance
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Susceptibility
Susceptibility

Resistance level is adjusted to a normal year based on FHB severity ('Yo) of 16 standard cultivars.

was performed using genomic DNA of
DH lines as templates. Each reaction
comprised 1 unit Taq polymerase
(Promega), 50-70 ng genomic DNA, 0.4
mM oligonucleotide primer (10-mer Kits,
Operon Technologies), 200 mM each
dNTp, 1.5 mM MgCl 2, 50 mM KCl, 10
mM Tris-HCl (pH 9.0), and 0.1% glycerol
(Ban et al. 1995). The temperature cycling
parameters were: pre-heating, 2 min at
94°C; 60 'l-min cycles at 94°C, 1 min at
40°C, and 2 min at 72°C; and one final
step of 7 min at 72°C. The association
between FHB resistance and RAPD
markers was evaluated by comparing the
means of FHB severity of two groups of
DH lines, classified according to each
marker type, using at-test.

Results
FHB resistance of Sumai 3
More FHB incidence was detected in
1996 than 1995 due to low temperatures
throughout the vegetative and maturing
stages of wheat until the rainy season.
The frequency distribution of FHB in
DH(Sumai 3/Gamenya) fitted a
trimodial distribution, classifying the
FHB response into resistant, intermediate

and susceptible categories (Figure 1). A
similar distribution was observed for
DH(Sumai 3/Emblem). The FHB severity
of F1 plants of both crosses was slightly
lower than that of the moderately
resistant parent. Chi-square tests showed
that the segregation of FHB response
closely fitted a 1R:2M:1S ratio in both DH
lines with FHB resistance introduced
from Sumai 3 (Table 2), indicating that
the resistance of Sumai 3 is governed by
two major genes with additive effects.
Segregation of FHB response in
Rl(Emblem/Saikai 165) deviated from
1R:2M:1S because more resistance lines
than expected were detected for the twogene model (Table 2). This would more
likely fit the three-gene model with a
7(R+M):lS expected ratio, e.g., the
observed ratio in average numbers of F6
and F7was 78(R+M):l1S (c2=0.002,
P>0.95). Furthermore, a high correlation
coefficient for FHB severity between F6
and F7 (r=0.92) was found, indicating
that the residual heterozygosity causing
the dominant effect was low in the Rl
lines. Hence, it is suggested that Saikai
165 carries three genes for FHB
resistance.
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A relationship between FHB response
and awnedness was found in the two
crosses (Table 3). Awned lines were more
resistant than awnless lines. Both groups
of DH lines segregated in a 1:1 ratio for
awnedness, and both F1 plants were
awnless. Awnedness is considered to be

controlled by either suppression gene 81
or 82 (McIntosh et al. 1993); therefore,
one of the resistance genes of Sumai 3 is
definitely linked to the Bi o: B2 gene in
the repulsion phase. From these results,
recombination values between FHB
response and awnedness are roughly
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of FHB severity in doubled haploid (DH) lines developed from
a wheat F1 cross (Sumai 3/Gamenya).
Table 2. Segregation of fusarium head blight (F. graminearum) resistance in doubled haploid
(DH) lines and recombinant inbred (RI) lines developed from three wheat F1 crosses.
Correlation
coefficient!
generation b

Line (cross)
Year (generation)

Response to FHBa
M
R
S

DH(Sumai 3/Gamenya)
1995 (DH2)
1996 (DH3)
Average 95-96

33
37
24

60
64
69

33
36
33

126
137
126

0.286
0.606
2.429

(P=0.1-0.9)
(P=0.1-0.9)
(P=0.1-0.9)

r=0.75

DH(Sumai 3/Emblem)
1995 (DH2)
1996 (DH3)
Average 95-96

18
18
20

37
45
32

18
21
21

73
84
73

0.014
0.629
1.137

(P>0.95)
(P=0.9-0.95)
(P=0.1-0.9)

r=0.60

RI(Emblem/Saikai 165)
1996 (F6)
1996 (F7)
Average F6-F7

31
39
25

48
51
53

10
12
11

89
102
89

10.460
14.294
10.674

a
b

Total

c2(1 :2:1)

R = resistant, M = intermediate. S = susceptible.
Correlation coefficient of FHB severity between years (generations).

(P<0.01 )
(P<0.01)
(P<0.01)

r=0.92
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Table 3. Relationship between fusarium head blight (F. graminearum) resistance and
awnedness in doubled haploid (DH) lines developed from two wheat F1 crosses.
Response to FHBa
Cross

R

M

S

Total

Sumai 3/Gamenya
Awned
Awnless

20
4

42
27

9
24

71
55

24

69

33

126

14
6

18
14

6
15

38
35

20

32

21

73

Total
Sumai 3/Emblem
Awned
Awnless
Total

c 2(awn) for 1:1
c 2(FHB) for 1:2:1
Recombination value
c2(awn)=1.917**
c2(FHB)=2.032**
c2(linkage)=44.625
RCV.14.77±3.26%

c2(awn)=0.123**
c2(FHB)=1.137**
c2(linkage)=17.965
RCV. 20.69± 4.20%

aAveraged data in 1995 and 1996.
** P=0.1-0.9

estimated to be 14.77±3.26% and
20.69±4.20% in DH(Sumai 3/Gamenya)
and DH(Sumai 3/Emblem), respectively.
A weak relationship was detected
between FHB response and culm length
in two crosses with coefficients of r=-0.57
and -0.43, respectively, which implies
that shorter plants are likely to suffer
FHB infection due to moist conditions in
the test block.

RAPD markers associated with
FHB resistance
Of 501 oligonucleotide primers, 50
displayed polymorphisms between
Fukuho-komugi (MS) and Oligo Culm
(VS), with a total of 65 polymorphic
bands. These were used to construct a
linkage map containing 17 apparent
linkage groups. Subsequently, 110 DH
lines derived from an F1 cross (Fukuhokomugi/Oligo Culm) were classified into
two groups based on responses to four
RAPD markers (OPZ-10 680 ' OPAG-18 340'
OPAF-0634S, and OPW-13 43s ) '

Classifications by the four RAPD
markers showed Significant differences
in the average FHB severity of the two
groups at the 5% significance level
(Figure 2). Three RAPD markers linked
each other with recombination values of
6.4 and 11.8%. Transgressive segregation
was detected in DH lines with R, MR and
M levels of FHB resistance, suggesting
that the genetic background of FHB
resistance differs between the parents.

Apparent linkage group
C
~ 6.4
g"...

OPZ-10680

F

(2.42*)
8.3

OPAG-1834o (2.03*)

fig

Ql

~ 11.8

>
.c

OPW-03735 (1.42)

10.2
OPAF-06345 (2.18*)

E

OPAH-201100 (1.19)
17.4 ,

o

OPW-13435 (2.18*)

al2.91

a:

OPAE-07337 (-0.78)
Associated with FHB.
Rg Redglume color,
) t-values of 'P1 type - P2 type'.

Figure 2. Linkage groups of RAPD markers
significantly associated (* P<0.05) with FHB
susceptibility in DH lines developed from F1
plants [Fukuho-komogi (PI)/Oligo Culm (P2)].
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FHB resistance associated with the four
markers seems to be carried by the
susceptible parent Oligo Culm (Table 4);
however, three linking markers
amplified the DNA bands when using
Fukuho-komugi as a template, indicating
lack of the Fukuho-komugi template
results in increased FHB resistance.
Therefore, these RAPD markers seem to
be associated with the latent susceptible
modifier carried by Fukuho-komugi.

The Chinese cultivar Sumai 3 is one
of the most readily available sources of
FHB resistance in wheat (Liu and Wang
1991; Snijders 1990b; Wang and Miller
1988; Yu 1982). In the present study using
DH lines, it was shown that the FHB
resistance of Sumai 3 is governed by two
major genes with additive effects. This is
consistent with previous investigations
of Sumai 3 (Yang 1994) and Ning 7840
derived from Auroral Anhuill I ISumai
3 (van Ginkel et al. 1996).

Discussion
Expression of FHB resistance in
wheat is genetically controlled and
affected by environmental conditions. It
is difficult to carry out experiments with
several replications in various
environments. Doubled haploid
populations developed from F1 crosses
are useful tools to evaluate quantitative
characters such as FHB resistance
because: 1) they are homozygous, 2)
experimentation with replications is
feasible, and 3) dominance effects can be
excluded from the analysis.

Furthermore, a relationship between
FHB response and awnedness was
demonstrated, i.e., awned lines were
more FHB resistant than awnless lines.
This relationship is similar to that found
during the investigation of F. culmorurn
on winter wheat (Snijders 1990a). Clearly,
one of the FHB resistance genes of Sumai
3 is linked to either awned suppression
gene Bl or B2located on the long arm of
chromosome SA or 6B. (McIntosh et al.
1993) in the repulsion phase.

Table 4. Segregation of RAPD marker types associated with FHB susceptibility in doubled
haploid lines developed from F1 cross Fukuho-komugi x Oligo Culm."
Association
linkage group
RAPD marker
FHB resistance
(13) b
R+MR
M
(13)
MS
(31)
S
(27)
VS
(26)

FHB susceptibility
C

F

OPZ-10 68 0

OPAG-18 340

OPAF-06 345

OPW-13 435

1/12 *
7/6
17/14
7/20 *
16/10

1/12 *
8/5
17/14
10/16
17/9

3/10 *
8/5
16/15
12/15
16/10

3/10 *
6/7
13/18
12/15
16/10

* Significantly different with 1:1 ratio at 5% level.
a FHB resistance level of Fukuho-komugi = 'MS', Oligo Culm
b No. of DH lines (Fukuho-komugi type/Oligo Culm type).

= 'VS'.
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The PHB resistance of Saikai 165 was
developed from the Sumai 3 cross, and
the genetic constitution of their FHB
resistance was identical. This study
indicates that Saikai 165 carries three
PHB resistance genes, signifying that at
least one resistance gene was introduced
from Asakaze-komugi, the other parent
which possesses a moderate to high level
of FHB resistance. The segregation ratio
for FHB response in the RI lines strongly
fitted the three-gene model with a ratio
of 7(R+M):lS. Assuming the three
resistance genes expressed an additive
effect, the RI lines should segregate
according to a 4R:3M:1S ratio; however,
they actually segregated as 25R:53M:llS
in an average number of F6 and F7lines,
closely fitting the 2R:5M:1S ratio
(c2=0.456, P>0.95). It was noted that one
of the resistance genes introduced from
Asakaze-komugi expressed weak FHB
resistance with no additive effects.
It was reported that Frontana,
representing the Brazilian gene pool for
PHB resistance, carries two or three
genes, and Ning 7840, representing the
Chinese gene pool, also carries two
genes, and that these genes differed from
one another (Singh et al. 1995; van Cinkel
et al. 1996). Two resistance genes were
detected in Sumai 3 as well as a new

gene in a Japanese cultivar. It would be
highly advantageous to be able to
identify the FHB resistance genes from
various gene pools and to integrate them
into a leading variety.
Molecular markers are useful tools to
tag resistance genes or QTLs and to
conduct indirect selection. From the
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result of a QTL analysis using 65 RAPD
markers in DH lines developed from an
F1 cross (Fukuho-komugi x Oligo Culm),
four RAPD markers associated with FHB
severity were found. It is possible to
detect the latent susceptible modifier of
Fukuho-komugi using three markers.
They are considered to be effective not
only for tagging resistance genes, but
also to estimate the interaction between
resistance genes during marker assisted
selection.
Increasing information of mapped
genes and useful markers is necessary to
analyze QTLs for FHB resistance. We are
looking to identify genomic regions of
QTLs for PHB resistance of Sumai 3.
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Breeding for Resistance to
Fusarium Head Blight of Wheat
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Abstract
As sources offusarium head blight(FHB, scab) resistance haveexisted for decades, the
most important breeding problems havebeen the lack of information about the natureof
resistance, and the lack of reliable methods to test it. Methods havebeen evaluated during the
past 25 years, and theircritical pointsare largely known. Spring wheat resistance sources have
been incorporated into winter wheats, producing a large numberof lines with excellent
resistance to FHB. Toxin accumulation only partly correlates with susceptibility. Data from
replicated trials indicate that some genotypes havevery limited amountsof deoxynivalenol
(DON) in comparison with infection severityof thegrains; however, in the most resistant
lines, none, or only a very slight infection, occurs. In these cases, DON contamination has
neverbeen detected; therefore, we can beoptimisticin breeding for highlyresistant cultivars to
scab. The major problem is to incorporate this knowledge into a practical breeding process, and
combine high FHB resistance with other important traits, includingresistance to other
diseases, high yieldpotential, and good grain quality.

Fusarium head blight (FHB, scab) is
one of the most devastating diseases of
wheat throughout the world. Most
cultivars are highly susceptible which
clearly shows the effect of lack of
selection. Apart from causing great yield
losses, FHB destroys bread making
quality and creates additional
toxicological problems that have very
serious impacts on human and animal
health. Spring wheat sources of high FHB
resistance have existed for decades,
mostly from Chinese, Japanese, and
Brazilian wheats (e.g., Sumai 3, some
Wuhan lines, Peking 8, Nobeoka Bozu,
Frontana, and Encruzilhada). Such high
resistance levels have not been identified
in winter wheat; however, excellent field
resistance has been observed (Mesterhazy

1995; Ruckenbauer et al. 1994; Snijders
1990) in some European winter wheats
(e.g., Arina and Ringo Star). Research
activity and interest are growing, partly
due to recent severe epidemics, and also
to the toxicological problems affecting
human and animal health. The number of
Fusarium toxins is steadily growing; there
are now over 100 entries.

Methodological
Background
This paper firstly deals with
methodical problems. As mentioned,
these problems were and are of utmost
importance, because without reliable
methods, nothing can be concluded about
resistance levels, resistance factors,
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inheritance, and appropriate selection
procedures. Additionally, nothing can be
said about pathogenicity of the isolates
and of Fusarium species. Also, in tests
where artificial inoculation and infection
are required, a lack of reliable methods
will result in misleading information.
According to our experience in the
field, the following should be taken into
consideration when using the methods
for scientific purposes.
1. All inoculations should be performed
at the same developmental stage, i.e.,
at flowering time.
2. A uniform flowering plot is necessary
to obtain approximately the same
flowering time for all of the heads
inoculated. This is nearly impossible to
achieve in wide-spaced stands.
3. Relative humidity of 100% should be
secured after inoculation to gain
comparable infection results.
4. More isolates are needed to produce
useful information about the resistance
levels of the genotypes considered. We
do not have vertical races in F.
graminearum and F. culmorum, but there
are significant pathogenicity
differences between isolates that
should be considered. This largely
influences the measurement of the
resistance level.
5. It is necessary to maintain the same
pathogenicity level for the entire
inoculation time with a pathogenicity
control before and after finishing the
inoculations. Cultures that lose
pathogenicity should be omitted from
the evaluation.
6. As genotypes have different disease
progress curves, four to five readings
are needed to get a picture of their
resistance capacity.

7. As we have special resistance factors
such as tolerance and kernel infection
resistance, yield response and visual
kernel infection are important traits to
measure.
8. To properly evaluate yield reaction, it
is necessary to select those heads that
have been uniformly infected. Laterflowering, secondary tillers that were
not inoculated with the main tillers
should be omitted.
9. Foliar diseases such as powdery
mildew might significantly influence
the FHB reaction of genotypes;
therefore, they should be controlled as
far as possible without influencing
FHB reaction.
10. Even if we try to achieve uniformity
following these rules, results from
different days when climatic
conditions are not uniform at the time
of inoculation might cause problems.
Relative humidity can be increased by
irrigation, but the temperature
differences might not remain the same.
Therefore, three to four control
genotypes with known resistance
backgrounds in every ripening group
are needed to rank the new genotypes
properly. Even then, at least two to
three years of data are needed;
otherwise, there is a high probability
that inaccurate data and results may be
published.
Naturally, different laboratories will
have different responses to these
suggestions, depending on climatic
conditions, financial support, trained
staff, and other factors.
For screening we are in a better
situation. As we do not have vertical
races and FHB resistance is considered
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horizontal and race non-specific, the
methodology can be simplified.
Thousands of genotypes can be screened
with a single, highly pathogenic isolate
of F. graminearum and F. culmorum in a
single replicate. The plusvariants will be
checked next year so methodological
mistakes or problems can be corrected;
however, inoculations should be timed
according to flowering. One reading is
perhaps sufficient 18-20 days after
inoculation. As yield and kernel infection
closely correlate with head symptoms in
many cases, FHB evaluation might be
sufficient for a rough judgment. Later, for
varietal release, more precise work can
be carried out as described. This
simplified methodology is based on
many years' research, as outlined by
Mesterhazy (1995).

Breeding for Resistance,
and Perspectives
Some of the latest results in resistance
research in our laboratory are
summarized in this section. Most effort
was concentrated on spring type
resistance sources. As outgoing material,
Sumai 3 and Nobeoka Bozu were used to
develop winter type lines with resistance
similar to these donors. Among crossing
partners, lines were used that had high
resistance to powdery mildew and leaf
and stem rust, but lacked FHB resistance.
Stable lines with excellent scab resistance
in winter type were produced. Their FHB
resistance was screened over years. Some
had good or very good resistance to FHB,
leaf and stem rust, and powdery mildew,
and agronomically they were improved.
These intermediate products are used in
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breeding to improve resistance of
commercial cultivars. They were free of
infection or only mildly infected with
highly pathogenic F. gruminearum and F.
culmorurn isolates (Tables 1 and 2). It is
evident that FHB is closely linked to
yield reduction and kernel infection;
however, there are genotypes that yield
higher or have less kernel infection than
anticipated, based on FHB values.
Consequently, it can be stated at this
stage that special resistance factors of
tolerance and kernel infection resistance
exist. The resistance background of these
species is the same and no vertical races
could be identified using isolates from
different European countries; hence scab
resistance seems to be durable.
Toxin analyses show that the most
resistant genotypes also have less toxin
contamination. This was also the case
when the isolate in susceptible cultivars
yielded up to 100 ppm DON. Table 3
presents the DON data for 1995, showing
that DON contamination depends not
only on the cultivar, but also on the
isolate. During tests over several years
we realized that there are very large
differences in DON contamination of
genotypes when infection severity is
similar to that shown in Tables 1 and 2.
This is important, because not only
resistant genotypes (Snijders 1994) can
degrade DON; some susceptible
genotypes can also degrade DON or can
inhibit toxin accumulation although the
mechanism is unknown. It is thought,
therefore, that resistance to toxin
accumulation can differ from resistance
to FHB. Similar data were produced by
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Table 1. Fusarium head blight resistance of wheat. Summary data of eight Fusarium isolates, 1995.
Genotype

DON (ppm)

FHB (%)

1.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.88
1.64
1.85
11.50
0.00
8.08
0.00
5.70
7.42
16.64
2.80
0.00
4.57
7.95
8.61
4.83
25.89
29.39
27.56
7.10

1.61
1.35
1.04
3.96
0.31
1.56
9.27
1.67
6.88
3.02
11.77
6.25
6.46
1.67
12.50
7.19
5.21
5.10
4.38
9.06
8.44
18.75
22.92
29.38
7.49

RSt
Sgv-NB/MM-Sum3
HD84.42
Sum3"2-81.60
Arina
Bence
Sgv-NB/MM-Sum3
Szoke
Kincso
P4371.88
Sgv-GT/Pdj-Uhr.
RSt-MM*NB
81.60-NB*Ko
Kende
Csaba
Rechsler
Sk8090
Siouxland
Zombor
Orseg
P2118.89
G6be
Zugoly
78.1.4
Mean

Kernel
infection (%)

Yield
reduction (%)
11.58
3.29
6.08
22.96
8.25
9.58
5.88
14.17
20.25
21.13
22.96
12.75
10.08
28.13
25.25
23.75
17.88
18.08
16.50
23.33
17.02
34.25
38.08
43.79
18.96

0.06
0.29
0.51
1.06
1.58
3.28
5.03
5.40
6.62
6.83
7.20
9.54
9.80
9.92
12.19
13.38
15.28
20.21
20.26
21.04
26.47
29.01
50.00
51.68
13.61

Correlations

FHB (%)
Kernel infection (0/0)
Yield reduction (0/0).

DON (ppm)

FHB (0/0)

Kernel infection (%)

0.8943***
0.8292***
0.8227***

0.8683***
0.8014***

0.7909***

*** P = 0.001
Table 2. Fusarium head blight resistance of wheat. Summary data of four Fusarium isolates, 1995.

Genotype

FHB (%)

Wuhan37E
Nanjing 7840 ..
Pinka
HDPekin8
81.60-NB/K6
Elet
Sum3 A2-81.60-NB
84.42/81.60-NB*K6
Kunsag
Sumai3
Sgv-NB*MM-Sum3
RSt/MM-NB
Bzt-1
Mini Man6
Nobeoka Bozu

0.417
1.250
8.333
8.750
0.000
13.750
2.500
3.750
24.583
1.042
2.910
4.370
11.460
25.630
0.000
17.708
5.000
20.208
8.426

Kalasz
81.60-NB
Mv15
Average

Parameters measured
Kernel
Yield loss
infection (%)
Inoculation (%)
-1.42
7.85
32.25
-1.00
3.89
29.75
17.22
3.03
26.92
1.33
-4.21
7.80
17.00
32.43
5.83
45.17
8.62
26.08
14.364

0.42
4.58
40.88
2.93
0.00
32.17
1.25
12.75
22.93
0.00
0.00
0.20
13.38
24.33
0.00
56.67
0.00
30.00
13.471

DON (ppm)
0.00
3.79
33.26
7.76
0.00
12.34
2.30
3.31
13.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.66
18.99
0.00
35.06
0.00
17.95
8.489

Day in
May
19
19
19
19
23
23
24
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
29
29
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Table 3. Deoxynivalenol contamination (ppm) of wheat samples.

tsotates->
Genotypes

207FgD 89.4FcF 12377FgH

Sgv-NB'MM-Sum3
Arina
RSt-MM/NB
HD84.42
RSztar
SK8090
81.60-NB/Ko
P4371.88
P2118.89
Sgv-GT...
Sum3f\2-81.60
RSt-Sum3
Siouxland
Kende
78.1.04
Rechsler
Gobe
Szoke
Bence
Klncso
Csaba
Jbj-50
Zombor
Zugoly
Orseg

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.86
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.78
0.44
0.00
0.00
11.84
0.00
0.80

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.49
1.62
0.64
0.00
2.01
25.42
2.55
0.00
5.17
3.66
1.52
1.03
2.69
4.27
2.29

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.43
0.00
1.39
2.95
0.49
0.00
3.47
2.90
3.01
4.34
21.24
10.48
1.89
8.27
4.85

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.89
2.71
2.65
4.08
1.71
1.12
2.83
5.22
0.00
3.12
13.14
11.02
11.78
8.59
32.62
18.42
24.21
40.80
34.69

0.76

2.17

2.63

8.78

Mean

12375FcH

Mean

12551FcH

223FcD 44FgA

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.64
0.00
0.00
1.50
0.51
2.57
1.35
1.04
4.81
4.34
3.85
15.45
3.44
3.84
10.65
3.40
23.93
25.40
14.44
51.99
34.42
25.95

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.26
2.49
6.47
1.60
3.70
1.85
2.18
5.75
5.48
2.20
1.27
13.46
30.42
17.42
15.68
35.93
41.29
35.71
31.35
64.05

0.00
0.00
0.00
1.13
1.47
1.99
3.37
0.00
6.19
6.37
1.44
6.54
7.71
11.25
16.12
6.86
23.40
7.24
2.53
30.75
17.70
30.29
32.88
54.90
85.71

0.00
0.00
0.00
1.21
2.68
6.36
5.60
6.69
3.98
4.19
7.77
11.14
13.13
10.88
12.04
8.96
23.37
24.66
66.73
28.17
17.37
62.14
70.07
90.12
75.76

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.37
0.52
1.20
1.73
2.05
2.12
2.46
2.57
3.43
4.49
4.95
6.04
6.13
10.40
10.86
13.85
14.45
18.97
22.26
28.91
33.02
36.76

9.34

12.78

14.23 22.12

9.10

40FgA

a LSD = 5% for genotype 5.52 and for isolate 6.24.
b

Fc = F. culmorum, Fg = F. graminearum, H = Hungary, D = Germany, F = France, A = Austria.

Correlations
40FgA

12377FgH

12375FcH

12551FcH

223FcD

89.4FcF

12377FgH
12375FcH
12551FcH
223FcD
89.4FcF
207FgD
44FgA

0.5024'
0.7940'"
0.7325'"
0.7257**'
0.0847
0.5939"
0.7431'"

0.7442'"
0.6504'"
0.4240'
-0.0094
-0.0584
0.4242'

0.8870'"
0.8256'"
0.0082
0.2277
0.8344'"

0.8376'"
0.0035
0.2478
0.8224'"

0.0866
0.1750
0.7861'"

0.0184
0.1298

0.3503

Mean

0.8602***

0.5913**

0.9422***

0,9297*" 0.9042***

0.1442

0.3513

MS

F

Limit F val.

7.52'"
10.46'"

1.58
2.06

207FgD

44FgA

0.9297***

ANOVA
Source of variation

SS

df

Genotypes
Isolates
Within

22760.36
9227.354
21159.82

24
7
168

Total

53147.54

199

*'* P= 0.001

,

P = 0.01
P = 0.05

948.35
1318.19
125.95
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Mesterhazy and Bartok (1993), and are
supported by the new findings.
However, the pathogenicity of the
isolates correlates much better with total
trichothecene production (DON +
nivalenol) than with production of DON
alone (Table 4). This is true not only for
DON-producing isolates, but also for
nivalenol-producing strains. The 1995
results show that genotypes with the
highest resistance never have detectable
amounts of DON; therefore, high FHB
resistance also provides protection
against toxin contamination.

nearly every cross between more
resistant genotypes. This would be an
important inclusion in our winter wheats
since other sources of resistance help to
avoid genetic vulnerability. We are aware
that this danger is not as high as it is for
pathogens with vertical races, but other
types of race development should not be
excluded. This would mean that
pathotypes with higher pathogenicity
could be selected from a cultivar with
high resistance. More research is needed
to answer this question.
All of these breeding approaches are
based on the assumption that FHB
resistance can be identified only on the
heads, and therefore selection should
also consider this; however,
investigations have proved that in some
genotypes, the seedling and adult stages
of resistance are connected (Mesterhazy

Other methods for improving FHB
resistance in winter wheats should be
considered. The cultivars Arina and
Ringo Star, among others, show the
possibility of producing even more
resistant material from their crosses,
since transgressive segregation occurs in

Table 4. Mean aggressiveness of Fusarium isolates on wheat genotypes, Szeged, 1994.
Traits investigated
Isolates

207FgDb
12377FgH
12375FcH
40FgA
223FcD
12551FcH
89.4FcF
44FgA
Mean

Trich.

(ppm a)

FHB (%)

1.21
1.63
5.73
7.95
8.73
10.81
17.13
20.43

9.20

5.62
7.47
17.93
20.59
30.46
24.11
29.82
37.31
21.66

Kernel infection (%)

Yield reduction (%)

3.52
4.90
17.37
18.72
31.68
22.62
48.48
47.72

14.73
11.64
19.69
18.48
35.60
24.40
38.56
39.64

24.38

25.34

Correlations

Trich. (ppm)
Kernel infection (%)
FHB (%)
Yield reduction (%)

Trich. (ppm)

Kernel
infection (%)

1
0.9621***
0.9203***
0.8953*'

1
0.9417*'*
0.9665*"

FHB (%)

Yield
reduction (%)

1
0.9377*"

*.. p = 0.001
P = 0.01
a Sum of DON and nivalenol.
b Fg = F. graminearum, Fc = F. culmorum, A = Austria, D = Germany, F = France, H = Hungary.
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1987). In this case, an indirect method of

identify resistance in individual plants of

selection for FHB resistance is possible
via seedling resistance using mass

segregating generations, and significant
improvement is needed. Therefore,

seedling selection. We now have several
lines, such as 74.2 and 84.42, in which
these two resistances occur
simultaneously. More fundamental

caution should be taken in accepting
these results as fully proven facts. It is
hoped that molecular genetic work will
support and help to gain up-to-date
information in this field.

research is needed in this area. With this
type of system, segregating generations
could be screened much more simply
and effectively.
Another general problem is that the
genetic background of FHB resistance is
not very well known; work in this field is
in its early stages. In FHB genetics, we
are at about the level that rust scientists
attained 60-70 years ago; however, the
situation may change following the
recent severe epidemics in Canada and
USA, as it changed in Hungary in 1970.
In Sumai 3, two or three genes were
identified; in other genotypes (Nobeoka
Bozu), polygenic inheritance is evident.
Nothing is known of resistance in the
European winter wheats. Furthermore,
information does not exist on the
different resistance sources and
commonness of genes, although
hypotheses can be made for both. We
know now how problematic it is to
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Breeding Strategies for
Introgressing Diverse Scab Resistances
into Adapted Wheats
R.P. Singh and M. van Ginkel
CIMMYT, Mexico, D.F., Mexico

Abstract
Scab of wheat, caused by Fusarium spp., is a major constraint in the humid and semihumid wheat production areas of many countries. The progress in breeding resistant cultivars
at CIMMYT and elsewhere has been slow because most known resistances occur in unadapted
germplasm, and the resistances are usuallyquantitative and based on theadditive interactions
of afew to several minorgenes. Three breeding strategies which may enhance the introgression
and accumulation of minor genes into adapted wheats are proposed. In thefirst scheme, theF1
hybrids are developed by crossing two diverse, scab resistant wheats, eg.,Ning 7840from
China and Frontana from Brazil. TheF1 hybrids are then top-crossed (three-way) with a third
parent which is adapted to the target area but may lack adequate scab resistance. A large
(between 1000-2000 plants) top-cross population is required to obtain sufficient plants with all
four orfive minorgenes in a heterozygous condition. We propose to eitherapplyonly mild
selection pressure, or no selection pressure, for scab resistance in early segregating generations
(such as Fl-top, F2, and F3). However, in the meantime, strong selection pressure must be
applied in these earlygenerations for desirable agronomic attributes and resistance to other
diseases such as rusts. The selected plants could be maintained as bulkand a large population
size should be maintained in each generation. Intense selection pressure for scab resistance
should beapplied in the later(F4 and F5) generations, when the level of homozygosity is
higher, in order to identify afew transgressive segregants havinggood agronomic type andfour
tofive genes combined for fusarium resistance. A large number of selected F5 plantscouldbe
harvested in a pedigree fashion to achieve pureF6 lines, whichcould befurther assessed for
resistance tofusarium. The two alternative strategies, which will reduce the population size in
segregating generations, will require breeding in two steps: first, parent building; and second,
transferring resistance into adapted wheats. The proposed strategies should result in the
introgression of additive minor genes in an adapted background.

Scab of wheat, caused by Fusarium
spp., is a major constraint in the humid
and semi-humid wheat production areas
of many countries. Several species of the
Fusarium genus are known to cause scab
(Wiese 1977). Fusarium graminearum
Schwabe [perfect stage Gibberella zeae

(Schw.) Petch] predominates in wheat
growing areas of China and North and
South America (Luzzardi 1985; Schreoder
and Christensen 1963; Zhong and Miller
1988). In warmer wheat-growing
environments, such as eastern Asia, parts
of southern Africa, and South America,
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scab is considered one of the three most
important wheat diseases (Dubin and
van GinkeI1991). Breeding wheat for
resistance to scab is of high priority in
countries such as China, the United
States, Brazil, and in central Europe (Liu
and Wang 1991; Luzzardi 1985; Parry et
al. 1995). CIMMYT has been involved in
breeding for resistance to this disease
since 1985 (Rajaram 1988). Sources of
scab resistance have been divided into
three groups according to their
geographic origin: China and Japan,
Brazil, and eastern Europe (Liu and
Wang 1991; Snijders 1990a).

China-CIMMYT Shuttle
Breeding for Scab
Resistance
In CIMMYT, progress in breeding for
scab resistance has built largely on a
recent expansion of collaboration with
Chinese scientists. The dual objective
was to introduce high yield genes from
new CIMMYT material into resistant
Chinese materials for those areas in
China where pure CIMMYT material had
not adapted well. Most foreign
germplasm introductions into China had
occurred in the 1950s and 60s, and more
recent materials had not been used in the
Chinese breeding programs. In addition,
the aim was to utilize Chinese scab
resistance in CIMMYT's global breeding
program.

In China, scab is a serious production
problem in the following regions: the
middle and lower Yangtze Valley (e.g.,
Wuhan and Nanjing), the southeastern
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spring wheat region (e.g., Fuzhou and
Guangzhou), the southern spring wheat
zone (e.g., Chengdu and Kunming), and
the northeastern spring wheat zone (e.g.,
Harbin). Hence, a shuttle breeding
program was initiated between four
Chinese academies of agricultural
sciences in the spring wheat areas and
CIMMYT. The germplasm exchange
program with the Sichuan (Chengdu),
and Jiangsu and Shanghai (Yangtze) areas
centered on combining yield with scab
tolerance. The agreement with
Heilongjiang emphasized the highlatitude adaptation and related
constraints of that province, including
scab.
In the past 10 years, Chinese
researchers have shared with CIMMYT
breeders more than 500 cultivars and
advanced lines, many carrying high
levels of resistance to scab. More than
10,000 materials were distributed from
CIMMYT, either in the form of regular
international nurseries or material
selected by Chinese scientists themselves
in CIMMYT's fields in Mexico. Annually,
three to six Chinese scientists,
coordinated through the Chinese
Academy of Agricultural Sciences
(CAAS) in Beijing, visited Mexico to
select superior materials, in particular
emphasizing germplasm combining
resistance to scab with new sources of
yield potential. The Chinese cultivars that
best combined with CIMMYT material to
transmit scab resistance are Sumai 3,
Ning7840, Shanghai 5, Yangmai 6,
Suzhou 6, Wuhan 3, and Chuangmai 18.
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Genetic Basis of Scab
Resistance

The following new germplasm for
Chinese agriculture has evolved from the
joint shuttle breeding effort:

No complete resistance or immunity
to scab is known to occur in wheat.
Various studies have shown between two
to five genes involved in resistance (Gu
1983; Lin et al. 1992; Snijders 199Gb, 1994).

• Sichuan province: Chuanmai 25
(SW2089, Genaro cross), SW5193, SW891862 (Veery cross), SW89-5422 (Alondra
derivative), SW90-1648 (Seri 82 cross),
and Catbird (Bagula cross, made at
CIMMYT).
• Jiangsu province: Ningmai 7 (==
Ning8931 == Shanghai 4-23B-OY),
Ningmai 8, Ning9338 (Yangmai158/
Kauz), Ning9341 (Yang87-158/Fasan),
Ning8675/Catbird, Ning9350 (Catbird),
and Ning9415 (Sha7/ /Prl/Vee#6).
• Heilongjiang province: Longmai 19
(Longmai87-7439), and Ke92-779 (Roller
cross).

In a recent study, Singh et al. (1995) have
shown that three additive genes
contribute to resistance in the Brazilian
cultivar Frontana. They also observed
variation in the responses of Mexican
cultivars where Pavon 76 showed lesserscabbed spikelets than Opata 85 (Table 1).
In a Frontana/Pavon 76 cross,
transgressive segregates with superior
resistance to either of the parents were
recovered (Table 2). This further indicated
the presence of minor additive genes. Van
Ginkel et al. (1996) estimated the presence
of two additive genes in the Brazilian
cultivar Frontana and Chinese cultivar
Ning 7840. Moreover, their results

Presently, throughout China, 5-7
million ha are cultivated to new varieties
carrying CIMMYT germplasm in their
pedigree, representing about 25% of the
total Chinese wheat area (Wang, personal
communication).

Table 1. Wheat cultivars and their mean response to scab when inoculated by cotton
method, 1991 and 1993.
Scabbed spikelets (0/0)

Infected spikelets
Cultivar

1991

1993

1991

1993

Frontana
Pavon 76
Opata 85

1.1±O.2a

3.7±0.3
10.3±0.4
13.7±0.5

5.0±0.7
19.1±0.8
46.6±6.1

18.2±1.1
59.3±2.8
80.8±2.4

3.5±O.1
8.6±O.9

Standard error.
Source: Singh et al. 1995.

a

Table 2. Range, mean responses, and LSD (P=O.05)of F6 lines to scab in FrontanalPavon
76 cross and estimates of narrow-sense heritability.
Scabbed spikelets (0/0)
Mean

LSD

Heritability

13.2±2.0a
35.8±3.6

5.7
10.3

0.66
0.92

Year

No. of
F6lines

Range

1991
1993

62
55

4.4 - 30.6
8.0-91.0

a Standard error.
Source: Singh et al. 1995.
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indicated that the genes in Frontana were
different from those in Ning 7840, and
transgressive segregates with better
resistance than either of the parents were
again recovered (Figure 1).

Breeding Strategies
The following are a few
considerations for choosing a crossing
and selection scheme for the
introgression of scab resistance into
locally adapted germplasm: 1) The best
resistance sources are only moderately
resistant; 2) resistance sources are usually
unadapted in areas outside of their
origin; 3) resistances are quantitative and
under oligogenic-polygenic control; and
4) resistances are environmentally
sensitive; therefore, large errors can occur

% F7lines
20
Ning 7840

Frontana
15

10

5
CN079

o

in the correct identification of resistant
segregates in segregating generations.
Three breeding strategies are discussed.

1. Simultaneous utilization of
resistance from two donor sources- To
allow the extraction of resistance genes
from two donor parents while
maintaining 50% contribution from the
adapted parents, a three-way (or top)
crop is suggested where Fl can be
achieved by crossing the two resistant
donors. This F1 can then be top-crossed
with the adapted recipient cultivar. One
example of such a cross is Ning 7840/
Frontana/ /Pastor, where Ning 7840 and
Frontana are two diverse resistant
sources and Pastor is a CIMMYT
advanced breeding line and shows wide
adaptation. The number of F1 top-crossed
plants required to be grown will depend
on the number of additive genes targeted
for transfer (Table 3). It is apparent from
Table 3 that large population sizes are
required to enable some selection
pressure to be applied. Population size
should be at least 10 times larger than the
minimum family size given in Table 3.

Table 3. Frequency of plants heterozygous
for all alleles for scab resistance and family
size in a three-way cross 'Resistant Donor 1/
Resistant Donor 21/Adapted Recipient
Cultivar'.

3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 67 75
Infected spikelet rate (ISR; %)

Figure 1. Frequency distribution of F7 lines
for infected spikelet rate in the cross
between resistant Brazilian cultivar Frontana
and resistant Chinese cultivar Ning 7840,
following infection with Fusarium
graminearum at the first inoculation date.
The level of the parents is indicated, plus
that of the susceptible CN079.
Source: van Ginkel et al. 1996.
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a
b

No. of
genes

Frequencya
(%)

3
4
5

12.50
6.25
3.13

Family

size"
32
64
128

Frequency of plants heterozygous at all
resistance loci.
Family size to ensure the recovery of at least
one plant heterozygous at all resistance loci at
P=0.05.
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Apply mild, or no, selection pressure
for scab resistance in early segregating
generations (e.g., Fl-top, F2, and F3) to
allow homozygosity to increase;
however, a strong selection pressure for
desirable attributes and resistance to
other diseases, such as rusts, can be
applied in early segregating generations.
Selected plants in these early generations
can be advanced to the subsequent
generations as bulk populations. Intense
selection pressure for scab resistance can
be applied in F4 and higher generations.
A large number of selected F5 plants
could be harvested in pedigree fashion to
achieve pure F6 lines, which can be
further assessed for fusarium resistance
and other agronomic attributes. The size
of segregating populations to be grown
will again depend on the number of
additive genes involved in the resistance
(Table 4). The population size can be
drastically reduced by avoiding highly
susceptible recipient cultivars, i.e., using
adapted parents which also contribute
one or two minor genes (e.g., Pavon 76 or
Catbird) (Table 4). Mild selection
pressure for scab resistance applied in
early segregating generations will further

reduce the population size to be grown in
the subsequent generation (Table 5).
The success of this crossing and
selection scheme will depend on the
availability of resources to grow very
large population sizes in each segregating
generation; however, this methodology
should result in adapted, scab resistant
germplasm in one breeding cycle.

2. Parent building- Combine scab
resistance genes from various resistance
donors in one parent (first step), then
Table 5. Approximate frequencies of desired
plants carrying all scab resistance genes in
the homozygous or heterozygous condition,
and plants which can be discarded if a mild
selection pressure is applied against
susceptibility in F2 population from a threeway cross 'Resistant Donor 1/Resistant
Donor 21/Adapted Recipient Cultivar'.
No. of
genes

a
b
C

Frequency (%) of plants
Susceptible" Other"
Desired"

3

5

4

2

5

1

69
43
27

26
55
72

Plants with at least one resistance allele at all
loci.
Plants with 0-2 resistance alleJe(s).
Plants not desirable, but may be selected due
to their moderate resistance.

Table 4. Frequency of plants homozygous for all resistance alleles for scab resistance and
family size, in an F4 nonselected bulk population from a three-way cross 'Resistant Donor 1/
Resistant Donor 21/Adapted Recipient Cultivar'. The latter parent mayor may not contribute
one or two additive genes.
Origin of additive genes for resistance
All from donors
No. of
genes

3
4
5
a

1 from recipient

Frequency
(%)

Family
size"

Frequency
(%)

1.05
0.23

381
1,739

2.09
0.46

0.05

8,000

0.10

2 from recipient

Family
size"

Frequency
(%)

Family
size"

192

4.19
0.92
0.20

96
435

870
4.000

2,000

Family size to ensure the recovery of at least one plant homozygous for all resistance alleles at
P=0.05.
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transfer them to an adapted recipient
cultivar (second step). The suggested
cross in this scheme is a four-way (or
double), i.e., resistant donor l/resistant
donor 211resistant donor 31 resistant
donor 4. One example of such cross
could be Frontana/Ning 78401lJapanese
cultivar 1central European cultivar.
Selection criteria should be the same as
discussed earlier, i.e., mild selection for
scab resistance in early segregating
generations, and an intense selection
pressure from F4 onwards.
Utilize highly resistant lines
emerging from the above step as
complex resistance donor parents. The
suggested cross is simple, or one
backcross with the adapted recipient
cultivar. The selection process and
criteria should be the same as discussed
earlier. A smaller population size is
required in case a simple cross is used;
however, for backcrossing, the
population size is the same as for
strategy 1, but the contribution from the
adapted parent is higher (75%) (Table 6).

3. Parent building- Transfer scab
resistance genes from each source to an
adapted parent (first step), then combine
the resistances of the derived improved
lines (second step). The suggested
crossing scheme in the first step involves
crossing the resistant donor parents with
the recipient adapted parent and then
limited (one or two) backcrossing with
the adapted parent, e.g., Frontanal
Pastor z/Pastor = cross 1, and Ning 78401
Pastor liP astor = cross 2. The selection
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criteria are the same as earlier and the
popula!ion size considerations are the
same as given in Table 6 for one
backcross. The population sizes are
expected to be within the manageable
limits because no more than three genes
are expected to be transferred in a given
cross.
The second step involves the crossing
of resistant Pastor-type derivatives from
crosses 1 and 2 in step 1. Because the
resistant Pastor derivatives are related by
at least 75%, a smaller population size is
required to extract lines with combined
resistance from two sources.
The advantages of this crossing
scheme over the first two schemes are
twofold. Firstly, manageable segregating
population sizes are required to be
grown, and secondly, the intermediate
products emerging from the first step can
be grown commercially until the highly
resistant progenies in step 2 are
identified.

Table 6. Frequency of plants homozygous for
all resistance alleles and family size in an F4
nonselected bulk population derived from a
simple-cross or backcross involving a single
complex resistance donor parent.
Simple-cross

One backcross

No. of Frequency Family Frequency Family
genes
(%)
size a
(%)
size a

3

8.37

4

3.66
1.60

5
a

48
109

0.23

1.05

250

0.05

381
1,739
8,000

Family size to ensure the recovery of at least
one plant homozygous for all resistance alleles.
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Problems Associated with Breeding
Winter Wheat for Head Scab Resistance
I.B. Ablova and A.N Slusarenko
Krasnodar Lukyanenko Research Institute of Agriculture

(KNI~:SH), Krasnodar,

Russia

Abstract
Epiphytotics of head scab caused by Fusarium spp. havebeen severe in the southern
regions of Russia since 1986, most likely due to higher relative humidity levels and changes in
wheatcultivation practices. Rotations with maizehave increased the incidence of scab because
maizedebris is a source of initial inoculum. Besides management practices, breeding for
resistance is used to control head scab. The plant uses many mechanisms to minimize pathogen
damage, and theyfunction at different stages of ear and kernel development. Resistance
depends on pathogen characteristics and weather conditions. These factors help to explain the
variability of disease reactions both within and among varieties, as wellas amongyears. Some
varieties, such as Partizanka, sustain more damage when inoculated late, whereas others, such
as Massive, suffer less. Differences in the degree of damage to head, glumes, and kernels were
observed in most varieties. The influence of pollen on F. graminearum spore germination has
been investigated. Initially, specific pollen secretions were found to promote or depress conidial
germination. With the aim offinding resistance to scab, 1500 winter wheat selection samples
and 200 samples of local andforeign wheats areannually screened using artificial inoculation.
Datato dateshow variation for resistance, but no immunity. Clume damage and kernel
damage werefound to be poorly correlated. Furthermore, there appears to bepoor correlation
between glume damage and accumulation of the toxin deoxynivalenol (DON) in the kernel.
Some varieties show lowglume damage but high DON accumulation; therefore, toxin content
and glume damage shouldbeevaluated separately. Good resistance wasfound in lines
4000Kll, 1221Kll-4, 2814K12, 2392h8, 89-724a719, 1432h81, and 1322h1l3 overseveral
years. Planshave been made to incorporate these resistant lines into breeding programs and, in
conjunction with appropriate tillage practices, control the disease in an ecologically sound way.

Severe epiphytotics of head scab
caused by Fusarium spp. have occurred
in the southern regions of Russia since
1986. High relative humidity and
changes in wheat cultivation
technologies have promoted disease
initiation and development. As a result,
large amounts of Fusarium inoculum
have accumulated, increasing damage to
wheat crops.

The predominant species causing
scab in the Krasnodar region is F.
graminearum, which appeared in 96% of
the wheat varieties sampled. Two main
methods for preventing head scab
epiphytotics are known at present. One is
to interrupt wheat and maize rotation,
since maize debris is the source of initial
infection. The other method is to develop
resistant varieties.
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Results and Discussion
Breeding for resistance to head scab is
difficult and time consuming. The
difficulty lies in the large number of
mechanisms that characterize resistance
in the wheat plant. Each of these
mechanisms limits the development of
the pathogen at different steps of
pathogenesis, and ensures plant
resistance at certain stages of ear and
kernel development. In addition, the
manifestation of plant protection
reactions depends upon the conditions of
initial inoculum infection, the
agressiveness of the strain of the
pathogen, and the environmental
conditions at the time of inoculation and
during disease development. These
factors explain the significant differences
within avariety, both within and
between years. Moreover, the level of
damage increases with later artificial
inoculation in some varieties (e.g.,
Partizanka) and decreases in others (e.g.,
Massive and Flomura 80). Some varieties
have been found to suffer no ear damage
(e.g., Daritsa) (Table 1).
The following results from the study
of disease development and inoculation
date were observed. Plants inoculated at

a later date had less glume and kernel
damage. Some resistance differences
between varieties were sporadic;
however, reliable differences between
degree of glume and kernel damage were
observed in most. This is because
intensity and velocity of fungus
colonization during glume and kernel
formation are controlled by different
mechanisms.
The influence of wheat pollen on the
germination of F graminearum conidia
was also examined. Germination of
fungal spores was investigated in the
presence of pollen at the different stages
'of development, and was collected from
different varieties. Data indicated that
specific variety features occur just at
these stages of host and parasite
alteration. Thus, head infection by
Fusarium fungi can occur at each stage
from the beginning of heading till plant
maturity. Plant protection from the
pathogen occurs in different ways at all of
these stages. For example, specific pollen
secretion can initially promote or depress
more active germination of pathogen
spores.
The aim of the investigation was to
find sources of head scab resistance in

Table 1. Damage rates (%) of glumes and kernels of winter bread wheat varieties. Artificial
infection by Fusarium graminearum during different periods of flowering (1992-1994).
Damage to the infected organs
GJumes
Kernels
Inoculation data
Variety
Partizanka
Massive
Daritza
Flomura 80

23.05

27.05

23.05

27.05

6.7+/-2.7
11.5+/-9.5
7.5+/-2.8
9.4+/-3.3

11.0+/-4.5
6.9+/-1.3
8.8+/-5.4
1.8+/-1.6

41.4+/-4.5
74.4+/-25.8
58.1+/-11.8
73.2+/-13.7

83.8+/-23.3
65.1 +/-9.5
77.0+/-23.0
42.1 +/-16.4
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breeding materials and collections. About
1500 samples of winter wheat and about
200 samples from local and foreign
breeding collections are annually
included in artificial inoculations.
Different inoculation methods are used: a
spray method, injection with a syringe,
and a vacuum method.
Data on polymorphism for disease
resistance were obtained in continuing
investigations of wheat varieties and
lines. Immunity was not observed. As
seen in Table 2, degrees of glume and
kernel damage are poorly correlated
(r=0.40). This is due to the fact that glume
damage evaluation gives only partial
information about disease severity and it
must be aided by kernel information.
Analysis of the severity of head scab
damage on commercial and prospective
varieties of our institute showed the
absence of a reliable correlation between
glume damage and toxin accumulation in
the grain (r= -0.15). Poor correlation
(r=0.49) also occurred between kernel
damage and toxin accumulation.

features does not correspond to fungus
development and Fusarium toxin
accumulation (deoxynivalenol, DON).
Light damage to crops does not always
guarantee grain useful for food and
forage. A large amount of toxin may
accumulate in the grain of some varieties
even when lightly damaged (e.g.,
Krasnodarskaya 70, Olympia, and
Spartanka).
When variety damage was studied, it
was observed that different features of
the disease were manifested in the grain
(Table 4):
• light glume damage -light kernel
damage (Daha);
• heavy glume damage - heavy kernel
damage (Yugtina, Otrada);
• heavy glume damage -light kernel
damage (Ofelia);
• light glume damage - heavy kernel
damage (Gorlitsa).

Table 3. Fusarium scab damage to winter
wheat varieties (natural infection
background, 1992-1994).

From Table 3 it can be concluded that
the manifestation of external disease
Variety
Table 2. Correlation between different
parameters of fusarium scab damage.
Index

2

1 Glume damage
2 Kernel damage
0.4
3 Mass of 1000
non-infected kernel 0.3 -0.11
4 Mass of 1000
infected kernel
-0.04 -0.28
5 Reduction in
kernel mass
0.12 0.21

3

4

0.77
0.51

-0.11
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DON
content in
kernel
Infected
grain
Damage
(%) (mg kg-1)
index (%)

Yuna
Spartanka
Skif'janka
Rada
Leda
Rufa
Daha
Krasnodarskaya 70
Besostaya 1
Olympia
Soratnitsa
Polovchanka
Demetra

42.6
23.3
23.6
25.1
29.7
23
17.6
19.3
31.2
27.9
21.2
43.8
22.6

12
3.2
3.5
7.6
2.2
6
9
6.6
10.4
1
7
9
5

0.8
3.2
2.4
0.8
0.27
0.53
1.2
3.2
2
2.4
1.2
0
0
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These variations are due to different
pathogen protection mechanisms. It is
necessary to evaluate grain toxin content
because of the absence of correlation
between glume damage, kernel damage,
and toxin content of the grain. When
lightly damaged, kernels of some
varieties accumulated large amounts of
toxins, the most dangerous of which was
DON.
The investigations demonstrated that
plant height and early maturity are
important plant defense mechanisms
under certain environmental conditions.
Analysis of varietal disease development
shows that short straw causes the wheat
head to be in close proximity to the
source of infection, such as soil and
debris. The longer the stages of
flowering, ripening, and maturation of
the grain, the longer the period of ear
susceptibility to infection. Tall and early
maturing varieties are the most resistant
(Figure 1).

lines 4000Kll, 1221Kll-4, 2814K12,
2392h8,89-724a719,1432h81,and
1322h1l3. All of these samples were
damaged less in the years of testing.
During a six year period, 200 foreign
winter and spring wheat genotypes were
evaluated for head scab resistance after
inoculation with F. graminearum. It was
concluded that variation for resistance is
very large. The most resistant varieties
included Feng Kang 8, Nung Ta 173,
Nobeoka Bosu, Frontana, Kingso, Bence,
Fundulea 132, and Karl.
In the near future, use of resistant
lines will result in resistant varieties,
significantly decreasing the speed of
epiphytotic development. Cultivation of
these varieties in combination with
adequate tillage operations will result in
ecologically pure and sound grain.

_Early

100

Light head scab damage following
artificial inoculation was observed in
Table 4. Fusarium scab damage of winter
wheat varieties after artificial inoculation
(1993-1995).

~Middle

o

80-

Late maturity

60-

40-

Variety
Daha
Rufa
Gorlitsa
Ofelia
Yugtina
Otrada
Skifjanka
Dialogue Isa

Infected
heads per
plot (%)

Glume
damage
(1-9)

Kernel
damage
(1-9)

3
5
20
30
70
50
30
90

2
3
5
5
7
7
5
7

2
2
4
2
4
4
3
5

a IS = indicator of susceptibility.

20-

0Short stem

Tall stem

Figure 1. Rate of head damage of winter
bread wheat varieties with different plant
heights and length of vegetative period.
Short stem refers to a plant height of less
than 0.8 m. Tall stem refers to a plant height
of about 1.1 m.
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Epidemiology and Management of
Wheat Scab in China
YZ. Wang
Institute of Plant Protection, Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, PR
China

Abstract
Wheat scab orfusarium headblight (FHB) of wheat, caused by Gibberella zeae (Schw)
Fetch, can befound in more than 20 provinces of Chinaand affects more than 6.7 million ha. The
most affected areas are in the provinces along the Yangtze River,especially in Jiangsu province
where the disease hasa high epidemic frequency and causes severe yield losses. Eighteen species
of Fusarium have been identified from 21 provinces or areas. Among them, F. graminearum
predominated, representing 94.5% of the samples. The differences in pathogenicity among
species of Fusarium and among isolates ofF. graminearum weresignificant. Among 18 species
of Fusarium, F. graminearum was most virulent and was divided into threepathogenic types:
strongly, moderately, and weakly pathogenic. The number of strongly pathogenic isolates from
the regions of high epidemic frequency was much greater than thatfrom regions of low epidemic
frequency. To date, no pathogenic specificityofF. graminearum isolates have been found. The
wheat scab pathogen multiplies on the residues of many plants. The main infectionsources are
perithecia and ascospores produced on paddy stubble. Test results have demonstrated that the
pathogen can survive through winter and summer in soil, diseased seeds, and in the straw of
wheat, rice and maize; however, it was observed that it mainly overwintersand oversummers in
the soil. In general, the pathogen can only besaprophytic on ricestubble in rice-wheat rotation
areas and on maize stems in dry planting areas. Growth and decline in the number of airborne
spores of the pathogen correlated closely with rainfall. Number of spores usually peaked on days
of rain, and 1-2 days after rain. Ascospores and conidia had the same pathogenicity. Disease
developed most rapidlyat 25°C and high moisture persistingfor more than 36 hours. Ascospores
on paddystubble were the main source of initial scab infection. The disease was observed to occur
sporadically. Factors determining disease development includedclimate, inoculum levels, and
wheat growth stage, with temperature and humidity during headingtoflowering stages having
most influenceon epidemic development. Effective disease control was based on integrated
management including proper agronomic practices, chemical application, and the utilization of
resistant or tolerant culiioars.

Wheat scab or fusarium head blight
(FHB) of wheat, caused by Gibberella zeae
(Schw) Fetch, is a serious problem in
many countries with temperate climates,
especially in humid regions. In China,
the disease can be found in more than 20

provinces and affects more than 6.7
million ha of the total wheat growing
area. The most affected areas are the
provinces along the Yangtze River,
especially in Jiangsu province where the
disease has a high epidemic frequency
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and causes severe yield losses. During
1950-1990,7 years of severe epidemics
and 14 years of moderate epidemics
occurred. Generally, yield loss was 1020%; however, in years of severe
epidemics, the incidence of diseased
heads reached 50-100% and the yield loss
was at least 40%. In addition, grain
contaminated by Fusarium mycotoxins is
toxic to humans and domestic animals,
thus compounding the economic losses.

Pathogens Causing
Fusarium Head Blight of
Wheat
Eighteen species of Fusarium have
been identified from 2450 samples from
21 provinces or areas according to
research conducted by cooperating
groups in China (Table 1). Among them,
F. graminearum was the predominant
species, found in 94.5% of samples. The
species and frequencies of Fusarium
isolated from diseased spikes differed
among ecological regions, e.g., the
frequency of F. graminearum in the
provinces along the Yangtze River,
including Jiangsu province, reached over
90%, whereas other species were rare.
Although F. graminearum was the main
species in Guizhou province and Ningxia
autonomous region, the frequency of F.
eulmorum reached 14.5% and 13.6-63.0%,
respectively.

Pathogenicity of Fusarium
species
Based on the virulence evaluation of
the 18 Fusarium species on wheat
varieties, F. graminearum, F. culmorum, F.

sulphureum, F. campotoceras, and F. equiseti
var. compactum were strongly virulent;
and F. tricinium, F. aoenaceuni var.
graminum, F. avenaeeum var. herbarum, F.
acuminaium, and F. nivale were
moderately virulent. The main species
causing wheat scab in China was found
to be F. graminearum. It was widely
dispersed and had the highest frequency
in the wheat planting areas.
Pathogenicity significantly differed
between isolates of F. graminearum, and
was able to be divided into three
pathogenic types: strongly, moderately,
and weakly pathogenic. Test results
showed that significant differences in
average pathogenicity also existed
between isolates of F. graminearum from

Table 1. Species causing fusarium head
blight of wheat, and pathogenicity in China.

Species of
Fusarium

Frequency
in 21
provinces
of China Pathogenicity
(%)

94.57
F. graminearum
F. sulphureum
0.45
F. culmorum
0.65
F. camptoceras
0.12
F. equiseti var. compactum
0.04
F. tricinctum
0.08
F. avenaceum var. graminum
0.12
F. avanaceum var. herbarum
0.61
F. acuminatum
0.33
F. nivale
0.41
F. moniliforme
0.51
F. sporotrichioides
0.04
F. equiseti var. longipes
0.12
F. coneolor
0.20
F. sporotrichioides
var. chlamydosporm
0.04
F. semilectum
0.29
F. equiseti
0.37
F. oxysporum
0.04
Total no. of isolates
2450

+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
++
++
+ - ++
+ - ++
+ - ++
+
+
+
+
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+
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Source of Infection

various scab epidemic frequency regions
with differing ecological conditions
(Tables 2 and 3). The incidence of
strongly pathogenic isolates from the
regions of high epidemic frequency was
much higher than that from regions of
low epidemic frequency.

The wheat scab pathogen multiplies
on many types of plant residue including
paddy stubble and the diseased stalks of
crops such as maize and soybean. These
are the main sites where the pathogen
lives through the winter or summer and
produce perithecia. Scab was frequently
found in [iangsu province where wheat
was planted after rice. The main infection
sources of wheat scab are perithecia and
ascospores produced on paddy stubble.

In Jiangsu province, the virulence of
102 isolates of F. graminearum collected
from 33 counties was determined on 9
representative wheat cultivars.
Differences were found in the virulence
of isolates and in the resistance response
of the various wheat cultivars; however,
when the virulence of isolates was
averaged per county, there were no
significant differences between regional
collections. To date, the results indicate
that no pathogenic specificity of isolates
of F. graminearum has been found.

Pathogen overwintering and
oversummering
Test results demonstrated that the
pathogen could survive through winter
and summer in soil, diseased seeds, and
the straw of crops including wheat, rice,
and maize. It was observed that the
pathogen mainly overwinters and
oversummers in the soil.

Table 2. Comparison of pathogenicity among isolates of Fusarium graminearum from
three regions in China.
Region

Average value of
diseased class

Jiangsu isolates
Saanxi isolates
Helongjiang isolates

3.02
2.86
2.76

a

=0.05
a
b
c

a

=0.01
A

B
B

Table 3. Pathogenicity of Fusarium graminearum isolates from Mexico, Sri Lanka, and
China on 42 Chinese and 116 Mexican wheat varieties.
Virulence response of isolate ('Yo)
Isolates

Source

Strong

Moderate

Weak

Chinese isolates

Chinese
Mexican
Chinese
Mexican
Chinese

31.0
72.4
4.8
37.9
4.8

42.9
25.9
38.1
56.9
45.2

26.1
1.7
57.1
5.2
50.0

Mexican isolates
Sri Lankan isolates
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Infected seeds-According to tests,
over 90% of inoculum from infected
seeds could survive at seeding time in
autumn. Although the infected seeds
could increase the amount of inoculum in
the soil, they had little or no direct
influence on FHB of wheat.
Infected wheat straw-More than
70% of ascospores from infected wheat
straw could survive through to mid-May
of the following year. This indicated that
perithecia could overwinter and
oversummer in infected wheat straw;
however, under natural conditions, there
is no evidence to prove that the infected
wheat straw related directly to the
occurrence of wheat scab.
Soil-By separating the infected
tissue from soil in moist fields, it was
shown that the pathogen could survive
70 days, whereas survival time in the soil
of dry fields was as long as 6 months.
Spores could only live for 15 days in a
submerged condition, but the pathogen
could survive for a long time on paddy
stubble in moist fields. For example,
before transplanting rice, inocula was
spread over the test field and compared
with non-inoculated plots. The results
demonstrated that perithecia were
produced earlier in inoculated plots than
in non-inoculated plots. The frequency of
paddy straw carrying the pathogen in
treated plots was 45.5-61.2%, compared
with 2-5% in the control plots. These data
showed that the scab-causing pathogens
could survive to the next spring in the
soil of rice-wheat rotation fields as
saprophytes, then transfer to the rice

stubble and produce perithecia. The
amount of perithecia produced on rice
stubble depended on the pathogen
numbers which survived through
summer and winter in the soil. How the
pathogen oversummers and overwinters
in the soil is an area that needs to be
further studied.

Parasitizing rice-Inoculation
experiments proved that the wheat scab
pathogens could parasitize rice grains,
and the rate of occurrence of infected
seeds could reach 1-5%. The incidence of
the disease on rice was quite low under
natural conditions; the average rate of
infected rice ears was generally lower
than 0.1% and had no direct relation to
the amount of infected rice stubble and
little effect on pathogen accumulation in
the soil.

Conditions for producing
perithecia on paddy stubble
Perithecia formation firstly requires
suitable media such as paddy stubble,
maize stems or wheat straw. Perithecia
can also be produced on inoculated
stalks of cotton and soybean, but this
was rarely observed under natural
conditions. In general, the pathogen
could only be saprophytic on rice stubble
in the rice-wheat rotation areas, and on
maize stems in the dry planting areas.
The research showed that the lowest
temperature for producing perithecia
was 7-10°C, and the most suitable was
15-20°C. The lowest soil moisture content
was found to be 50-60%, and the most
suitable was 70-80%.
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Spread of spores
During the heading and flowering
stages of wheat, the majority of airborne
spores were ascospores, greatly
outnumbering conidia; however, in later
growth stages, the majority of spores
were conidia. Growth and decline of
airborne spore numbers was closely
related to rainfall. Number of spores
usually peaked on days of rain, and 1-2
days after rain. Ascospores could be
forcibly released 1-2 em high over the soil
surface, and conidia could only be
released and spread under conditions of
wind and rain.
Inoculation experiments showed that
ascospores and conidia had the same
pathogenicity. The most favorable
temperature range for spore germination
was 15-25°C. The lowest temperature for
invasion was 15°C, and scab could not
occur below 15°C. Disease developed
most rapidly at 25°C with high relative
humidity for more than 36 hours. The
shortest disease incubation period was 23 days, the general period was 5-7 days,
and the longest was over 15 days. Length
of incubation period depended on
temperature and amount of inoculum.

Initial and secondary infection
Investigation results showed that
ascospores from paddy stubble were the
main source of initial scab infection.
Wheat scab epidemics depended mainly
on the amount of primary inocula, rather
than secondary inocula. Invasion mostly
occurred during the flowering period of
wheat. The secondary infection of conidia
usually occurred after the diseased spikes
appeared in the field, when it was not
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suitable for the invasion of conidia to
wheat spikes due to a slight delay in the
wheat growth period. Disease severity,
however, could certainly be increased.
Where different growth stages of wheat
occurred simultaneously in the same
region, the ascospores from rice stubble
and conidia produced on earlier-sown
wheat could both become primary
inocula of later-sown wheat.

Epidemic Development of
Wheat Scab
Interval and occurrence were
significant characteristics in the
appearance and epidemic development
of wheat scab.
Interval: Between 1950-1990, severe
levels of disease occurred 7 times;
moderate disease, 14 times; and slight or
no disease, 19 times. The disease level
changed greatly ever year. The
probability of an epidemic occurring was
52.5%, according to the 40-year
information.
Occurrence: The disease occurred
over large areas in a short time. Our
information showed that in some areas,
the incidence of wheat scab reached up
to 100% in 9 days.
The factors determining disease
development included climate, inoculum
levels, and wheat growth stage.

Climatic factors
The effect of climate on disease
occurrence was divided into three
independent phases. In the first phase,
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the period prior to wheat heading,
weather influenced the formation and
accumulation of Gibberella asci and
acospores. From heading to flowering,
the second phase, suitable temperature
and moisture was essential for the spread
and infection of ascospores. Following
infection, the final phase, weather
influenced disease development. Of the
three phases, the weather conditions of
the second phase had the strongest
influence on disease epidemic
development.
Temperature and moisture greatly
influenced infection and disease
occurrence. At SO% RB, the time from
spore invasion to symptom occurrence
was 7-S days at 15°C, 4-5 days at IS-20°C,
and 2-3 days at 25°C. Below 15°C the
disease was not produced, hence warmer
and rainy days during the susceptible
wheat flowering stage determined scab
epidemic development. The most
favorable epidemic conditions were at
25°C and >SO% RH.

Inoculum
Ascospores that developed on paddy
stubble were the source of initial
inoculum. The relationship between
developing time and/ or amount of
ascospores and disease development was
determined by humidity and
temperature at the wheat heading to
flowering stages. As temperature
increased in early spring,perithecia were
produced early, and maturation and
spread of ascospores was also earlier.
When the weather was favorable for
ascospore formation and accumulation,

and favorable for infection and disease
development, the disease was severely
epidemic. If these conditions did not
occur, the disease could reach epidemic
levels, even if the acospore population
was sufficient for infection in the early
spring.

Susceptibility at different
growth stages
Our study showed that wheat
susceptibility to scab varied with growth
stage, and was highest during flowering.
• The relationship between warmer, more
moist climates and disease epidemic
development was illustrated when
flowering occurred during warm, rainy
days, and resulted in severe disease
levels. When these climatic conditions
occurred after flowering stage, scab
intensity was low.
• In the field, scab occurred 10-15 days
after flowering. For the same wheat
variety, a difference in flowering time
caused a corresponding change in the
time of disease initiation and outburst.
Accordingly, the wheat growth stage
was selected strictly for inoculum
invasion.
• When the different growth stages of
wheat (up to heading) were sprayed
with fungicide, the most effective
protection time was found to be during
flowering; at other stages, the benefits
of spraying declined sharply.
• When the different wheat growth stages
were sprayed with inoculum (conidia
suspension), wheat heads at flowering
were infected most. When sprayed
before or after flowering, the wheat was
infected to a lesser extent.
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Control of Wheat Scab
According to the factors affecting the
occurrence of wheat scab, disease control
was found to be effectively based on
integrated management induding proper
agronomic practices, chemical
application, and the utilization of
resistant or tolerant cultivars.

Drainage in the field
Scab occurs during moist, warm
weather, and especially where soil
moisture is high. If the groundwater
level and soil moisture content can be
smoothly lowered, inoculum on host
residues in the soil can be reduced,
growth of wheat roots promoted, and
disease resistance of wheat enhanced.
Results demonstrated that scab was able
to be controlled in this way by up to 50%
in a year of slight disease occurrence, and
20-30% in a year of serious scab
occurrence, provided the water in the
field was easily drained away.
Utilizing scab
resistant cultivars
This is the most effective measure for
controlling wheat scab. Our study
focused mainly on techniques for
evaluating the scab resistance of wheat
varieties, and selecting scab resistant
germplasm sources or cultivars.
Screening techniques for resistance to
wheat scab-Wheat scab reached
epidemic levels when conditions were
favorable. These conditions had to be
created by artificial means in order to
accurately evaluate the resistance of
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different wheat varieties. The techniques
to identify scab resistance of wheat
cultivars generally used in China,
especially in Jiangsu province, are as
follows:
1. Spreading the diseased wheat grains

on the soil surface in the field at the
booting stage of wheat: This method
induced scab epidemics in the field,
similar to the natural pathogenproduced condition. In a dry climate,
the moisture levels of the spikes and
soil surface could be maintained by
sprinkler irrigation. Perithecia and
ascospores of Gibberella zeae on
diseased wheat grains on the soil
surface were produced and spread
conveniently. The method was
effective for evaluating large numbers
of wheat germplasm or material in the
field.
2. Inoculating the floret during headingflowering by injecting a spore
suspension into the middle of the
wheat spike: The inoculum was able
to be quantitatively applied. This
method could be quickly and reliably
used for evaluating the hyphal spread
resistance of the key materials and
advanced lines, and even for the
genetic study of scab resistance.
3. Spraying spore suspension onto the
spikes during the flowering stage of
wheat:. This method was usually
applied in the greenhouse or in the
field for selecting effective fungicide.
Sometimes it could be used to
evaluate both the initial infection
resistance and the hyphal spread
resistance of wheat material; however,
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more valuable material could be
destroyed by spraying spore
suspension under highly favorable
conditions for scab.
4. Coleoptile bioassays: These
experiments focused on the response
of different wheat varieties to F.
graminearum metabolites. Test results
demonstrated that F. graminearum
metabolites (in decreasing order of
toxicity to etiolated coleoptile tissue of
21 wheat cultivars) were
deoxynivalenol (DON), 3acetyldeixynivalenol (3ADON),
culmorin (CUL), dihydroxycalnectrin
(DHCAL), butenolide (BUT), and
sambucino (SOL). The sensitivity of
etiolated coleoptile tissue of wheat
cultivars to these metabolites differed
among cultivars. The response of
seven representative winter wheat
varieties from China to DON was
consistent with the FHB resistance of
these varieties in the field. The
difference in sensitivity concentration
of six mycotoxins on 21 wheat
varieties varied over three orders of
magnitude. For example, DON was'
active at 10-4 M on the very resistant
variety Wang shui bai, but this
decreased to 10-6 M on susceptible
varieties. The results from the
etiolated wheat coleoptile bioassay
can be used to determine FHB
resistance of wheat germplasm in
conjunction with field tests.

Selecting scab resistant cultivarsThe results showed that a significant
difference in scab resistance was found
among wheat cultivars (or lines), but no

immune varieties existed. Some resistant
varieties such as Sumai 3, Wang shui bai,
Yan gang fanf zhu, Wen zhou hong-heshang, and Ning 7840, have been
obtained from more than 10,000 lines of
wheat. These materials were usually
used as parents for crossing to improve
scab resistance and agronomic
characters. In recent years, new cultivars
with moderate resistance and high yield,
such as Ning 9312 and 895004, had been
developed in Jiangsu province.
The results from 12 test sites in
Jiangsu in 1996 demonstrated that the
average yield of Ning 9312 reached over
6.75 t ha'. The planting area of line
895004 in southern Jiangsu reached 7,000
ha. These varieties will shortly be
included in wheat production in Jiangsu
province.

Chemical Control
Wheat scab often occurs and spreads
rapidly in rainy climates, so suitable
fungicides with strong systemic
properties and high adhesiveness are
needed for control.
Our research demonstrated that
carbendazim and thiophanate-methyl
were the most effective fungicides for
scab control. Mist spraying at 0.75 kg(a.i.)
ha' was the best application method,
which gave 5-7 days effectiveness on the
plant. A mixed fungicide, Wen-Mei-Jin
(WMJ), composed of carbendazim and
triademefon, and developed by the
Institute of Plant Protection, [iangsu
Academy of Agricultural Sciences, had a
significant synergistic action. The
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application dosage was 0.75 kg ha' using
the mist spray method as above. WenMei-jin was widely applied in scab prone
areas such as Jiangsu province, Anhui
province, Hubei province, and Shanghai.
The level of control achieved was 80-90%
and wheat yield increased by 20%.
The level of control achieved with a
fungicide spray was determined, to a
great extent, by spray period and
number of applications. Flowering
period, determined as the most
susceptible wheat growth stage, was the
key period for fungicidal protection.
Number of applications was determined
according to the weather forecast. If a
cloudy and rainy period lasted for 3 days
during the heading to flowering stage,
fungicide must be applied 1-2 times at
the 80% heading to 10% flowering
period. Spraying interval was about 5-7
days. If it was raining at the time of
spraying, two applications in the interval
between rains were found essential to
achieve a satisfactory level of control.
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Abstract
The Fusarium spp. population is not homogeneous in southwestern Ukraine. Fungi with
high pathogenicity account for 20% of the population. Pathogenic strains of Fusarium spp.
showmainly high levels of xylanase activity. It was observed that highgeneral hydrolase
activity in an infected plant correlates with resistance to Fusarium infection. Resistant wheat
varieties were also characterized by an abundance offructose at sites of pathogen penetration.
It was observed that resistant plants infected by Fusarium spp. actl/ally neutralize the high
proteolytic activity of the parasite by increasing their trypsin inhibitor content Methods of
transgressive and intravarietal selection of resistant wheat varieties were most productive.
lntrauarieial composition played thekey role in variety resistance and tolerance. The
susceptible:resistant:mycotrophic lines ratio of the resistant variety corresponds to thehighpathogenic:middle-pathogenic:nonpathogenic strains ratio ~f the Fusarium spp. population in
the cultivated region. Only varieties that include lines with the whole possible spectrum of
reactions to contrasting Fusarium strainscan provide agrocenosis stability.

About 10-15 main species make up
the Fusarium population in southwestern
Ukraine, including F. graminearum, F.
culmorum, F. oxysporum, F. moniliforme, F.
solani, and F. gibbosum. The study of
intraspecies variability of the Fusarium
genus demonstrated that, for each
species, a specific distribution of
pathogenicity is typical. Species such as
F. graminearum, F. culmorum, and F.
macroceras consist of up to 55-65% highly
pathogenic strains. At the same time, the
rest of population (up to 40%) is
represented by species such as F.
oxysporum, F. monilijorme, and F. gibbosum
and have no more than 5-25% pathogenic
strains. The general pathogenicity data of

Fusarium spp. populations follows a
normal distribution. Strains with an
average level of pathogenicity count for
60% of the population. The remaining
pathogenic and nonpathogenic strains
are balanced in their activity in a healthy
agrocenosis. The stability of this balance
is influenced by air and soil temperature
(Figure Ia.b.c): moisture content also
plays an important part in pathogenesis.
The maximum development of fusarial
root and basal rot occur at low air and
soil humidity during seedling-tillering
stages. On the contrary, a high level of air
and soil humidity provokes fusarial head
blight development at the heading-milkwax stages (Figure I d.e.f.g.h). Fungi
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Figure 1. Profiles of the main meteorological elements of growing seasons favorable" and
unfavorable for Fusarium spp. development on wheat.
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pathogenicity is countered by the use of
resistant wheat varieties,

Materials and Methods
Fusarium spp, were collected in
southwestern Ukraine and identified by
Bilai (1977), Strains were divided into
pathogenic groups using a laboratory test
described by Klechkovskaya (1986), In
field tests, plants were treated with
routine phytopathological methods such
as sowing infected ears (Klechkovskaya
and Korenevsky 1990). In vivo enzyme
activities were determined according to
Afshari-Azad (1992), and in vitro
enzymes by the method proposed by
Wolf and Wirth (1990), Enzyme activity
was expressed in conventional units of
optical density (E) on 100 mg dry mass of
fungi mycelium, or on 1 g green mass of
plant. Common saccharides in the.
healthy control plants and in the infected
plants were determined by colorimetrical
anthronic method (Levitsky and Kulbida
1992). Activity of trypsin inhibitor (TI)
was monitored by a method used for
winter wheat varieties (Adamovskaya et
al. 1990).

Results and Discussion
Highly pathogenic Fusarium strains
possess mostly high levels of hydrolase
activity, especially xylanase and cellulase
(Table 1), Common hydrolase activity in
the infected plants depends on the level
of variety resistance to Fusarium. In our
experiments, the varieties Zaliv and Obrij
were used as relatively resistant and
tolerant genotypes, and Odesskaya
polukarlikovaya and Orestis as

susceptible and nontolerant. The fungi
mycelium mass was considerably larger
in the susceptible varieties (Figure 2a).
Due to Fusarium fungi enzymatic activity,
the common enzyme activities must be
higher in extracts from susceptible
varieties; however, as it can be seen in
Figure 2b, the resistant wheat varieties
had a higher hydrolase activity after
infection. It can be assumed that the
plant's hydrolase activity predominates
in the analyzed extracts, taking part in
the lignification of infected tissue of
resistant and tolerant wheat varieties. It
can also be assumed that the process of
decomposition by hydrolase was so fast
in the susceptible varieties that within
two weeks after infection, the
concentration of hydrolysis products
became high enough to suppress the
synthesis of all other enzymes and their
activities.
When considering the important role
of plant-derived hydrolase during the
growth and defense reactions of plants, it
is necessary to mention the role of
saccharides. Due to the activation of
splitting cellulose and hemicellulose, the
monosaccharide content increases in the
tissues of infected plants. Experimental
results show a typical surplus of fructose
concentration in areas of pathogen
penetration, such as the epidermis and
parenchyma, In the resistant variety
Obrij, the fructose concentration
increased by 30% compared with the
control, whereas the susceptible variety
Odesskaya polukarlikovaya did not
show concentration changes after
inoculation. Thus, the higher the
common hydrolase activity in plants, the
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more saccharides are accumulated in
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One of the important components of

sites of pathogen contact (r=O.47-0.85***).
The more saccharides that accumulate in

the common protective reactions of
wheat plants is the activity of protease
inhibitors. Winter wheat varieties that are
relatively resistant to scab possess a

infected tissue and the more enduring
they are, the longer plants can resist
infection.

Table 1. Hydrolase activity of strains of Fusarium spp. in vitro (laboratory test in petri dishes;
results were recorded on the 14th day, E1100 mg dry mass of fungi mycelium).

!.~

Activity
Xylanase

Cellulase

Neutral
protease

13--1,3glucanase

Amylase

48.9

1.2

37.1

3.2

17

44.1

1.6

35.3

3.3

1.8

14.4

1.6

42.3

3.0

1.5

89.9

1.8

27.8

2.8

2.5

62.9

1.1

50.2

2.1

2.1

21.9

0.7

15.7

2.1

1.9

Index

~ Highly pathogenic
strains (n = 16)

I

.5 Moderately pathogenic
strains (n = 7)
~ Low pathogenic
l.I.:
strains (n = 7)

Ii
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Figure 2. Hydrolase activity in the supernatant from wheat varieties infected by pathogenic
strain A03 F. graminearum. a. Disease development on the base of the second leaf sheath. b.
Hydrolase activity in the supernatant of the base of the second leaf sheath. (Vegetative
experiment at 20DC and 16 h daylight.)
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significantly higher TI activity compared
with susceptible genotypes (Table 2).
This reaction generally occurs in the
seedling and the endosperm
(Adamovskaya et al. 1990). The TI
activity of winter wheat varieties taken
from the different soil-climatic zones of
Ukraine and different rotation crops
changed only slightly under the
influence of different environmental
conditions. This stability demonstrates
the importance of exoproteinases in the
defense reactions of the wheat plant.
Analyses of plant breeding history
demonstrate that breeding for
transgressions is the most productive
method of selecting resistant plants. For
instance, the highly resistant and tolerant
winter bread wheat cultivar Odesskaya
51 was derived from the hybridization of
varieties Odesskaya 16 and Bezostaya 1.

Both were susceptible and nontolerant to
Fusarium infection. In our experiments,
stable plant resistance and tolerance have

been achieved by selecting steppe
ecotypes in local breeding institutes.
These varieties do not possess very high
levels of resistance and tolerance but
complement each other with different
components which determine
productivity and resistance to Fusarium
infection. Negative transgressions were
found for all hybrids in the second
generation (Table 3).
We succeeded in increasing the levels
of resistance and tolerance of such
varieties as Progress, Yuzhnaya Zarya,
and Odesskaya polukarlikovaya through
three cycles of selection under conditions
of severe infection. A quick elimination
of weak, nonvital genotypes, and the
general correction of the proportion of

Table 2. Modifications of trypsin inhibitor (TI) activity in the grain of wheat varieties
according to various levels of resistance to Fusarium infection.

Variety

Disease
development
(%)

Biomass (% compared
to controls)
Stems
Roots

Control
grain (g kg· 1 )

Obrij
Olviya
Fedorovka
Average of variety
±M

51.0
46.5
50.0
49.2
1.7

77.0
91.4
80.0
82.8
6.5

Relatively resistant
76.8
0.408
92.4
0.306
94.5
0.209
87.9
0.308
9.8
0.060

Zaliv
AI 'batros odesskij
Yunnat odesskij
Average of variety
±M

67.0
54.4
58.0
59.8
2.5

57.0
80.7
61.0
66.2
3.8

Moderately resistant
0.276
53.0
0.218
69.6
0.261
58.0
0.252
60.2
0.060
2.8

Yuzhnaya Zarya
Peresvet
Prokof 'ievka
Average of variety
±M

74.7
63.9
62.9
67.2
4.8

48.1
70.0
62.4
60.2
5.2

Susceptible
0.186
37.8
0.153
50.0
0.193
59.5
49.1
0.178
5.2
0.060
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variety compounds with different
characteristics were observed. As a result
their resistance increased by a factor of
1.5-2.0. For resistant and tolerant
varieties Zaliv, Obrij, and Ol'viya. no
significant increases were obtained
(Table 4).
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Interesting information was obtained
by comparing the intravarietal structure
of resistant and susceptible varieties.
Odesskaya 51 and Obrij were chosen as
long-living, resistant and tolerant
varieties, and Odesskaya
polukarlikovaya and Yuzhnaya Zarya as

Table 3. Transgression of resistance and tolerance to Fusarium spp. infection (%) in
intravarietal hybrids of winter wheat (laboratory test at the two-leaf stage).
Disease
development
F2

.

Combination of
cross-breeding
Zaliv' x Zirka
Zirka x Zaliv*
Erytrospermum 604/77* 6 Caribo
Odesskaya polukarlikovaya x
Erytrospermum 604/77*
Erytrospermum 604/77* x Zaliv
Zaliv x Erytrospermum 604/77*
Odesskaya* 51 x
Erytrospe rmum604/77
Erytrospermum604/77* x
Mironovskaya 808
Odesskaya 51* x Zaliv
Odesskaya polukarlikovaya x
Caribo*
Odesskaya polukarlikovaya x
Zaliv*
Odesskaya 51* x Caribo
Zirka x Mironovskaya 808*

Level of
transgression

Loss in plant dry
mass compared
to the control
F2
P'

Level of
transgression

88.1
88.1
82.3

66.1
61.7
72.3

-25
-30
-12

94.7
94.7
56.9

55.9
62.3
74.2

-43
-36
30

82.3
82.3
82.3

36.5
14.7
18.2

-56
-82
-78

56.9
56.9
56.9

35.1
19A
31.7

-39
-66
-44

65.3

15.3

-77

52.5

25.7

-51

82.3
65.3

27.2
36.7

-67
-44

56.9
52.5

17.9
53.1

-69
1

95.1

54.3

-43

94.1

61.9

-34

88.1
65.3
87A

38.1
91.7
64.9

-57
40
-26

94.2
52.5
95.5

50.1
84.8
59.7

-47
62
-38

* Results of the best parents.
Table 4. The effect of yearly selection for resistant and tolerant types of winter wheat varieties
infected with Fusarium spp.
Disease development (%)

19838
Variety
Zaliv
Obrij
Ol'viya
Progress
Yuzhnaya Zarya
Odesskaya
polukarlikovaya
LSD 0.05
a

Without
selection

1986

1984"

1987

Without
With
Without
With
Without
With
selection selection selection selection selection selection

47
35
49
80
94

50
44
57
87
97

47
40
52
71
82

21
14
27
69
66

17
8
25
40
42

28
70

10
6
23
41
32

82
11

90

80

78

54

69

38

Field test: results were recorded at the milk-wax stage.

14
7

77
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long-living, susceptible varieties.
Al'batros odessky was considered
intermediate between these two distinct
groups. Every year from 1990-1992,
about 500 sublines of these varieties were
sown after ear treatment with the highly
pathogenic strain K7 of F. grarninearurn in
a field nursery. As illustrated in Figure 3,
the resistant and susceptible varieties
show significant differences in their
susceptible:resistant:mycotrophic lines
ratios. Mycotrophy allows the plant to
benefit from the host-microorganism
relationship. It is necessary to note that
mycotrophy and nontolerance are not
variants of increased plant reaction to the

Obrij

Odesskaya 51

Yuzhnaya
Zarya

Odesskaya
polukarlikovaya

9%

•

o

Susceptible and
non-tolerant lines

influences of microorganisms. One
genotype which could perish under
severe infections can produce a
significant yield increase in response to
stimulation; however, such genotypes
were not numerous among nontolerant
varieties (these did not exceed 15-20% of
the total samples). On the contrary, about
25-30% of the studied mycotrophic lines
suffered and perished under severe
infection pressure. Correlation
coefficients between these properties are
positive, but not significant (r=0.21-0.26).
Therefore, genetic systems which cause
mycotrophy and tolerance could have a
common genetic background.
Resistant and tolerant Odesskaya 51
and Obrij, which have sustained their
qualities for many years, consist of
nearly 60% resistant and tolerant lines. It
is obvious this number is enough to
maintain yield stability and general
resistance. Highly susceptible varieties
Odesskaya polukarlikovaya and
Yuzhnaya Zarya mostly have
proportions of resistant and tolerant lines
of 82.4% and 75.4%, respectively. These
results are contradictory but in line with
data from other experiments. As shown
in our field trials, intravarietal selection
is more effective for highly susceptible
varieties (Table 4).

Resistant and
tolerant lines
•

Mycotrophic lines

Figure 3. Intravarietal ratio of resistant:
susceptible: mycotrophic lines in winter
wheat varieties. (Field tests of 1990, 1991,
and 1992, sowing ears infected by the highly
pathogenic strain K7 F. graminearum.)

Pathogens attacking resistant lines
suffer extreme conditions. In these
situations, fungi survival depends
directly on their ability to produce a
large number of spores, chlamydospores,
and conidia (Zdanova and Vasilevskaya
1982). It can be assumed that if the
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proportion of resistant lines in a variety
exceeds 60%, a selection of highly
pathogenic Fusarium strains may occur.
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technological qualities. A feeding trial
carried out on white rats showed that
weight gain in g kg' feed intake was
high for varieties with a good
combination of Fusarium resistance and
excellent technological and fodder

This may lead to a more aggressive
pathogen population which is lethal even
for relatively resistant types. Therefore,

qualities, e.g., variety Obrij (Table 5).

we propose the development of varieties
composed of about 60% resistant and
tolerant lines, and about 20%
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Variety average
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+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
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4
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2
7
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7
7
5
5
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Signi'ficance and Control of Fusarium
Ear Blight in Winter Wheat
D.W. Parry, P. Jenkinson, J. Liggitt, A. Hilton, and I.A. Clement
Crop and Environment Research Centre, Harper Adams Agricultural College,
Newport, Shropshire, UK

Abstract
In Fusarium culmorum-inoculatedfield trials, a significant regression relationship was
found between incidence and severityoffusarium earblight (FEB), and between % infected
spikelets and 1000grainweight of wheat. In cv. Avalon,an estimated 0.5 t ha! would belost
for every 10% increase in the disease. In glasshouse trials, the most effective fungicidal control
ofF. culmorum infection of wheat ears was demonstrated by tebuconazole and prochloraz,
applied 7 days prior to inoculation. The variable retention of a sodiumfluoroecein tracer was
demonstrated on theears of a range of wheat culiioars, and scanningelectron microscope
studies showed massive internal colonization of protected surfaces prior to the appearance of
visible symptoms. These factors may help to explain variability in fungicide performance. A
link between height and FEB resistance in wheat cultivars was demonstrated.

In a recent review of fusarium ear
blight (FEB, scab) of small grain cereals,
Parry et al. (1995) highlighted that up to
17 Fusarium species have been associated
with the disease, but that in the UK, F.
poae, F. culmorum, and Microdochium nivale
were the most common. The disease is
significant because severe epidemics can
reduce 1000 grain weight, adversely
affect seed quality, and result in grain
contamination by harmful mycotoxins.
Attempts to control FEB h~ve not been
very successful. Fungicidal control is
often inconsistent, and, whilst there has
been a considerable international effort to
breed wheat cultivars with resistance to
the disease, there are still none
commercially available with a high
degree of resistance. In this paper, recent
work to establish the relationship
between FEB disease severity and 1000

grain weight is presented. Experiments
conducted on the efficacy of fungicides in
the glasshouse and field are also outlined,
together with attempts to explain
inconsistencies in fungicide performance
based on electron microscope studies of
infection by F. culmorum and deposition
studies on ears. Results of experiments
which attempt to relate the morphological
characters of a range of wheat varieties to
disease resistance are also presented, and
finally, research priorities are outlined.

Effect of FEB on Winter
Wheat Yield
A 45 m x 12 m area of the winter
wheat cultivar Avalon was sown in
October 1994, and four 16 m x 2 m strips
were inoculated with a conidial spore
suspension of F. culmorum (500,000 spores
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ml") at a rate of 50 ml m-2 when plants
had reached GS 65. Strips were mist
irrigated for 21 days after inoculation. At
14,21, and 28 days post-inoculation, the
incidence (% of ears infected) and
severity (% of spikelets infected) of ear
blight were assessed on 25 ears selected
at random from 16 designated 2m x 2m
miniplots in the trials area. In addition,
1,200 individual fertile tillers were
selected at random throughout the whole
trial area and tagged 10 days postinoculation. These were assessed at 14,
21, and 28 days post-inoculation by
recording % spikelets infected. At
harvest, 1.0 m 2 of each 2 m x 2 m miniplot
% of incidence
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Figure 1. Relationship between incidence
and severity of fusarium ear blight 28 days
post-inoculation.
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was harvested and threshed using a
single ear thresher, and total grain weight
together with four replicate 1000 grain
weights were recorded. Single tillers were
harvested and the number of grains per
ear, weight of grains, and 1000 grain
weights calculated. Regression analysis
was used to determine the relationship
between disease, number of grains per
ear, and 1000 grain weight. A similar
analysis was also carried out in an
attempt to relate incidence and severity
data from the miniplots.
The relationship between % ears
infected and % spikelets infected 28 days
post-inoculation in miniplots is given in
Figure 1. These data indicate that the
relationship between incidence and
severity was linear and close (r 2 = 0.94).
In future, therefore, assessments of
disease incidence in miniplots may be
used solely as a quantitative measure of
disease. The effect of FEB on the 1000
grain weight of wheat determined in
miniplots and on 1,200 individual tillers
is given in Figure 2. Increasing FEB
severity, as expected, reduced the 1000
grain weight. The regression relationships
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b
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Figure 2. Effect of fusarium ear blight on the 1000 grain weight (TGW) of winter
wheat determined using miniplot (a) and single tiller (b) approaches.
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for the miniplots and single tillers were
not significantly different, and over 50%
of the variation in 1000 grain weight was
accounted for by these relationships. It
can be estimated that in the cultivar
Avalon, a yield loss of 0.5 t ha" would
result for every 10% increase in FEB
(assuming an average yield of 8 t ha").

Control Methods

Mean % of spikelets infected
35

30 -------------------------------------

25 ------------------------------------20 ---------------15 -----------

10 -----------

:lt~ I
1

Chemical
An experiment was set up in the
glasshouse to test the efficacy of a range of
fungicides against F. culmorum. Winter
wheat plants of cv, Avalon were
inoculated with 200,000 conidia per ml of
F. culmorum to run-off when plants were
at early to mid anthesis. Twelve hours
after inoculation, plants were mist
irrigated. Each of the fungicides were
applied at each of three times: 7 days
before inoculation, 2 days after, and 5
days after inoculation, using a precision
pot sprayer. Tebuconazole was applied at
1 L ha" ai (treatments 5, 9, and 13,
respectively). Chlorothalonil was applied
at 2 L ha? ai (treatments 6, 10, and 14,
respectively). Prochloraz was applied at
0.9 L ha" ai (treatments 7, 11, and 15,
respectively) and pyrimethanil applied at
3 L ha" ai (treatments 8, 12, and 16,
respectively). Treatments 1-4 were the
four fungicides applied to non-inoculated
plants. The mean % spikelets infected per
plant was calculated 12 days after
inoculation.
Figure 3 shows that tebuconazole and
prochloraz applied 7 days before
inoculation (treatments 5 and 7) were the
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Figure 3. The effect of fungicides applied at
three different times on the severity of
fusarium ear blight in a Fusarium culmoruminoculated glasshouse trial.

most effective pre-inoculation
treatments. Of the 2 days postinoculation treatments, all of the
fungicides except pyrimethanil
(treatment 12) significantly reduced
disease severity. Of the 5 days postinoculation treatments, only prochloraz
significantly reduced disease severity
(treatment 15 ), compared to the
inoculated untreated control (treatment
17).
The results of a parallel F. culmoruminoculated field trial did not completely
reflect these data. In general, both trials
demonstrated the superior performance
of protectant pre-inoculation treatments,
but in the field there was reduced
fungicide efficacy compared to the
glasshouse, and less difference between
products.
Problems associated with efficacy
and consistency of performance of
fungicides are the result of several
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factors including difficulties of applying
fungicides designed primarily for the leaf
to the ear. Preliminary investigations have
been conducted into the retention of a
tracer dye, sodium fluorescein, on the ears
of wheat at a range of stages during
anthesis. The tracer was applied in a
mixture with a surfactant using a
conventional applicator at a rate of 210 L
ha'. Treated ears were allowed to dry for
20 minutes prior to washing in water,
decanting solutions, and determination of
the concentration of sodium fluoroscein
using a spectrophotometer. Ears were
then oven-dried and the amount of
retained tracer expressed as rnl g-l dry
weight of tissue (Table 1).
Cultivars differed considerably in the
amount of tracer retained, from 5.36 ml g-l
in the cultivar Riband, to 28.18 rnl g-l in
Brigadier. Retention was maximal at the
end of anthesis. These data indicate that
fungicide performance may vary because
some cultivars are likely to retain more
active ingredient than others. It is unusual
for fungicides to be formulated for
application to the ear although it is likely
that this could improve performance
significantly, particularly on those
varieties which retained lower amounts of
sodium fluoroscein tracer.

A further factor which is likely to
influence fungicide performance is the
timing of application. In order to be cost
effective, some farmers only apply
fungicides either when wet weather
occurs during anthesis, or when the first
symptoms appear. Studies conducted
using the scanning electron microscope
have revealed that once there are visible
symptoms of F. culmorum, there has been
massive internal colonization of protected
surfaces by the fungus (Figures 4a and b);
hence, it may be too late for fungicides to
have a major impact on disease
development.

Genetic resistance
During the 1994/95 season, the
morphological characters in wheat
cultivars which might influence the
development of FEB were measured and
related to disease severity in field plots
inoculated with Fusarium spp./M. nivale.
Measurements were taken from cultivars
which differed in heights: relatively tall
cultivars, Spark, Cadenza, Mercia, and
Riband; and shorter cultivars, Hereward,
Brigadier, Hunter, and Genesis.
Regression analysis was used to
determine the relationship between
disease severity and these selected
morphological characters (Table 2).

Table 1. Retention of sodium fluoroscein (ml g-l dry weight of tissue) on the ears of six
cultivars of winter wheat at four stages of development.
Stage of anthesis
Cultivar

Pre-anthesis

Early anthesis

Mid anthesis

End of anthesis

Soisson
Cadenza
Mercia

7.93
4.57
5.7
0.66
1.29
10.04

16.35
5.8
8.01
2.65
3.51
13.79

17.85
5.88
6.85
5.06
4.89
19.68

19.35
6.25
8.09
5.36
6.04
28.18

Riband
Hussar
Brigadier
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Figure 4. Fusarium culmorum infection of winter wheat cv. Avalon. Micrographs show areas of a
spikelet from an ear which had no macroscopic symptoms, 7 days post-inoculation. a. Hyphae
growing across palea surface from beneath the edge of lemma. Bar=50 mm. b. Emergence of
hyphae through stoma located toward the proximal end of pal ea. Bar=10 mm.

Table 2. Relationship between FEB and morphological characters of eight cultivars of winter
wheat. Disease severity assessed six weeks after inoculation with a mixture of Fusarium
species and M. nivale.

Correlation coefficient
(Traits and ear blight)

Tiller height
(ern)

Number of spikelets
per rachis

Peduncle length
(em)

Angle of flag
leaf

-0.572*'

-0.185 (NS)

-0.015(NS)

0.226(NS)

Tiller height was the only
morphological character of those
measured which showed a significant
relationship with FEB severity. The
shorter cultivars had more disease than
the taller. For example, six weeks after
inoculation Spark had 25% FEB, whereas
Brigadier showed 58%. Whether or not
this is the result of a microclimate effect
around taller ears or a genetic effect is
the subject of current research.

3. Development of a forecasting system
for FEB in order to maximize fungicide
performance and reduce pesticide
input.
4. Further development and application of
diagnostics in the studies of FEB
significance, epidemiology, and control.
5. Increased understanding of infection
processes.
6. A greater understanding of the basis of
disease resistance in cereal cultivars
leading to a more rational approach to
breeding for disease resistance.

Research Priorities
Reference
1. Greater awareness of the importance of
FEB, particularly the role of mycotoxins.
2. More effort from agrochemical
companies to develop compounds
specifically targeted at FEB and/ or
mycotoxins, and formulated for the ear.

Parry, D.W., Jenkinson, P., and L. McLeod.
1995. Fusarium ear blight (scab) in small
grain cereals-a review. Plant Pathology
44:207-238.
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Fungicide Control of Fusarium Scab and
Impact on Toxin Contamination
A. Mesterhazy

Cereal Research Institute, Szeged, Hungary

Abstract
The control offusarium head blight(FHB) is an unsolved problem worldwide. Tests have
shown that large differences exist between the efficacies offungicides usedfor FHB control.
Fungicides control not only symptom development, but also toxin contamination of grain
produced. Highly susceptible genotypes cannotbefully protected under severe epidemic
conditions. To achieve effective control, the most susceptible cultivarsshouldbewithdrawn
from commercial production, andfungicides applied as a preventive measure. Current results
show that tebuconazole achieves the most effective control.

Resistance tests over many years
have proved that most commercial wheat
cultivars are susceptible or highly
susceptible to fusarium head blight
(FHB). As the development of more
resistant cultivars is slow, the susceptible
genotypes should be protected with
fungicides. In the past decades, chemical
protection has given only moderate
results, possibly due to application
mistakes (delayed) and poor fungicide
efficiency. Generally, data from control
experiments is limited (Parry 1995), with
most originating from extension papers
(Daugenet et al. 1991; Caron 1995; Caron
et al. 1990; Obst 1991). There are a
number of scientific publications that
show that the efficiencies of different
fungicides on FHB largely differ (Deimel
and Schramm 1990; Fehrmann and Diehl
1989; Hutcheon and Jordan 1992;
Mesterhazy and Bartok 1996). It is widely
agreed that tebuconazole is among the
most effective fungicides tested to date.

Not only does FHB cause yield
reductions and losses in baking and feed
quality, but toxin contamination of
harvested grain is a health hazard to
humans and animals. Grain
contaminated with well over the
accepted levels for deoxynivalenol
(DON) or zearalenone results in a total
loss for the grower; the grain cannot be
traded, and additional costs are incurred
to destroy it.
Test results from 1992,1994, and 1995
are considered in this paper. Sections of
this work have been published by
Mesterhazy and Bartok (1996); however,
the first evaluation of the 1995 results is
presented here. The novelty of these tests
is that a very effective microplot method
was applied (Mesterhazy 1995), and
besides visual field symptoms, yield
reduction, kernel infection, and toxin
contamination were also investigated to
provide more detailed information on
the effect of fungicides on FHB.

Fungicide Control of Fusarium Scab and Impact on Toxin Contamination

Materials and Methods
Fungicide tests were performed from
1991 and included many fungicides
suggested for FHB control. Spraying was
carried out at full flowering, and artificial
inoculation performed, on four different
isolates per plot (6 m-) in three replicates.
All fungicides were applied according to
the manufacturers' recommendations.
One replicate comprised a group of 20-25
heads, sprayed with the suspension of
the given isolate.
Inoculation involved the application
of two Fusarium graminearum and two F.
culmorum isolates with differing
pathogenicities and capacities for DON
production. Inoculum production,
inoculation techniques, and trait
evaluation have been described by
Mesterhazy (1983, 1995). Each treatment
was carried out in a four-plot replicated
design. Following spraying, a
polyethylene bag was placed over every
group of heads for 24 hours to ensure
100% RH necessary to initiate the
infection process. As the isolates differed
in agressiveness, four epidemic
situations were able to be simultaneously
studied. The tests involved two or three
genotypes of differing resistance levels
(Zombor and Zugoly, more susceptible;
Bence, more resistant). Evaluation of
head symptoms was carried out five
times. After harvest, 10 ears were
separated, threshed, weighed, and
visually rated for scabby grains. The
grain samples were screened for DON
content by HPLC supplied with a diode
array detector which enabled an exact
identification based on the DON
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spectrum. No other Fusarium toxin was
found despite the capacity to detect
nivalenol, zearalenon, and other toxins in
the samples. In view of these results,
chemical control of the disease can be
considered ecologically friendly because
the Fusarium toxins are 100-1000 times
more poisonous than the fungicides used
to control them.

Results and Discussion
Control of FHB is higher on more
resistant varieties, with full control
sometimes achieved. The 1992 results
(Table 1) show that fungicide efficacy of
was higher on Bence than on more
susceptible cultivars.
In 1992, an inoculation was made the
day after fungicide treatment, followed
by a further inoculation 10 days later. All
fungicides were found to be as effective
as when applied at flowering time,
demonstrating a prolonged effect.
Usually a later inoculation is less
effective, however in this year, heavy
rains occurred after the second
inoculation so the epidemic developed
just as severely, 10 days earlier. The tests
demonstrated that delayed inoculation
may cause serious consequences.
In 1994 and 1995, more fungicides
were tested to produce an overview of
the chemicals frequently used for FHB
control (Tables 2 and 3). The
aggressiveness of the isolates
significantly influenced the protective
effect of the fungicides and correlated
well with DON levels measured in the
samples. Carbendazim generally gave
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Table 1. Fusarium head blight fungicide tests on wheat with varying FHB resistance at two
inoculation times, 1992. Severity of head blight is expressed as %.

Inoculation

Fungicide

Zugoly

Cultivars
Bence

Zombor

Average

1. Flowering time

Fus. control
Fo!. 250
FolBT 1*
FolBT 2*
Kolfugo
Tilt
Average'
Fus. control
Fo!. 250
FolBT 1*
FolBT 2*
Kolfugo
Tilt
Average
Gen. mean

23.00'
8.50
6.75
8.25
15.00
11.50
12.17
28.25
9.25
9.75
10.00
12.25
10.75
13.38
12.77

20.50
6.25
5.50
6.00
17.00
8.25
10.58
22.75
6.50
6.50
6.50
13.75
10.75
11.13
10.85

26.25
12.25
17.00
16.00
21.25
18.50
18.54
40.50
15.75
16.75
17.50
28.25
17.75
22.75
20.65

23.28
9.00
9.78
10.47
17.72
12.78
13.84
30.47
10.47
11.00
11.33
18.19
13.06
15.75
14.80

2. 10 days later

Isolates A
Cultivars B
Fungicides C
AxB
AxC
BxC
AxBxC

0.75
0.75
1.00
1.41
2.04
2.04
3.25

26.88
9.74
10.39
10.90
17.96
12.92
14.80

2nd inoculation
5%ERR
5%AxBxC

1st inoculation
5%AxBxC
5%ERR

LSD 5%

General
mean

1.00
1.00
1.49
1.83
2.58
2.58
4.25

1.75
1.75
2.25
2.98
4.24
4.24
7.00

2.75
2.75
4.00
5.15
7.25
7.25
12.00

a Data are means of 5 readings from 36 replicates.

Table 2. Summary data of fungicide trials: assessment of fusarium head blight (FHB) control
in wheat, 1994.
Treatment
Folicur Plus
Folicur 250EC
Matador
Folicur BT
Tilt
Alto
Granit
Kolfugo
Bayleton
Fusarium control
Mean
LSD 5%

FHB (%)

Yield loss (%)

Kernel infection (%)

DON (ppm)

0.00
0.03
0.27
0.22
2.25
4.15
5.19
5.12
7.06
13.18
3.41
2.22

1.22
0.92
0.99
3.33
5.26
10.42
12.55
9.77
13.74
24.46
7.51
4.90

0.15
0.39
0.83
1.04
3.81
4.56
8.91
9.57
15.10
26.47
6.44
4.50

0.00
0.00
0.09
0.15
0.28
0.69
1.23
1.35
1.27
2.77
0.71
0.95

Correlations
Parameters

FHB (%)

Yield loss (%)

Kernel infection (%)

Yield loss (%)
Kernel infection (%)
DON (ppm)

0.9748***
0.9866***
0.9637***

0.9842***
0.9739***

0.9899***

*** P = 0.1%
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Table 3. Summary data of fungicide tests: assessment of fusarium head blight (FHB) control
in wheat, 1995.
Treatment

Folicur 250 EC
Folicur BT
Alto Combi
Duett
Tango
Bayfidan
Tilt 250 EC
Alert
Granit
Bayleton
KWG 4168
Kolfugo
Fusarium control
Mean

FHB (%)

DON (ppm)

Yield loss (%)

Kernel infection (%)

7.73
10.70
15.62
20.09
20.23
20.43
20.59
20.63
21.06
23.18
24.28
25.07
31.56
20.09

11.30
15.48
18.25
23.86
30.24
29.98
30.44
34.02
31.68
32.63
37.53
43.30
42.61
29.33

18.94
23.16
32.23
34.83
34.39
37.11
37.16
30.92
37.65
41.15
42.16
44.36
47.43
35.50

11.72
16.57
22.42
41.78
42.84
38.36
39.89
30.34
36.75
41.29
45.63
53.17
59.74
36.96

Correlati.on$

DON (ppm)
Yield loss (%)
Kernel infection (%)

FHB (%)

DON (ppm)

Yield loss (%)

0.9421 ***
0.9614***
0.9569*"

0.9056***
0.9102*"

0.9450***

*** P = 0.1%

poor protection, whereas all other
fungicides were significantly better
(Kolfugo with 25% carbendazim, 1.5 L
ha- l ) but did not achieve sufficient
control (Tango, 1 L ha-l; Rex, 1 L ha- l ;
Duett, 1 L ha- l ; Alto Combi increased
dosage, 1 L ha- l ; Granit, 1 L ha- l ; Tilt, 250
ECi Milstar, 1 L ha': Bayleton, 0.5 L ha-l;
Benlate: Bayfidan; Alert). The best results
were achieved using tebuconazole
fungicides [Folicur, BT 1 L ha-l; Folicur
250 EC (Horizon), 1 L ha-l; Folicur Plus
(Matador), 1 L ha']. At lower epidemic
levels, effectiveness differed only slightly
between these fungicides, but at higher
levels, Folicur 250 EC and Folicur Plus
with doubled tebuconazole content were
significantly better. However, under
heavy epidemic conditions the protective
effect was only 50-60%.

Grain toxin contamination was
proportional to the infection severity of
the heads or grains. Where no visible
infection occurred, no detectable DON
concentration was measured.
Correlations between DON
contamination and disease severity, yield
reduction, and kernel infection were
above r=0.95, significant at P=O.l %.
Toxin contamination is dependent not
only on the fungicides used, but also on
the pathogenicity of the isolate. For FHB
susceptible cultivars, it is reasonable to
automatically include a preventative
spraying into the plant protection
technology. Special care is needed to
protect seed-production fields. For
cultivars with higher FHB resistance, a
control is needed for when a longer wet
and warm period occurs. Spraying
severely infected fields has only a
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moderate or very moderate efficacy and
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Fusarium Toxins in Uruguayan Wheat
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Abstract
In Uruguay, Fusarium spp. (mainly F. graminearum) invade grain both in thefield and
in storage, and produce mycotoxins of which deoxynivalenol (DON) is the most prevalent.
Under temperate and humid conditions, F. graminearum causes fusarium head blight (FHB,
scab), adversely affecting crop development and grain quality. A three-year study was
conducted in order to determine the naturaloccurrence of Fusarium toxins [trichothecenes
(DON, Ac DON, NIV, FX, and T-2) and zearalone (ZEA)] in wheat and other prioritygrains
in Uruguay. DON was the most abundantof the toxins detected with significant values in
47.'7% of samples, and 15 Ac DON was the predominant isomer. ZEA was detected in 17.7%
of samples. DON concentrations in wheat samples ranged from <80 to >1000 ppb. As 1994
was a prominent year for FHB of wheatin Uruguay, CIMMYT advanced breeding lines were
evaluated for FHB susceptibility and mycotoxin content. The trichothecene with the highest
incidence was DON, with levels of 80-2235 ppb. A direct relationship between disease severity
and toxin concentration was notfound based on the association of Fusarium field infection
and DON content; however, high levels of DON were found only in heavily infected plants,
and low toxin levels correlated with a lack of disease incidence in thefield. The majorityof the
Chinese-origin lines showed high levels of FHB resistance combined with low trichothecene
concentrations. These could be selected as scab resistant lines for future use in wheat
improvement programs.

The Uruguayan Situation
Fusarium graminearum is the most
common toxic fungal species affecting
wheat and other small grains in Uruguay.
Under ideal environmental conditions,
temperate and humid weather with cold
and hot daily cycles, it causes grain scab.
Fusarium spp. invade grain both in the
field and in storage, and produce
mycotoxins of which deoxynivalenol
(DON) is the most prevalent in
Uruguayan cereals, particularly in wheat.
The fungus negatively affects both crop
development and industrial processes; it

causes seedling death, reduces
germination, affects grain size, color, and
industrial quality, and produces toxins.

Natural Occurrence
In order to assess the intake of
mycotoxins from food sources in
Uruguay, the natural occurrence and
levels of Fusarium toxins [trichothecenes
(DON, AcDON, NIV, FX, T-2) and
zearalenone (ZEA)] were analyzed in the
country's most important grain crops and
by-products (wheat, barley, maize, rice;
harvests of 1993-95) by the Technological
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Laboratory of Uruguay (LATU). These
toxins were chosen because Fusarium is
the predominant fungal contaminant due
to prevailing weather conditions.
Samples were screened for
trichothecenes and ZEA by TLC and
confirmed by HPLC. Of a total of 443
samples surveyed, 47.4% showed
evidence of DON and 13.5% of AcDON,
with 15 AcDON being the predominant
isomer (Table 1). ZEA was present in
17.7% of the samples. Of the samples,
68.4% were negative for all toxins tested.

Tricothecene T-2 was detected in only
0.2% of the samples. No traces of NIV or
FX were recorded.
All grain categories contained some
Fusarium toxins, with wheat and barley
having the highest levels of DON (Table
2). For wheat, 3.2% of samples exceeded
the DON 1 ppm MERCOSUR guideline,
and 3.7% were above the ZEA 200 ppb
recommendation (Table 3).

Twelve F. graminearum monosporic
isolates were also tested for toxin
production. They were grown on moist
rice, cultured, and extracted with
Table 1. Natural occurrence of Fusarium
toxins in wheat, barley, maize, and rice.
methanol-water (45:55.) / chloroform.
Analysis was performed by TLC and
Concentration
Frequency (%) a range (mg kg·1)
Toxin
HPLC, and toxins were confirmed by
GC/MS (Plant Research Centre,
100-1200
17.7
ZEA
47.7
80-4000
DON
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada).
3-AcDON
o
Results showed that 11 of the 12 strains
13.5
160-800
15-AcDON
were DON and/ or ZEA producers, and 9
0.2
10.000 b
T2
NIV
o
isolates were 15 AcDON producers
FX
o
(Table 4). No NIV or FX was detected.
a No. positive samples/No. total samples
Mass spectral data yielded other minor
analyzed.
mycotoxins;
13-0H-apotrichothecenes,
b One positive sample.
11- epiapotrichothecenes,
Table 2. Incidence and range of deoxynivalenol (DON).
culmorin, sambucinol, and
<80 80-500 500-1000
Total
samples - - - - (mg kg·1)
Wheat and
by-products
Barley and malt

>1000

isotrichodermol were found to
be the most frequent (Pineiro et
al. 1996).

116
124

45%
58%

48%
29%

4%
4%

3.2%
9.0%

From the grain survey data
in which DON, ZEA, and 15

Table 3. Incidence and range of zearalenone.
Total
samples <100 100-200
>200
analyzed - - (mg kg'1) - - Wheat and by-products
Barley and malt
Maize and by-products
Rice and by-products

54
105
61
24

94.4%
73.3%
83.6%
100.0%

1.9%
19.0%
3.3%

3.7%
7.6%
13.3%

AcDON were the predominant
toxins, and from the metabolic
profiles of the isolates tested, it
is suggested that Uruguayan F.
graminearum strains belong to
the chemotype 18 (DON/IS
AcDON). These results are in

Fusarium Toxins in Uruguayan Wheat

accordance with North American,
Argentine, and Mexican data.
A pilot plan for monitoring
mycotoxin contamination in food and
feeds was implemented by the
Mycotoxin Department of LATU and the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO) (Singh and Tu, in
press). The aim of the project was to
determine the potential hazard posed by
priority food-contaminant combinations.
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values for all mycotoxins. Fusarium toxins
were the most prevalent and DON wac;
the only toxin present in all groups. In all
grain categories, DON was detected in
levels above 1 ppm. For wheat, DON
concentrations ranged from <80 to >1000
ppb. Most wheat samples (93%) had
DON levels <500 ppb (Figure 1). All grain
categories tested had >83% undetectable
levels for ZEA, with 95% of wheat
samples <100 ppb.

Resistance Research
The choice of foods and contaminants
to be monitored was based on the
importance of the food in the local diet,
the economic importance of the product,
and the potential health risk posed by the
specific combination. The principal
commodities selected were wheat, barley,
and rice. Among the mycotoxins
analyzed were the Fusarium mycotoxins
zearalenone and DON. Also included
were aflatoxins, ochratoxin A, and ergot
alkaloids.
The survey results of 1993-95 showed
differences in both the incidence and
levels of mycotoxin content for the
principal commodities. Of all food
categories analyzed, feed had the highest

Due to climatic conditions, 1994 was a
prominent year for fusarium head blight
(FHB) disease in Uruguay. Given this
unique opportunity, numerous CIMMYT
advanced breeding wheat lines were
evaluated for FHB field infection, and
selected for varying degrees of resistance.
A group of these selected lines (75), with
different degrees of susceptibility to FHB,
were assayed for Fusarium mycotoxin
content (DON, 3 and 15- AcDON, NIV,
and T2). The aim of the experiment was
to identify the prevalent trichothecenes in
Uruguayan wheat and to study the

IA...------ .Wheat

%

80~

Hcbf-------

Table 4. Concentration of major toxins
produced by isolates.

~ Barley and malt

DFeed

60
40

No. of

Mycotoxin

ZEA
DON
15-AcDON

isolates
positive!
No. of
isolates
analyzed (%)

Mean
amount
(mg s')

11/12 (91.7)
10/12 (83.3)
9/12 (75.0)

62.9
28.6
9.5

20
Range
(mg g.1)

9.0-110.95
27-70.65
1.7-17.60

<80

ppb

80-500 500-1000 > 1000

ppb

ppb

ppb

Figure 1. Deoxynivalenol (DON) levels in
principal food commodities tested during

1993-95.
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relationship of toxin levels to FHB field
resistance.

Intermediate toxin values could not be
correlated to disease severity or virulence.

Samples from CIMMYT selected
wheat cultivars and special lines of the
1994-95 crop were collected from
experimental plots at INIA/La
Estanzuela, Uruguay. Severity of FHB
was determined by surveying wheat
spikes in the field and employing the
CIMMYT visual double-digit system.
Mycotoxin analyses of the naturally
infected wheat samples were performed
by TLC and confirmed by HPLC.

High levels of resistance, expressed as
low FHB severity, combined with low
DON concentrations were found in the
majority of the Chinese-origin lines
(Figure 2, Table 5). These could be
selected as scab resistant lines for future
use in wheat improvement programs.

The frichothecene present with the
highest incidence in the wheat lines tested
was DON, with levels varying between
80-2235 mg kg'. In 5 of the 75 lines, the
presence of 15-AcDON was detected, and
in only one line, NIV and T2.

Future work in this area includes the
development of prevention methods for
Fusarium contamination and toxin
formation. This will be attempted through
selection of resistant lines, employing
genotype identification, and screening
resistance genes to FHB and mycotoxins
using RAPD primers and other molecular
techniques.
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Figure 2. Fusarium head blight resistance
and deoxynivalenol (DON) values.
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